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Plushes.
MARKET PRICE BROKEN
All oui very best and widest Colored Silk
Plushes that we have been selling at

$3.00 for $2.00.
Sale begins THIS MORNING, but will probably i
continue one week. Colors are best adapted to
match this season’s Dre-s Goods of any in America.

RINES BROTHERS
B.—We shall sell two hours each day this week
(from 9 tolO a. m. and from 2 to 3 p. m.) Ladies’ 87
cents and $1.00 KID GLOVES, in dark colors, at
no7<ien3t
only 45 cents. limited to one pair.
N.

Cornsf

USING

BY

SCHLOTTEPBECK’S

Corn, War! & Bunion Solvent*
Entirely harmless; ie not & caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunion? and Gallons
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for
A
Price

applying

in each bottio.

Book

Binder.

TUESDAY MORSlNttfc NOVEMBER 7.
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Pattern and Model Maker.

frying purposes.
probably nothing
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TOR THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES
—

OF

THE

—

Head, Throat and Lungs,
—

APPLY

TO

—

I>B. MOUSE, 135 Free Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

Phila-

There’s something
he ‘‘olive’*in
of

the situation in the kitchen over the trying pan:
You cou d take lard, which was not cheap, and
“used up” very fast; you had butter, which, besides
being expensive, required a skilful cook to keep it
from burning; or you could use salad oil, which,
though costing alarmingly to begin with, required
so liitie to do tlu work that the cooking school
would tell you it was like the widow’s ci use it did
not seem to lose perceptibly; after frying fifty oysters the bottle was nearly as full as before.
tfut
very few American housekeepers could be brought,,
by its first expensiv<jness, to try using sweet oil
which is the frying material of all south Europe.
We leave out of the list “clarified fat,” or dripping,
because there is seldom enough of this to do the entire cooking with, even with a conscientious person
in the kitchen whQ understands how to save and me
it ail, as it should always be insisted on.
The two
beat-known vegetable oils that this country produces are cotton reed oil and peanut oil, both of
which are understood to have been for years
exported to Europe, coming back to us in
wicker-covered flasks as Italian olive oil. Keal olive oil from Califorma is to small a product as yet
to count much in the borne market.
The manufacturers of the new olive butter—which is not butter at all, but a clear greenish oil—li ive agreed to
give us a home product, warrauved pure, without
^be ocean voyage; though, to conciliate our ridiculous American prejudices, do not label it cottou
seed or peanut oil, the fo mei of which it probably
is. Anybody who tries it, will agree that it cooks
as well *8 salad oil; and as all-vegetable oils heat at
lower temperature than the solid animal fats, it
does not burn away or waste as rapidly as lard. It
comes in convenient cans with a mouthpiece, like
tho^veroseue oil can, so that you can pour off just
the desired quanijty for use, and, after cooking,
this can be carefully strained and returned to tlie
can, except it bas been used for tisb, when it must
be put in a sep irate bottle and kept apart for this
use.
it has a slightly pungent smell when cook ng
which is said to be entirely removed by the use of a
pinch of salt, but which is no worse than other frying through the house. The egg plants, oysters,
clam or eorn fritters that are turned out of olive
butter by a good cook, have uota particle of g.eisinesB about them,nor any taste whatever of the medium in which-they are fried.
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LOT

Of Gentlemen’s Fine Merino Underwear at about half price. The
above lot of goods are subject to
slight imperfection in weaving being shaded a very little. They are
free from holes and darnes and
one of the be t bargains we have
ever been able to offer.
The price
on this lot of goods will be $1.25
cts., price oi regular goods $2.25.
Call and examine this lot of goods
and you will surely buy them.

STUDLEY,

353

Middle

A

dtf

at Lowest

Prices.

Parker’s New
Agent

of

Hole A gem for

“Trap Guns.”

for Dl'PO!VT’S Sporting and Blasting
Powder, Atlas Powdar, Fuse and Caps.

221

Middle

Street,

Oppcttise the FALitlOUl fti UOT1CL)

G-.

octlG

Xju

4ft D

Visiting
Cards.

$0.00 Wool Blankets, large, for
$4.50.
Misses’ Colored Merino Hose, 12
1-2 cts., worth 25 cts.
Ladi s’ Colored Cashmere Hose,

good assortment

AMERICANaad ENGLISH BREECH-LOADERS

Wedding

Street.

liov4

:dlm

jp

B^ILiET.
dim

William k Lowell,
GABO PLATE ENGRAVER
AN1>

Stationer.

Engraved Cards and Invitations
for Weddings and Receptions a Specialty,

513 CONGRESS STREET.
Inch?.

iltf

37 1-2 cts. worth 75 cts.
Ladies’ Embroidered Unlaundried
Handkerchiefs, 25 cts. worth
50 cts.

Table Damask, 25, 37, 42, 50.
$2.00, $2.50,$3.00 Gossamer Rnlber Circulars for $1.25, $1.50,
$2.00.
Call early and avail yourself of
this chance beloi e
are all gone.

and Domestic
received
every

Imported
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these ..bargains and factories, at GUPPY,
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condition.

New Post Office in Lincoln County.
Washington, Nov. 0.—A new post office
was established today at Herley; Lincoln couu
Wm. H,

Reed, Postmaster.

Shot Himself.
New York, Nov. G.—H. Rooke, aged 33
years, committed suicide last night at No. 154
Chatham street, by shooting himself in the
head. His wife iives at South Providevce,R.I.
Thurlow Weed.
Mr. Thurlow Weed's health continues to
improve, and the visits of his physician are
His appetite, too, has imgrowing fewer.

proved.

A Missionary Gift.
Rochester, Nov. G.—The will of the late
Hon E. P. Smith, formerly minister to Japan,
provides, among other things, for the erection

of

Christian chapel in Tokio, Japan, at a
of $5,000.
Decision Sustained.
New York, Nov. 6.—The general term of
the Superior Court render id a decision overruling the defendant's motion to resettle judgment of a former general term in the case of
D. K. Caro against the Metropolitan elevated
railroad.
A Girl Thief
Jennie Rigney, a ID year old girl, is under
arrest, charged with robberies of residences to
the arnoun of $3,000.
She engaged as a domestic in houses and robbed them of jeweiry
in less than 24 honrs.
Election Day.
The Stock, Cotton, Produce and Mining Exchanges in this city will close to-morrow.
A Political Rumor.
A Washington special says U. S. District
Attorney Woodford of New York, will be removed shortly.
For Ten Years.
Edward Kelly, who, the first of last July,
stabbed PatricR Foley, was to-day sentenced
to the State prison for ten years.
A Light Sentence.
a

oct27

THE i'KIOli OE IIIE HOUSE
“CRYSTAL

CEEAN'EB.”

tire world (or cleaning, washing and
scouringiJurn.se!*
Also, Vote Colton that
cannot Wo excelled. UEtiBV J.M!*VITT,
at W. G. Tbomes, 409 Oongrea* Si.
dtf
UOTl

BEST

in

Reddington,

who,

Aug.

11th,

throw Waites B, Kitdbell, a brakeman ou the
Sixth Avenue elevated road, to the street
from the train, was to-day sentenced to the
State prison for four years.
Riots Feared.
A committee.of cit zens to day called upon
the police commissioners and stated that they
feared riois at the election polls in the lower
districts to-morrow.
Mayor Grace also sent a
letter to this offset, and asked that the police
be properly distributed for the protection of
voters.
Supt. Wailing has made all necessary
preparations to preveut riots.
Death of a Clergyman,
Buffalo, Nov. G.—Rev. John F. Ernest, a
brother-in-taw of Judge Foigor, died to-day
aged 70.

Business Suspended.
Boston, Not. 6—The leading bankers and
brokers in this city will close their offices toIn New York tomormorrow, election day.
row will be a legal holiday.
Mr. Alcott.
Conccrd, Nov. C.— l he condition of Mr. A
Bronson Aicott, is more comfortable this forenoon than
for some time -heretofore.
The
alarming reports which have been ci red fated
for a few days past are found to be without
substantial foundation.
Gloucester Fish Receipts.
Gloucester, Nov. 6.—Eleven fishing arriv
als have been reparted at this port since Saturday, four from the Georges, four from tho
Western Bank, two from Grand Bank, one
from a mackerling trip.
Receipts 175,000
pounds of codfish. 76,200 pounds of halibut,
60,000 pounds pollock, 15,000 pounds of hake,
173 barrels of mackerel.
Fatal Accident.
Plymouth, Nov. 6.—Chas. Snell, aged 72,
residing at West Duxbury, was found dead at
his barn door yesterday morning, with his face
cut and
bruised.
Medical
Examiner Dr.
James B. Brewster of Plymouth was notified,
made an examination and found that the
wounds were made by his falling on a rock;
that death resulted from natural causes.
Generous Bequests.
Boston, Nov. 6.—The will of the late Jerome G. Kidder has been filled in Suffolk
county probate court. The estate is vaiaed at
about $1,000,000 and among the bequests are
the following to public institutions:
Benevolent fraternity of churches, $10,000;
Home foraged men, $10,000; Home for aged
women, $10,000; to children’s hospital, $5,000;
Massachusetts general hospital} $5,000; and
additional bequest to tho same institution of
$15,000, lor a home of convalescents; American Unitarian Association, 510,000; Boston
lying in hospital, $50,000. The Boston industrial temporary home, the land under said
building and appurtenances thereto belonging
to said Kidder, and further, a bequest of
$12,000 for the general use of tho house, and
additional bequests of $3,000 to same inan
stitution to send destitute strangers in Boston to respective homes; Massachusetts Institute Technology, $55,00 to build a hall in the
new building of said institution
to be called
“Kidder Hall” numerous largo private beto
relatives
and
friends
of
deceased folquests
low.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Caused by 111 Health.
Concord, Nov. 6.—Charles Wetherbee in
the employ of Brooks & Co.’s, Boston express,
committed suicide by shooting himself thi<
morning. Despondency on account of ill health
was the cause.
Rather Despondent.
Petisrboro, Nov. G —David Clark aged 02.
an employe in Briggs' piauo stool factory comHe had been demitted buicide last evening
spondent several weeks.

*

St.

Aiulreasberg Canaries, bell and flute notes, $4, $3*
Campauini Canaries trained whistlers, long trill
and water bubble notes, £
eat vaand $ »O. A
riety, of talking Parrots,
Cardinals, Goldfinches,
Bullfinches, Linnets, &c. Birds safe by express.
Price list tree. Holden’s New ook on
birds, lv*8
pp., 8t> illustrations, all abjut food, can- diseases
Jcc., stamps. U. t,. Bolden. ’$> Elowtloin
square, ftovton, Muss.
octU3d&w2m

Funeral of a Journalist.
San lfRANcisco, Nov. 6.---The funeral of the
late James W. Simonton took plane yesterday
with Masonic ceremonies from the Unitarian
Church. The remains will probably be forwarded to New York soon for final Interment.
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Lost.

Halifax,

Nov. li.—A

in the East.

were

12 cords of

wood

stored.

getting

them

out

was

very difficult.

MRS. LANGTRY.
English Beauty Carries New
York by Storm,
THE

CRITICS ARE

TOO

FREELY.

Boston Nov. 6.—The Journal will say in
the morning: The dissolution of the firm of
Lewis Coleman & Co., small wares, is announced in onr coiumns to-day.
Mr. Lewis
Coleman retires and the business under the
samefirm name will be continued by the partners who so long have been associated with
him. This dissol ution has been rendered necessarj .by the financial complications which
have impaired the credit of the senior partner
and which it'was hoped w< uld bo overcome
until yesterday, when the firm of Hal! & Co.,
commission merchants, asked for an extension, their liabilities being about §350,000.
Mr. Coleman is an endorser on the paper of
Hall & Co. to the amount of §270,000, and the
embarassment of this firm is owing to large
advances to manufacturers.' This unexpected
misfortune has rendered it impossible for Mr.
Coleman to meet his endorsements at raaturi
ty and his paper has gone to protest. Mr. Hall
is a sOn-in-law of Mr. Coleman. Mr. Coleman
has for many years enjoyed the reputation of
being a gentleman of large wealth, Some bad
investments and financial experiments adopted
to tide over the unexpected complications have
brought about this embarassment which we
have the best authority for believing will not
eventually end in loss of a dollar to any one.
The firm of Lewis Coleman & Co. is in no
way pecuniarily embarassed by these suspensions.
The interest of Mr. Coieman had been
drawn out to a very large extent, and their
ability to meet all liabilities is not questioned.
Hall & Co., in asking for an extension, slaim
they have abundant assets to meet liabilities
and only require time to realize.

SATISFIED

WITH HER.

A Grand Reception.

WASHINGTON.
Didn’t Meet.
Washington, Nov. G.—The naval advisory
hoard on the construction of steam vessel did
not meet today.
Commodore Shufeldt, the
President of the board went to New York last
night. He will re'uru tomorrow
Question of Title.
The delay in the erection of the elastric light
tower on Hillett Point, by Hell gate, New
York, is in consequence of certain unsettled
questions in connection with the securing clear
titles or a permanent lease of land selected for
the site. Captain Picking Jnaval secretary of
the lighthouse board will visit New York this
week to investigate the subject.
Sailed for Portsmouth.
Admiral Crosby reports from Montevideo
date of September 30th that the Marion Bailed
that morning for Portsmouth, N. H.
President Arthur.
The President accompanied by private secretary Phillips left at 4.20 for New York.
Engineer Melville.
Engineer Melville appeared before the Jeanette board of inquiry this morning and gave
an account of the trip from San
Francisco up
to the time the vessel was frozen in.
His opinion did not differ from that of Lieutenant Danthat
he
enhowor, except
expressed the belief
ttiat the Jeanette was certainly seaworthy
when she left San Francisco.
He related
some incidents which indicated a very
severe
of
the
men
Commander
De Loug
by
discipline
but he made no complaint against the management of the expedition.

NEWPORT.
Chapter of Accidents.
Newport, It. I., Nov. 6.—E. Y. Comstock of
New York, was thrown horn bis carriage near
the Ocean House this morning, and badly injured.
J. E. Whatkins, of Washington, D. C., believed to have been fatally injured by being
thrown from bis carriage yesterday, is out of
danger, and the chances of big recovery aro
favorable.

Fatal Result.
Thomas L. Douahue, a lad who accidentally
shct himself while gunning a few weeks ago,
died at Newport hospital this moruing from
lockjaw, in great agony,
Death of Capt. Swan.
Cant. John Swan, who was stricken with
apoplexy in his boat last week, died this morn-

ing.

New York, Nov. G.—Mrs. Langtry made
her debut this evening at Wailack’s Theatre
before one of the largest and most fashionable
andienees ever assembled in a New York theatre. The English beauty made a favorable
impressision aud her impersonation of Hester
Grazebrook in “An Unequal Match” is conceded by critics to be a fine performance. She
was repeatedly called
before the curtain aud
was the recipient of any number of floral tributes. The applause upon her entree was deafening. The mis-en-scene left nothing to be desired.

FIRE RECORD.
In Boston.
Boston, Nou. 6.—The alarm of lire from box
57G at G 40 o’clock yesterday afternoon, was for
a fire in
the dwelling house of Mrs. Gordon,
corner of
Cambridge and Gordon streets,
The fire was caused by a
Brighton district.
boy dropping a lighted match on a bed. Damage 8150.
At Washington.
Washington, Nov. 0.—While a Norwegian
farmer was milking in his barn Saturday
night, accompanied by his two iDfantsons, the
loit above fell in, crushing all three beneath it.
The bay caught fire from the lamp the father
had been using.
Both the boys aud several
cows and horses were burned to death.
At Lawrence.
Lawrence, Nov. 5.—A large tenement
house on Sutton street, opposite the Boston &
Maine passenger station, North Andover, with

aurroundiug outbuildings,

was

totally destroy-

ed by fire about 4 o’clock this morning.
The
property was owned by tne heirs of Jesse Saraud
gent,
occupied by the families of Abraham Holroyd,William Burke aud Mrs. Oliver.
The inmates managed to save a portion cf
their household effects.
I'atrick Welsh, aged
23, unmarried, employed at Davis & Furber’s
machine shop, who occupied an upper room,
was forgotten by those
below until tbo building was partially consumed. Being aroused,
he attempted to eecape through the rear entrance, but, failing, started through the hallway for the front door, but failed.
When the
body was recovered both arms, legs aud head
were
burned to a crisp.
Word was sent to
this city for assistance.
The Atliutic steamer
proceeded to the scene, aud rendered efficient
aid, saving the adjoining buildings.
Loss

83,000; insurance, 81,000.
At Canton, Maas.
Boston, No/. G—The dwelling house, barn
aud workshop belonging to Mrs. Maria
Broad,
at Psokapoag, Canton, Mass., was burned at
midnight. Loss 85,000; insurance light.
At Bed Bank, N, J.
New York, Nov. 6.—The fire at Bed Bank,
N. J., this morning, raged unchecked for several hoars, and at last burned itself out.
The
following are the firms burned out, with losses
as far as knowu;
Theo. Sickles, grocer, loss
86,000; H. H. Curtis, hats and geut.’s luruishing goods, loss 85,000; Henry Scbroeder, druggist, loss 86,000; John Child, baker, loss $5000;
H. J. Chili', confectioner, loss 83,500; K. J.
Ward well, cigar and tobacco, loss $1,500; J.

H. Peters & Co;, hardware aud house luruishing, loss over 8100,000; M. K. Stewart, jeweler,
81.500; J. B. Bergen & Son, boots ana
shoes, loss 828,000; 'New Jersey Standard
office, loss $6,000; F. J. Chadwick, drugs, l.iss
uuknowu; Vauegrift, mil.iuery, loss 810,000;
First National Bank, loss $10,0;)0, iusuied;
Mrs, E. Weirs, millinery, loss 84,000; S. A.
Savath, stoves and hardwire; T. Davis, grain
and feed, loss 86,000; Joseph Edgar, provisions, loss $5,000; Eustis Leighton, billiard hall
loss $2,000; Harrison Taylor, loss uuknowu;
J. A. Throgmorton, loss 82,000; also the Methodist church, loss $18,000.
The total loss is
8200,000, ou which the insurance was very
light, owing to the insurance companies declining the risks, consequent upon an inadequate tire department.
loss

POLITICAL.
Divided they Stand.
Portsmouth, Nov. G.—The Democrats of
Rye held a caucus on Saturday night to nominate a candidate fer Representative, hut adjourned without making a choice. Ten ballots
were takeD.
Nominated for Mayor.
Concord, N. H., Nov. G.—James T. Gordon
has been nominated for mayor by the Democrats of Concord.

_

KILLED HER CHILD.
The Terrible Deed of an Insane Mother.
San Francisco, Nov. (i.—A dispatch from
Virginia City says: The wife of Daniel Glassett, a miner, left her home here in a fit of insanity, last Wednesday night, taking with her
hei babe and two small children.
She returned Friday with the two older children,
having been all night in the mountains in a
heavy snow storm. When questioned about
the infant she explained that it had annoyed
her by crying, and she had cut its head off
with a hatchet. Her statement was true, the
officers finding the body of the child with the
head severed from it.
The woman has been
locked up.

PANAMA.

broken off and that he has been
finement at Angel.

Not a Bad Failure.

Philadelphia, Nov. G —It is rumored here
to-day that William A. Leavitt, proprietor of
the Hero GlaBS works of this city, had failed
for $700,000, hut all that is really known about
the matter is that Leavit' has made an assign-

Nelson F. Evans for the benefit of his
creditors. Both Leavitt aud Evans say that
the liabilities are nothing like $700,000 aud
that the assets will entirely cover them.
ment to

She Sued Him.

Hicrsville, Nov. G.—Mrs. Anna Pane, has
brought a suit for breach of promise of marriage against Ernst Liebke, the village postmaster. The plaintiff aged 58 years, fixes the
amount of damageu to her affection at $10,000.
She claims that the defendant promised to
marry her while his first wife was dying, but
that he married another woman last
Mr. Liebke makes a general denial.

The Latest Regarding Calderon.
Panama, Nov. 3.—The first steamer of the
Lampas line arrived at Valparaiso the 29th ult.
The Diario official of Lima says the news by
to-day's steamer states that the peace negotiation with Don Garcia Calderon aro finally
sent

into con-

SPORTING.

on

Glad-

stone’s Resolution.

The Weather in Northern Kurope.

It is

thought that the cost of those confined in the
hospital ha^o been saved, but it is feared a
number of lives were lost. The whole city fire
brigade was at the scene of the conflagration,
but conld do but little, hardly auy water
being
obtainable.

The

Tho Debate in the Commons

The flames

catching this spread with lightning rapidity
and soon had that part of the build
iug used as
an hospital
in their clutches. The inmates
rushed about the building in great
confusion,
seemlDgly out of their senses and the work of

Old Boston

RICH MAN RUINED BY ENDORSING

The Friuce of Wales aud (he English Longfellow Memorial.

tire broke out at 12

o’cloek to-night in the Eastern and Provincial
poor asylum, an immense six story brick structure in the southe stern suburbs of the
city,
containing aboot 400 persons, and ai 1.30 a. m.
one-half of the building was a mass of flames,
lhe fire originated in the
bakery where there

EVEN

of

Probably

LIGHTS.
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Poetland, November 4th, 1882.
To the Editor of the Press:
"J. W. D.” in the Argus ol the 2nd inst.,
criticises Admiral Wymau’s letter to the Board
of Trade in reply to its remonstrance
against
the proposed changes in our sea coast illumina.
tion.

Says the critit: “Let
French

us

look abroad at the

lighthouse'service.a

mon'b.

Business iu Kansas City.
Kansas City, Nov. G.—On account of the
present scarcity of com in the Eastern markets
the large crop of Kansas, is being ranidly forwarded from there.
The elevators here are
running night aud day, aud are still unable to’
keep pace with the receipts, and there is almost a blockade in consequence.
Four huupred cars accumulated here Saturday and Sun-

Cold Weather.
St. PF.TKttSBUKe, Nov. 6.—The river Neva is
lull of ice and navigation has closed.
Trallope Sick.
London, Nov. G.—Anthony Trallope, the
while
at dinner Friday, was seized
novelist,
with some kind of fit which largely
overpowered bis mental faculties.
Chairman Wales.
The Prince of Wales has consented to act as
chairman of tho English Longfellow Memorial
Association. In a letter accepting the chairmanship he expresses much satisfaction in acCediug-tto the request to act, and also adds that
lie is very gtad that the opportunity lias been
afforded him to show the high respect he entertained for the memory of the greatest of
American poets, and his appreciation of the
value and excellence of Longfellow’s works.
A Close Bun.
Lord Randolph Churchill publishes a long
letter in which he attempts to prove that the
government only succeeded in defeating Sir
Spofford Northcote’s amendment for the rejection of the closure resolution in the Commons
by a majoiity of 15 to JO.
Home Again.
The Duke of Connaugh arrived tc-day from
He
was
received with the greatest
Egypt.
enthusiasm by an immense assemblage*who
had gathered to greet him ou his return.
Cholera In Mecca.
Alexandria, Nov. 6.—The cholera is increasing in Mecca.
The Cabinet of the Bey.
Tunis, Nov. G.—The new Bey’s cabinet will
be under the presidency of Silazasis Bey. M.
Carnton will be minister of foreign affairs, Gen.
Forgemol minister of war ana Gen. Logeral
minister of marine. It is believed Gen. Lambert will have charge of the department of the
interior.
Peril by Land and Sea.
Copenhagen, Nov. G.—A most violent storm
prevailed throughout the country last night
aud this morning aud much damage has been
doneou laud and several shipwrecks are re-

ported

at

sea.

To Oppose Gladstone.
London, Nov. G.—At a meeting of the Irish
parliamentary party to-day, E. Dwyer Gray
presiding, it was unanimously agreed to vote
against Gladstone’s closure resolution when
Nortbcote makes his motiou for the rejection
of the resolution.
House of Commons.
In the House of Commons to-night the debate on the closure question was resumed.
Bight Honorable Lord Jobu Manners, Conservative, offered an amendment providingt.bat
any division u pon the closure shall be taken
by a secrtt ballot. Bejected. On the speaker
puttiug the lirst resolution (the closure rule)
fwihcote moved its rejection.
Defeat of the .Rebels.
Cairo,Nov. G.—Abdel Bader telegraphs from
Khartoum under date of the otb iust: “I have
defeated the rebels at three differents points.
They were somewhat demoralized by the report that the Eugiish troops were coming to
Khartoum is far a moment relieved.”
Trial of Arabl.
Cairo, Nov. G.—The idea which the Egyptian Ministry had entertained of employing
Eugiish counsel to assist iu the prosecution of
Arabi Poslia aud other rebel leaders has been
abandoned for the present.
An Earthquake.
Lima, Nov. 6.—Shock of earthquake was
felt here this inoruiug.
The Boers Defeated.!
London, Nav. 6.—A dispatch from Durban
the
natives
from Transvaal report that
says
two engagements have occurred between the
Boers aud Caffre Maimed.
They stale that
Mapoch sent a decoy party, who retreated after
a skirmish with the Boers, drawing the latter
on through a neck, where the Caffres fell
upon
aud defeated them with a loss ot 300, aud subthe
Boers
were
sequently
again defeat ;d.

houses and light ships, besides even more than
that number of so-called "stake lights,”, on

Schooner in Distress.

Portsmouth, N. II., Nov. 6.—Schooner
Henritta, lumber ladeu, was towed into this
harbor in distress this afternoon.

YELLOW

_

FEVER.

Slight Improvement.

Pensacola, Nov. 6.—Six new cases ol fever
and one death tpday.
No Hope.
Yankton, Dak., Nov. 5.—Officials here have
been notified that President Arthur declines to
interfere in the case of Brave Bear, sentenced
to be hanged on the 15th lust., for the murder
of Joseph Johnston, a dischargod soldier, near
Fort Sully, in 1867.
a
Twice Indicted.
Danville, Va.. Nov. 6.—The grand jury toJoint
indicted
day
Heury Johnston, Mayor of
this city, for the murder ot John E. Hatcher,
formerl. the chief of police.
He was also indicted fot carrying concealed weapons.
Editor Anderson Dead.
Eureka, Nov. 6.—James E. Anderson, edi'
tor of the Deader, who was shot Friday by GG. Reek, Republican candidate for Superintendent of Public Instruct! n died this morning-

cjffloulton.

great rivers.
France has but five steam fog signals, while
this country is at the expense of maintaining
sixty of these expensive aids to navigation. Of
these, Maine has more lighthouses than any
other
state .save one— Massachusetts—ami
steam fog signals than any other Atlantic coast state.
Says "J. VV. D.” “As a panabell to the Cape
Eliz ibeth two lights, we will name the two

more

lights on the headland of La Have.”
Referring to a work in my possession, a recent official publication on the French lighthouse service and system. I fiud the following mention made of these lights. “Cape de
la Heve near Havre is marked by two towers
with fixed iights of the first order.”

“The buildings were constructed in 1774 and
first surmounted by grates in which cosy

were

burned for an illummant.”
Then follows
account of the various changes and modifications down to the time of the adoption of
the French lehs apparatas.
Further on the
author in speaking of the reconstruction of the
system "in 1825,” says, with reference to La
Heve lights, "this distiuctiou —two lights—
which belongs to the infancy of the art was
continued exceptionally at this point.”
Also,
“while this distinction has the advantage of
being very well marked, it is objectionable on
account of expense.” So you sse, “J. W. D.”
that the French government cited by you takes
long priority over ours in condemning, in the
interest of economy, the use of two lights to
mark headlands.
■this critic also makes the remarkable statement that we have many “coasters” who never
see a newspaper; that
many of these men
would u< ver know of a change in our lights of
the utmost importance to them, unless some
one told them, or they had wrecked their vessels in consequence of such cbangej
Now, not to mention the unjust reflection
cast upon a worthy and intelligent class of
men, I ask in all candor, how these men do
fiud out the important changes that are taking
place every year in the beaconage and buoyage
of our coast? Within the past ten years no
less than twelve lighthonses have been added
to the coasts of Maine and Massachusetts
alone, but I have yet to learn that a single vessel has been wrecked owiug to the ignorance
of these “coasters in “mistaking” one of the
new lights for some other.
The establishment
of a new light without du8 notice la equiva
lent to a false beacon, which every mariner
knows is more liable to lead to disaster than
the extinguishing of a light.
Is it not apparent that "J. W. D.” instead
of these benighted “coasters” is in need of information? Our lighthouse board is at considerable expense every year to compile, print
and distribute a list in pamphlet form of every
lighthouse and lighted beacon on oar coasts,
together with an accurate description of everything relating to them necessary fur the
mariner to know.
Likewise, a descriptive list of all the buoys.
I thiuk there are 's many as six port3 ou the
coast of this S^ate where the masters of vessels may previde themselves annually with
these books, gratis
I would respectfully recommend "J. W. D.” to go to the custom
house lighthouse inspector’s office, or on board
either of the two tenders, “Iris” and “Myrtle,” or if more convenient go into some
“coaster’s” cabin and see the useful information these books contain and note the pains
taken to keep the mariuer informed of changes
that he (J. SV. D.) thinks can only be had
from newspapers.
The “critic” undertakes to point out the
danger that would result “if the lights on
Gape Elizabeth and Matinicns are extinThe proposition is
guished” as he puts it.
not, as I understand it, to leave these points
bat
to
their
nulighted,
change
present unnecessarily costly distinctive features to others of
equal utility and far lass expense.
was

an

Beacon.

_

ots snout

prices

6c Maher,

The Great

Suit Against the Mutual Union Company

AND THE FIRM OF JOHN G. MOORE &
CO.

hundred thousand dollars worth of mill
even the
most conservative and after the town was
stolen they voted to lock the stables. By direction of the corporation the village assesscrs
visited several places and carefully examined
the merits of all the leading steamers until
finally they decided to purchase au Amoskeag
which arrived Wednesday night. A company
n

property stirred the cluggish blood of

of thirty had been selected from the business
men of the village and a
thorough organiza-

completed so that Friday they were in
readiness to test the eugine to the satisfaction
of all. The severest test was forcing the water
through fifteen hundred feet of hose, with a
tion

rise of seventy-five feet from end of suction
hose to where the pipomen stood, and then
a
stream over the tall chimney at
the Keunebec Framing Company’s mill.
The location of our village aud the water
front, will enable us to reach a fire in almost

throwing

any locality aud secnre the water supply from
the Kennebec, so that another large conflagration is

hatdly possible.

The mills which are being constructed are
and will beau ornament to the town. Ouly
one of them is in operation—that of E. Tolman
& Sons—but tho others will be in readiness for
the spring opening and perhaps for some winThe manufactures are all in
ter sawing.
operation and though tho buildings are no
larger than tlio old ones, the improvements in
machinery will largely increase the business of
each firm. In a few years, if fortune smiles
upon the energetic men who represent ilie
different firms the business of the town will be
increased and all be gainers by the past season

calamity.

The Baptist Society is holding a coarse of
lectnres in their chapel which will continue
until sometime in January. Efforts are beiug
put forth in the Methods t church aud society
to awaken an interest and produce a revival
Setu-

financial and commercial

day.

THE DOMINION.

Haven,
night Saturday

Nov. 6.—A little before midfour masked men pursuaded
Daniel F. Treat a farmer of Orange to open
his door. The spokesman claiming to bo United States detective, they then threatened
him and his housekeeper with revolvers, ransacked the house aud obtained $15 and de-

parted.

Jail Delivery.
Petersburg, Va., Nov. (1.—Information
has just reached here of the general delivery
of the prisoners confined in Priuce George
comity jail, accomplished by burning the lock
from the jail door. It is supposed that after
gettiug out the prisoners extinguished the fire,
thus saving the building from being burned.
None of the prisoners have been captured.
Accident at Portland, Oregon.
Portland, Oregon, Nov. Ill—By the capsizinz of a boat in Goes Bay, belougiug to the
schooner J. G. Wall, aud coutai iug seven
men, the mate of the vessel and one sailer
were drowned. The captain was badly injured bnt was thrown ashore by the surf and saved.
Self Accused.
A strange confesssNov. 6
ion has come from Levi Kel, a convict confined here with assault with intent to kill.
He
has informed the kebpers that he some timo
ago killed Noah Opps, an insane pauper, vth
was confined in Seneca
County Infirinery, and
says he is willing to hang for tho deed.

Columbus, O.,

—

Sunday Services.
Sah

Nov. 0. —Tho League of
which
a meeting yesterday, at
it was resolved to withdraw ail previous endorsements made of candidates on the different tickets and to
give au unqualified endorsement of tho Democratic ticket, stale, municipal and legislative.

Fkancisco,

Freedom held

~

©rr iu
1 no

flarlirs.
Portland, Nov. 0.

following qur tationa of Grain

were received

telegraph from Chicago to-dav
JTCo.,
167 Commerctal

bv 8. II. Laruiinle
ntrout. Portland.
jbieago-Wheat---corn-, Oat*.
Time. Nov.
QYear. Nov. Year. Mav. Nov.
9.30..
69% 03
6«% 34%
10.00.
92% 92% 68*4 62% 60% 34%
10.30..
92% 92% 68 Vt «27/g 66% 34%
11.00.
92% 92% 03 % 02 V3 60
34%
11.30.
92% 92 V3 68% 62% 60
34%
12.00
92 %
92% HM/4 02% 50
34%
12.30..
92% 92% 077/8 03
657/8 34%
A

1.04..
Call'...

92%
92%

92%

00% 01%
66.% Q2%

92%

65%
65%

34%
34%

Foreign Siuporix.
PORT GILBERT, NS. Schr Oriental —49cds bark*
09 doz eggs to F Yea on & C >.
Schr Avon—20 cds bark. 0 do wood 35 doz
egg*
2 bbls potatoes, 2 do apples to F Yeaton & Co.
ST GEORGc,Nl5. Schr Sarah—620 qtla tlsh to
J 15 Knight.
PiCTOU, N. 8. Brig Canadian—383 tons coal to
J L Farmer.
itiiilrond Receipt*.
Portland. Nov. 4.
by tbe Port-

Miscellaneous merchandise received
land & Ogdensburg Railroad, 3 5 car?.

Urv Oociis Wlioienitif Market.
Tbo following quotations are wholesale
prices and
norrected daily by Store* dro*. A Co..
Dry Goods.
Wootens *\nd Fancy G< a*b, 144 to 162 Middle street:
CNBLTACHED

t

OTTONS.

Heavy 3b in. 7\fc<& 8VS1 Fine 7-4.14®X7
8b in. bVfeffi. 7Ms Fine 8-*..,
...18§22

Mod.

Light

Fine

36 in. 5
(a b
40 in. 7 VSi9

Fine

1

Fine

9-4.22(g)2ti

10-4....27Mil32H

BLK4CBK1) COTTONS.
Bast 3olu. .Iiya@l3
Fine H-4.16
®20
Vied. 36 in.. 8
fell
Fine 7-4.19 @28
Jght 36 In.. 6 fe 7Vfc Fine 9-4.21 (®28
Pine 42 in..10
I Fine!i-4.26
@14
@80
Pine 5-4....11
Fine 10-4 ..27H@32*»
@17

I
I

TICK 1X08, ETC.

JiicKmgs,
Best.16
Medium.. .11
Light. 8

$$18

«/i4

Drills.8® 9
Corset 'leans.... 7 « 8
Sat teens. 8(ct 9\<|

&10
Cambrics. 6m ft%4
Denims.12Vfc@16Vfr Sileeias.10r§20
Ducks-Brown 9
(Sl2
Cotton Flannels. 7® 16
'Twine & Warns 18fti28*h
Fancy
rj&itmg—jjeei..11%
*•

a

13

Good....... B%fgl.

%

8*loch iTaafttch
•('be roilowing quotations of stocks are receive*
and corrected daily oy Woodbury A Moulton (members of the Boston Stock Kxoh«u 'ej, corner of Middle and Exchange .*rr*»-'
NEW YORK 8TO KS.
O. & M..
Missouri Pacific 105%
Mo. K. & Texas.. 36%
Wabash preferred
Nor. A West’u prf 54%
Union Pacific.107 %
Loui A Nash. 5 %
Buf.Pit.AW.com 2u%
Rich A Dan
St.L. A Frisco 1st
Ceu. Pacific
90%
Omaha common.. 49 Vs
Texas Pacific
41%
ifeuver A R. G... 6t%
St. Paul pret_126%
Frisco preferred.. 57
bostos stocks.
Western Union T. 8'%
Boston Cauu.
6%
New York Cent’l. 131%
WaterPower.
3
Omaha prefer:ed 107%
Flint A Pere Marl^ake Shore.116%
quette common. 21
Erie. 39
Hartford A Erie 7s 61%
Nor. pao. prefer'd 92%
A. T. A S. F. 86%
com
Boston A Maine 163
45%
Pacific Mail
Mint A Pere MarNorthwest’u com. 145Vs
qnette preferred 98
North west’n pref.
U R. A Ft. Smith. .48
C. B. & Qulnov...
St. Paul comniou. 100 Vs * ton A Ont
69
St. Joseph prel
Summit Branch..
8
llinois Oeutral.. .149%
Mexican Cent’i 7s 74%
—

—

—

...

—

....

...

...

—

—

—

Marquette,Hough-*

—

Michigan Central.102%

York Slock nud Honey Tlarkcf.

New

New York, Nov. A.—Money on cal' loaned between 4rOfli closed offe:ed at 4; prime mercantile
paper 6(^8. Exchange steady at 4 8i far long and
4.85% for short. Government* Vs higher for 3s,
but otherwise uncli -uged. State bonds lairly active
and strong.
Railroad bonds dull and generally

higher.
The following

are to day’s closing qu tatiou* of
government securities:
United States bonds 3s.102%
United States bonds os, ex
.101%
United States bonds 4 V* s, reg .112
*

4%s. coup..113%
States bonds 4s, reg ..119%
4», coup .119%
Pacitt As. ’95..
129
United

The following are the closing qu )tations of stocks:
Chicago A AI on..

Chicago A Alton pref.. .142
Chicag Bur. A Quincy.131%
Central

148Vk

Central.*....102%

Jersey Central..

......

72

Northwestern.144%
New York
Rock

over

New YofiKj Nov. U.—A suit was brought today by Win. Heudrey Cameron, share holder
of the Mutual Union Telegraph Co., against
Joliu G. Moore, Thomas 0. Purdy, George F.
Baker, George W. Ballou, Charles F. Peck
and others, aud the Mutual Union Co.
The
complaint recites that the above mentioned
are
the directors of the company; that
persons
the compauy origiually contracted with the
firm of John G. Moore & Co., which now consists avowedly of John G. Moore and Thomas
0. Purdy, aud of whioh the other persons mentioned above were secret partners, for the construction and equipment of the lines of the
company; that tne compensation of the firm for
performance of this contract was to be fourteen million dollars, payable in the securities
of the compauy; that defendants constituting
a controlling majority of the directors of
the
Telegraph Compauy, and also in composing
the firm of Moore & Co. in said double capacity, aud in fraud of the rights of the company
aud in disregard of the interests of the plaintiff
and other individual shareholders, subsequently agreed between themselves to modify the
before mentioned contract for construction.&c.
so us to relieve themselves from certain obliations; that the compensation to the firm was
grossly in excess of the values received by the
company which did not exceed 83,000,000; that
the capital shares aud sums of the bonds were
issued aud delivered by directors to said firu
fraudulently; that the bonds so issued and sold
jelized for defendants 83,000,000, aud that the
entire issue of 80,000,000 capital shares was
without
consideration
or
value
to
the
the
compauy, and
finally that
plaintiff and
other shareholders
are
unable
to obtain remedy, owing to the majority of the
directors being members of the firm, wherefore plaintiff demand the agreement modifying
the original contract be declared fraudulent,
null and void. The defendants account to the
company for their actual expenses and real
profits under the contract, aud that the profits
be paid over to the compauy, that the fUm be
required to perform the original contract, aud
that the firm also account to the company for
the issue and proceeds of capital shares, and
pay the difference between the actual value
received for such shares and the nominal par
value thereof.

or Potatoes; small

Frcah Heel Barkst.

Now

Fairfield, Not. 4.
lor steamer has arrived ft
security pervades <Ar village. Tear after year the younger men of the
corporation have beer working to secure a vote
to purchase a steam fire ongine, but with two
baud machines,, the older one thought this
desire but a wild fancy and so annually they
have doubted the vote aud seenred its defeat.
The fire in July which so quickly consumed

...

lots

Corrected for the Prf.sk dally by Wbeelor, Swift
Co., Commission Merchants in Chicago Dressed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Hinds... 7 ® f9Vi
^‘les.[OVaiiB-i
'.ores. « @ 7Vit Rattles. 6 @7
Racks. 0 @ 8
Rounds.. 7 $ 8
Ramps.8 @11
Loins.8
$14
Rump loins.8
@12
Beet bas fallen olf, some cus considerably.

Illinois

The long looked
last and a sonse of

are fur car

*

Michigan

MILLIONS IN IT.

65 a 70
60 a 66

Prollllcs, Eastern. @66
Burbanks./g85
Grand Trank.
$66
eacksons and White Brooks
_$60
The above

F.AIRFIELD.

New Fire Engines and New Mills.

17

65970

Maine Central...
Grand Trunk..

our

Big Risk and Small Pay.

MARINE NEWS.

t

a

Dried Western....e&BVfc
do Eastern.... «5<g<ji£

Potatoes.
Early Rose. t»l>u»h:-

gov-

that is noted for economy, etc.” Very
well, “let us look.” The French government
maintains, ineludiug all floating beacons'
some two hundred and
eighty lights on its Atlantic and Mediterranean coasts.
The United
States Government has on its Atlantic, Pacific
and Lake coasts about seven hundred light-

Central

.13lJ?

Island.131%
! 107Vfc
.*. 82%

Union Pacific stock..!
Western Union Tel .....

Dome-lie llnrkebt
Nemt Yoke, Nov. 7.—Flour Keoeipts 28.135
bbls, exports 2* 39 bbls; dull and strongly in buvers
favor w.th a light export and local trade demand:

sales

15,21X1 bbls.
Quotations of flour—No 2 at 2 40<g3 70;Superflne
Western and State at 3 25 S3 »0: common to
g.xxl
extra Western and State 3 9' tqe 40; good to choice
do at 4 50q7 60: common to choice White Wheat
Western extra at B25a7 0' ; fanoy do at 7
]>®
7 50. common to good extra Ohio at 4 O' St7 Of;
common to choice extra St Louis at 4 OO.ui6 76:
Patent Minnesota extra good to prime 6 76 « ^ 00;
choice to double extra do at 1 Idas 60: City Mills
at 5 30 q 5 46: loo bbls No 2 at 2 4(>d3 70; 1200
bbls Superfine at 3 2 -a3 90; 600 bbls lew extra at
3 90®4 30; 4100 bbls Winter Wheat extra at 3 95
C%7 6o; 6800 bbls Minnesota extra at i 05®8 50;
Southern steady. Wheat—receipts 43,000
bush;
exports 54,448busli;cash lots st auy;options opened
strongeafterwards weaker and declined % u % e,
dull'
and epre-sed at lowest points cxoori
elosing
trade moderate and lead doing on
speculative account; sales 1,256,txto bu-n, including 224,MX) on
spot; No 3 Ked at 1 02% ® 1 03: No 2 at 1 06%«
1 07 e-rt, 1 07%ql 09 delivered: No 1 at 1 12Ked Canada 1 08% ; White do 1 t'7%; No
White,
3iX>o bush at 1 08
Kye easier;Western 71c state
at 75%c. Ctor.i—cash held firm: optioi s opened
%'8.3.4c higher, afterwards weak and declined 1®3,
elosing dull sod heavy; receipts 5660 busu; exports
46,968 bush; sales 2.228,000 hush, including 08,.
000 bush on spot; No 2 at 87'qjs7%e in elevator,
88 %c delivered; Yellow 89o; No 2 for November
82%@86%c, elosing 82%c: 1),cember 7o(oi77%e,
closing 76o: year closed at 75o; January closed at
04%c. February at 03c
Outs %® %c lower and
heavy and trade moderate;receipts 47,600 bushexports-bush; sales 450,OOO bush; No 3 at 4lc;
White 43e.No 1 at 42®42%c;Whit* st 40®40%o;
No 1 at 43c; White 6:tc; Mix d Western 38a®43e‘.
white 43q48c; White State 460,52c. Vt n gar is
dull and unchanged: refluing at 7%®7%«: refined quiet; Yellow C 7q7»'ge; Yellow Ex C7%®
7 '> c; others unchanged, .11 o la x**r a steady; Orleans
60@60. Pctrulctnu excited and higher;united at
1 09% ; crude n bbls 8% a 8% ; refined 9o.
Callow firmer, sales 05 ( 00 lb«. Cork very flrmly
held sales 200 bbls r.ew mess spot at 22 50; options
neglected and nominal. I.urd—cash held strong;
options unsettled and 6@7 % lower, trade very dull:
sales 000 prime steam ou spot at 12 25a 12 3"; 110
city steam 11 87%. reflued for continent at 12 35
for November, Butter dull. Coeese easier, Western
6,ql2%; State Ha l2%e.
Freights Ann; Wheat steam 4%d.
Chicago. Nov. 6.—Flour unchanged.
Wheat Is
easier, regular at 92%, a92%c for November, 93%
93%c for December,92%c all year. 94% January;
No 2 Chicago Spring at 924*®02%e cash; others
same as regular. No 3 at 80%c:
rejected at 62%oNo 2 Ked w inter at|94% c;No 3 Winter 91 a 91 %c;
rejected Wiuter at 82c. Corn irregular at 68 a,
08%ecash; 66<a60%c for November; tilrat',l%o
for December aLd year; 64c tor
January, rejected at
60%c. oats steady at 34%c for cash; 3*%o for
November, 33% for December; 33% u 33c all year;
33%o for January; rejected 31c Kve s steady at
o0%®56%c. Barley dull at 82o. Pork lower at
20 00 forcavh; 19 00 bid for
'overaber; 18 33%®
18135 for December, year and January; 18 37% a
18 40 for February. Lard higher at 11 60*11 65
v» fur November;
11 07% December and year; 11 07%(Sll 1006®
for
I 12% February. Bulk Meats in
January; 11
fair demand; shoulders 7%; thort rib 11% short
■

Fl

*f^U *1
lljql

clear 12,

ai me closing can or mo Board this afternoon
was ttrnier; regular
at 9234£92% o
cash!
9-44c for Noreruber "SVs 94c for l*ecefnber;9 %
for
No
2 Red Wtnte at 94®
January;
year; 94<3fcc
95%o ca.-h; 9454 o November; 95% for December"
95%o year Corn ttrnier at 66%c November 61%
for December an t ye.r; 643h for
January
nata
irregular at 26c asked cash. 34o!34%c November3J4s4i33'/8C December; 33% c year 334ha83 c
fork
firmer
at
lsi 02% November;18 35
January,
anti 40 December; 18 37%vo.r; 13 36 January
Card lower at 11 42% November; lo 02% oilu 03
December and year. It 0 % Jauuarv; 11 05 Feb
Receipts -Flour 19,000 bets,wheat 122,0 o bush'
oats 94,000 bush
oorn 89,000 bush
rvo 61 noil
bush barley 09,00« bush.
Shipment*—Flour 18.0'HI bids, 63,000 busb co-n
255, a Obush, oais 112,0. O buali, rye 1?.00 inish
1
bailey 35,noo busb.
St. Louis, Not. 0.-Flour unchanged. Wheat is
easier; No 2 Red Kail at 92%®92%e cash; 9234®
924'ac for November; U4%®94% December 92%
year, 86%c fur January, 9 < 94®98%c Februai?
No 3 at 88%;" 39c; No t at 85c
t* lower
at r>2
«,66%c for cash, according to location 62%o for
c bid December;, 4c
November; f 4
year- 69cfor
lanuarv. Provisions very scarce; only a small iob-

Wheat

New

The Checker Match.
Boston, Nov. 6.—The checker championship
series between Wyllie ami Barker closed tonight. Fifty games in ail have been played,
of which each eoutestaut won a single game
and the remainder were drawn.

13. (gifts, Evaporated.1^

Pecan

ernment

LEWIS COLEMAN & CO.

Rough Play.
Portsmouth. Nov. 0.—While scuffling tills
afternoon, Alfred Danielson was wounded, by
admifwsn-the hands of Thomas Wilson, .-Both
are employed at the navy yard.
Sales of Tobacco.
Danville, Va., Nov. G.—The report of
President T. L. Brown, of the Tobacco Association, shows that in the last month there
were 6old 2,788,300 pounds of leaf tobacao at
an average of $8.07 per cwt.,
against 702,100
pounds for October last year at an average of
$17.01 The internal re enne from manufactured tobacco and
cigars for last month
amounted to $100,218.36; for October last year
it was $103,064,32.

J. M. Oyer k Go
an congress sr.
_eoitl
_'

night.

A

ready at

Those in need of these goods arc invited to call
and examine them as the desirable styles are meeting with a rapid sale nuit caunot be duplicated.
oct28eod2aiosn

creatures

On

by the Whites.

MASSACHUSETTS.

■CARDS

LANCASTER BUILDING,

as Told

Burned.

Bridgton, Nov. 6.—A fire broke out in the
elegant residence of Richard H. Davis on
High street. At eleven a. m. the interior of
the main house i3 very much damaged by
Bmoko and water. .The loss is about three
thousand; insured for twenty-seven hundred in

Anthony

Eng'isli Kerseys and Meltons,
Frentch Astrachans,
German Elysiansand
He has

Story

Dissolution

NEW YORK.

PHILADELPHIA.

SQUARE,

poor

DRIVEN WILD WITH EXCITEMENT.

Charleston, S. C., Nov. 0.—A special to
News and t owner to-dav: Policeman Robert
Reid of Hampton Court House threatened to
take a pistol from Jake Gante, a negro, Sunday morning. Gante thereupon went to the
town of Brunson, collected about
twenty negroes and returned to Hampton Court House.
Reid, seeing Ganet again, insisted that he
should give up the pistol.
There were about
six whites near the hotel—Robert Reid, J. Nowell, S. Gerald, Samuel Dewitt, Major Garsey and H. A. Peoples. These were all the
white men visible on the streets.
Reid was
immediately fired into by upwards of fifteen
The nenegroes and almost instantly killed.
groes then tamed upon the other whites and
beat
and
Decat
and
Gerald
severely
Nowell,
Witt.
Peoples leaped upon his horse and put
spars to it, exclaiming, “I will go to Varoville and summon help.’’ When he got to the
edge of the town he was waylaid by two negroes who stopped his horse and exclaimed,
“You are the dam rascal who is going for help
to Varnvilie.”
Thereupon they dragged him
from the horse and stabbed bim in left lbi*h
and side and were brutally beatiDg him when,
seeing that be would probably be killed, he
resortod to the ruse of calling ou au absent
friend to come to bis assistance with a pistol.
This had the desired effect and after cutting
the bridle reins the negroes left bim.
The Legroes had not the slightest provocation as Reid
was
discharging bis duty.
Threats were made by the negToes that many
more whiles will bite the dust by Tuesday
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WA'riSRVtujc, Nov. b.—h'red Coro, aged
eight, a sou of James Coro, at play with other

LESS THAN EITHER.
ONE POUND of Olive Butter w ill
do tli<; work o£ Three Pounds of
Lard.

oct28

a

MAN

)

MAINE.

ForCooking Purposes is BETTER
THAN LARD, FUELVEQUAL TO
BUTTER, AND COSTS MUCH

Washington

ONE

BY TELEGRAPH.

OLIVE BUTTER

Immediate Relief is obtained as heretofore.
oct2l
dsntf

Alleged Outrage

HALIFAX.

TWENTT-FODK

special bulletin.
Barometer is highest in the St. Lawrence
valley and lowest in Dakota. Generally light
rains nave fallen in the Northwest, Lake region and Ohio valley. Northwesterly winds
prevail in the Atlantic Coast States and southerly in the Lake region and Ohio valley.
The temperature lias risen in New England,
Middle States and lower Lake region.
Elsewhere it has remained nearly stationary. A
warm wave, now central in Dakota, is moving
seutheast. Looal rains are indicated for today in the Middle States and New England
and lair weather Wednesday.

THE NEW ©LI V E BETTER
is excellent for
in a name, but

<>f the

Details

Partly cloudy weather, followed by light
rains, easterly shifting to warmer southerly
winds, lower pressure.

FOR COOKING.
“Public Ledger,*’
delphia, Oct. 7, ’8!i.

TUB NEXT
MODES.

"Wab Dep't Office Chief Signal
Officeb, Washington, D. O.,
Nov. 7, I A. M.
For New Eaulana,
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METEOROLOGICAL

J. I. BABVCR. 3*1 CrOHn St., Portland,
Mr.'

Exirart

BLACK

Down South.

R"H. A. yClHCTSf, Bourn 11,
Excbansr Ho. Ill Exchange Bitetl.
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it anti you will be convinced like thousand:
■who have used it and now testily to its value.
4 ib t«r Mchtouvritucb’B flora r«>1 Wsrt
Solvent nod t*»k* no otbe*
nov2?
4nd'J
*

THE PRESS.

the butter except iis color; but, besides b^ing as
surcd by cbemists that this is a perfectly pure vegetable oil, all house-keeper* who have tri€d it Will
agree that it is extremely economical, and n.akea a
Here was formerly
very delicate frying material.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Cure Your

DIRECTORY

BUSINESS

PIUOeTcENTS-

Portland

The Militia.
Ottawa, Nov. 6.—The regulations aud orders tor the uiiiitia are to be revised and republished, the supply haviug been exhausted. Iu
the new regulations will be given allorlers
that have been passed siuce the publication of
the previous bools, aud such further regulations as the result of expetieuce has showu it
he uecessary.
.Get Excl ed.
Lucan, Out., Nov. 6.—Last night an exciting coutest fora bed quilt took place at a
Bazaar in the Episcopal church here. Two
church wardens who championed fair contestants for the coveted article became excited,
aud first oue of them gave his hu idred dollar
watch. Theu his opponent not be out done
gave a thousand dollar house and lot. The exoitement beftame iutense when the first champion rejoined with a 5200 roll of bills aud
promisod another thousand iu cash. The
minister lias since has siuce handed back the
the watch, house, lot, etc., and the ohurch
wardens have resigned.
Sentence .Changed.
Ottawa, Nov. 6.—The department of justice
has recommended the Goveruor General to
commute tho sentence of death passed unon
Constable Albert to twenty years imprisonment in the penitentiary.

Daily Wholesale

Jlnrlui.
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The result of the Congressional canvass
iu California is in so much doubt as to forbid
nearly all prediction. The Republicans expect to carry the second district, and the
Bemoerats feel confident of the first district.
In the other two districts both parties admit
that the outlook is uncertain. The two
Congressmen at large will probably be chosen by the party which elects its gubernatorial ticket. The State will have six members in the next House of Representatives.
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ry person claiming to represent onr Journal.
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A

regular

W. M. Clarke, lithograph publisher of
New York, has brought a suit against Howard Carroll, Republican candidate for Congressman-at-large, to compel payment for
10,000 lithographs of Mr. Carroll. The portraits were printed on the latter’s order, but
when finished he refused to take them. Mr.
Carroll says the work was not done at the
time specified, but so late as to be of no benefil. Mr. Clarke says no time was specified.

t ed

THANKSGIVING.

NATIONAL

By the President of the

United

States of America.

government has been sustained,
and is backed by a good working majority.
The Left, which comprises the supporters
of the Ministry, has 258 members, while the
other parties only number 193 among them

In comiormity with custom the annual observof which is justiy held in honor by this people
1 Chester A. Arthur, President of the United States
do hereby set apart '1 hursdav, the 30th day of November next as h day of public Thanksgiving.
The
blessings demanding our gratitude are manifold and
varied; for peace and amity which subsists between
this republic and all nations of the earth; for freedom from internal discora and violence; for increasing friendship between different sections of the
land; for liberty, justice and constitutional governmem; for the devotion of the peoplo to our free institutions and their cheerful obedience to mild laws
for constantly
strength of the republic
while extending its privileges to all men who come
to us; for improved means of internal communication and increased facilities of intercourse with
other nations; for the general prevailing Health of
the year; for the
prosperity of all our iudustries and the liberal return for the mechanic’s
for
a
market
abundant harvests of
toil, aff'ojding
the husbandman; for preservation of the national
faith and ere it; for wise and generous provision to
effect intellectual and moral education of our j’outh;
for the influence upon the conscience of a restraining aud a transforming religion and for the joys of
home—for these and for many other blessings we
should give thanks.
W ere fore, I do recommend that the day above
designated be observed throughout the coirnti v as a
day of nat ional thanksgiving and prayer, and that
the people, ceasing from their daily labors and
meeting in accordance with their several forms of
worship, draw near to the throne of Almighty God,
offering to Mm praise and gratitude for the manifold
which he has vouchsafed to us, and
praying that His blessings and His mercies may
continue; and I do further recommend that the day
thus appointed be made the special occasion for
deeds of kindness and charity to the suffering and
needy, so that all who dwell within the laud may rejoice and be glad in this season of national thanlcs-

all.

In witness w'hereof, l have hereunto set my hand
and caused the seal of the United States to be
affixed. Done at the City of Washington this
25th day of October, in the year of our Lord,
1882, and of the independence of the United
States the one hundred and seveuth.
Chester A. Arthur.
Seal.]
Frederick

T. Frelinghuysen,
Secretary of State.

To-Day's Battle.
To-day thirty-three States hold Congressional elections, and many of the number
vote for State officers. 203 Representatives
are to be chosen, the next House consisting
of 325 members, Five States have already
held elections- and chosen 32 Congressmen.
The States that gain Congressmen to-day
by the new apportionment are: Arkansas,
1; California, 2; Georgia, 1; Illinois, 1;
Iowa, 2; Kansas, 4; Kentucky,1; Massachusetts, 1; Michigan, 2: Minnesota, 2; Mississippi, 1; Missouri, I; New York, 1; North
Carolina, 1; Nebraska, 2; Pennsylvania, 1;
South Carolina, 2; Texas, 5; Virginia, 1;
Wisconsin, 1. On the other hand New
Hampshire loses 1.
Fourteen States elect Legislatures that
will choose United States Senatois. These
Sta'es are Colorado, Delaware, Illinois, Kansas,

Massachusetts, Michigan,

Minnesota,

New Jersey, North Carolina, Nebraska,
New Hampshire, South Carolina, Tennessee
and Texas. Of the sitting Senators seven

Republicans, six Democrats, and one,
David Davis of Illinois, ah Independent.
Fourteen States, California, Colorado,
Connecticut, Delaware, Kansas, Massachusetts, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire,
New York, Pennsylvania, South Carolina,
are

Tennessee and lexas elect Governors.

Slates vote on constitutional amendmentsMichigan votes on amendments to
increase the salaries of circuit judges and to
provide for the establishment of boards of
auditors in certain counties; Missouri votes
ou an amendment affecting the organization
of the Supreme Court of the State; Nebraska decides upon an amendment permitting
Six

women

to vote;

New York considers two

making the canals free,
providing for the eleclion of
additional supreme judges; Virginia has on
hand an amendment touching the elective
franchise and qualifications for office, and
Wisconsin determines the question of amend,
ing the State constitution respecting the residence and registration of voters and the
election of county officers, and also by a
change which shall make the general elections of State and county officers, except
judicial officers, biennial in the even years
after 1884, those who were chosen in 1881 to
hold over until 188S, if the amendment is
adopted.
On the importance of these elections it is
unnecessary to dwell. Upon their result depends the political complexion of the next
Congress, and the decision at the polls to-day will have much to do in shaping party
policies and the issues upon which the next
Presidential campaign will be fought. The
amendments,

one

and the other

from

news

the contested

States

will be

awaited with eager interest.
Tiie

prompt

action of Great Britain in re-

of Lord Dufferin apgard
pears to have sent cold chills down the spinal marrow of the Sultan, and to have
aroused all the latent Anglophobia in his
system. The readiness with which the Oriental personage will enter upon negotiations
is almost startling in its suddenness, but
having begun to negotiate, an ineffable languor at once pervades the proceedings of the
Porte, and the mere thought of reaching a
definite conclusion is something too awful
to he entertained. It is quite certain, however, that in Lord Dufferin the Sultaa has a
man to deal with who can neither be cajoled,
to the mission

tricked to any very great exbullied,
tern and it would bo the part of wisdom to
nor

There is but little
mercy in English diplomacy when the upper
hand, as in this casn, is attained.

recognize

S ate, was interviewed in Washington onhis
way home. He is the independent candidate for CongreBS in his district, and says he

receiving a majority of the
votes, as his district is naturally Republican;
“but,” added he, “I am quite sure of being

has no doubt of

counted out if the Democratic election officers dare do it.
Why, it is as much a part
of their system as balloting itself.” The
judge says that the Democrats have promised him that there shall be a fair count,
but he does not expect it. Still his candidacy has brought into the field a large number
of prominent men who are disgusted with
the methods of the Democrats, but who
would not support a regular Republican candidate.
Daveninspectors, backed
by deputy-marshals, and equipped with
careful home-lists kept up from year to year
and covering the entire city, received five
years ago the unqualified endorsement of a
Democratic investigating committee. Bad
Federal police
men get into this system o
as bad men get into most police forces, and
District-Attorney JIcKeqn does well to follow them up; but before iie get3 through he
will probably find out—as every one else
does who has studied Davenport’s system
—that it has given New York the purest elections enjoyed by any large city.
Philadelphia Press:
port's system of Federal

John E.

Left can

act

sink

together, they

The prohibitionists in Indiana have taken
the only sensible course possible iu the
premises and advised the temperance people
to vote for the Republican candidates. In a
published address they say that the issue is
squarely made between the friends of law
and order and the liquor sellers, and that
the temperance voters can determine the
result.
The English harvests are undoubtedly
good, but trade and manufactures do not revive, and politicians are making preparations to use the stagnation as an instrument
for embarrassing the government. A general
■

New Methods in Carving.

that his services are no longer required, just
as he is handing in his bill.
But the blooddismissed so easily. An army
of occupation of 11,000 men lias sat down
upon Egypt very much as Chili has squatted
on Peru, and it is hut natural that there is
“much alarm in Turkish circles” lest the
land of the Pharoahs may be ultimately annexed by way of indemnity.
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CORNER OF

STREET,

novl

25

BROWN

Littler

for Monday and Hay.

Special Bargains

pieces Shaker Flannel, slightly imperfect,
goods worth 62 cents per yard.

at 37 1-2

cents, regular

1000 yards Remnants Shaker Flannel at 30 cents and 33 cents, regnlar
goods worth 62 cents and 75 cents.
600 yards Linens in remnants at about half price.
20 pieces 6-4 Suitings at $1.00, marked down from $1.25.
25 dozen Ladies’^Merino Underwear, sizes 28, 30 and 32, at 75 cents,
worth $1.00.
25 dozen Ladies’ Merino Pants and Tests at $1.62, slightly imperfect,
regular goods worth $2.00.
The above goods are in limited quantities,
consequently we advise an
early call from onr customers, in order to make a good selection.
•

MiUett &

Gentlemen’s

about carving, there is a prospect
that in oar best circles, witbin a short
time, the old custom of making the host demolish the kilndried poultry at dinner will become extinct, aud that a servant at a side
board will take a hand saw and a can of nitro-

Gentlemen’s

-

Interesting to Smokers.
(Boston Advertiser.]
The disastrous cyclone which has visited the
island of Cuba wilt briug grief to the h tarts of

we

have been terrible, indeed, as hundreds
of houses and thousands of trees were swept
away, and dozens of people were drowned.
The old Vuelta Abajo begins about ten leagues

Novembt

ALLEN

r

<fc

470 CONGRESS

have

We shall sell 50 dozen black and new dark
ter’s patent, regular $1.50 quality at 75 cents.

shades,

just

or Consolaciondel Snr; on the
the River Mantua, or Cuyaguateje
south by the
Palma Barrigona
which runs paralell with the sea-coast, the
Auelta Abajo means lowland farming, and is
opposedto the Vuelta Arriba, or highland
farming, in the northern part of the island,
which is devoted to sugar plantations.
Tne
Vuelta Abajo measures about" by 28 leagues of
4,240 metres each, aud is about as large as
Rhode Island. The distance of the Vuelta
Abajo from the ci'y of Havana is about twenty-five miles, and is usually made by rail.
The toba ;co of the Abajo baB the benefit of
very heavy dews and the moisture rising from
the river, beside good soil and a southern exposure. It is very dark iu color, and the least
showy of Cuban tobacco. But its aroma is unsurpassed. Thefiuest Abajo tobacco comes from
the Vega del Corojo and the valley of the
tob cco
Proriver San Sebastian.
The
duced between Consolacion and S. Cristobal is very
the
latter
good; betweeu
town and Guanajai the district de las virtudes
is famous. The soil of the Abajo abounds in
organic matter (Irom 4.00 to 9.00 per. cent.,) in
silica (from 1)0.80 to 9fi.4o per. cent.) and in
oxide of iron (Irom 1.20 to 1.92 per ceDt.) Machinery aud modern improvements have done
very little lor the Abajo, the success of its
tobacco crop depending on good weather and
the intelligent ceaseless labor of the workmen.
The profits of the tobacco planter in the Abajo
are very uncertain.

by

Prices

25.00

6.00 to

LYCEUM

THURSDAY.
Forty dozen 3-button Castor, suitable for Ladies and Gentlemen and
very desirable for Boys, will be sold at 65 cents.

FRIDAY.

HOWARD SISTERS,
GUS WALLACE
and

ST.,

WALTZING!
I (hall tprr a cla» for instruction iu
W ILTXINU a ad the ■„ <-R U » .X ou JIOJIDA* e*E!tmti, Oct. :to.
Tc no* far tho coantc ot els !• aaoiia, tinllcatea X t.OO, A,adica, £4.00. Krapcc fully
octaodtt
JI.B.MI.BEKIi

Ready Made Clothing,

and

PORTLAND.

-

-AND-

American

regards musical compositions of note, America
undoubtedly young. A great deal has, however,

during the last few years, been accomplished.
following are all by native compos-rs:—

The

Zeuobia. ($2.00) By 8. G. Pratt.
A grand Opera of much merit.
Peter. ($1.00) By J. K. Paine.
A well known Oratorio.

8t.

Redemption Hymn (30cts.) By J. C. D. Parker.
A short, but complete and impressive work.
Christmas. (80 cts.) By A. C. Gutterson.
A sacred cantata for Christmas time.
Fall of Jerusalem, (*0cts.) ByH. E. Parkhurst.
An impressive and musical Cantata.
40th Psalm. (80 cts.) By Dudley Buck.

A first class sacred composition.
Praise to CJod. ($2.00) By G, F. Bristow.
An Oratorio. Noble words and mu*ic.
A. Butterfield.
Belshazzar. ($1.00)
Grand and beautiful scenic Cantata.
Joseph’s Bondage. (1.00) By J. M Chadwick.
A splendid oriental sacred Cantata.
Christ the A^ord. (80 cts.) By W. Williams.
Easy Christmas Cantata.
Bon Ittuuio. ($1.60) By Dudley Buck.
A legend of the crusaders, set to music.
Picnie. ($1.00) ByJ. K. Thomas.
Will do (in-doors) for a wintar concert.
New Flower Queen. (76 cts. By G. F. Root)
New arrangement of a famous Catata.
Burning Ship (80cus.)and Storm Kiug (38cts.
By B. F. Baker. Easy and striking Cantatas.

ByJ.

OLIVER DITSON & CO.. Bostou.
TS& I'&wtJ

nov2

G. A. Susskraut,
PRACTICAL FURRIER

CALL and SEE

Deckel Bros' Pianos,
indorsed dy ANNIE LOUISE GABY.
Also a choice stock of first-clAsa

niMSMtuum.

Altering, trimming and repairing personally attended to.
Robes of all kinds, from best to cheapest.
So-called Japanese Wolf Robes
(common goat skins) at low prices.
Fashionable stock of Hats and Caps
always on hand.

HONEY
In Small

FINE

and

Designing.

SOUTH KENSINGTON.
Instruction given in KENSINGTON EMBROIDERIES.

E. FAIR WEATHER
S

o

jly20

£]IjM st.
FEB

PLAIN,

9

eod3m

BEST TEETH
and

You

can

warrant

ptrfeet fit

a

buy CIGARS at

GUPPY, KINSMAN & AU-

DEN’S Drug Store in any
way you want them as they
have them put up expressly for box trade.

E. B.

&

W.

F.

LOCKWOOD.

988 1-9 MIDDLE ST.
Portland Hie.
oct-2 8

lm

e#d

Hallett, Davis & Co.’s
PIANO FORTES.
good manufacturer’s

Also several other

Bll$ in IISFIT CARPETS
A PRIVATE MALE.

50 MISFIT
—

CONSISTING OF—

Extra

Tapestry*,

CARPETS,

Supers

and

In-

grains.

make

For Sale and to Let.
—

PIANO

ALSO

COVERS

aud

STOOLS.

-AT—

WM. P.
144

1-2

HASTINGS’,
Exchange

St.
eod8m

The Best
in

quality, workmanshipjand

TASTE,
is

H. G.
oclO

done at my store,

HEWES, 593 Congress St
_dtf
Horses Clipped.
tbe best manner at EobluSt. Kind treatment aud

short notice,
A'i' son's
Stable Oreen
lu

satisfaction guaranteed.

noT4dlw*K

W. WAliLACS.

We

ex

7, 7*50, 8-00.

32 Exchange Street.
maylOeodtf

We Offer For Sale
a

choice liae of

Town

City,

Woodbury & Moulton
Cor. Middle & Exchange Sts.
sod /
Jyl4

Hu

old

office.)

Exchange

■wlu Ollce ■■ al Ne, g] ('••(»■<
All orders given at either Portland or Boston offloe will receive immediate attention.
Stocks and
bonds and stock privileges bought and sold on commission.
oct7dlm

nov4|

STORE

THE
HATTER

EVENIN6S

HEADQUARTERS
for narrow goods. Take
feet to sign of Gold Boot

197 Middle Street.

fitted.

eodtf

Balmorals, Congress

DAKOTA.

Pursuant to a resolution of the Company subscription hooks will be open on MONDAY, Oet. 23d, for
SO days, to the public for 830,000 of the First
Mortgage Bonds of the Company, to be sold at par.
This is the iM Allotment ot 930.000, the
first having been placed by private subscription.
The allotments to be offered as follows:
1st allotment ot (10,000;
for each (100 Bond a bonus of 20 shares of tbs
ital stock of the Company will be given.
2d allotment of (10,000;
for each (100 Bond a bonus of 20phares of the

and Button.

long, Blim,

narrow

feet at 421 Congress street.

Large Sizes a speciality. Cheap
medium goods at prices that defy competition.

the widest

LADIES’
flneN.Y. boots a specialty. Woodraausee & Garside’s Fine Ladles’
Boots, on Congress street.
Boyd’s Fine New York Boots in French Kid, Oil
Goat, and Cloth top, Button.

capcap-

3d allotment of (It ,000.
S100 Bond a bo .us of 10 shares will bog von
4th allotment of (10,000.
for each (100 Bond a bonus of 5 shares will bs given
5th allotment;
at par, without bonne.
Freight contracts for one year have already seen
secured and renewable, which guarantee a ass .antcent, per annum on the entire Capital
ing of 10

ELEGANT

anu

TABLE LAHFkS
With tieautful Pottery
Centre*.

Limoges,
Longwy,

Cloth Tep Congress. Boys’ Cloth Top Button. Boy,*
Stylish Goods a Specialty.
When you visit Portland, take yonr feet to
Congress street and have them properly fitted.

Japanese,

Sarregncminea
Satsuma, Kioto, &c.

121

»

BROWN, THE SHOE DEALER.
CHAS. H. O’BRION,
wholesale and Retail Dealer in

JERSEY MILK. COAL.
MB* every

supplied withjgood Jersey
pharmaceutical prepara- FAMILIES
morning, Sundays
deeired. Addrera
tions. GUPPY, KINSMAN fnruiebed
H. SOU LB, Woodlwd'*.
;V.
& ALDEN, Druggists.
a«g2*
eodCm

Domestic Coals
Prices.

milk

when

a

Specialty,

at

Lowest Market

322 Commercial Street,

”

se26

Brown’s
POBTL1ND,

and

;

«*dtf

7_

no*

Boston, Mass.

Notice.
privies cleaned and repaired by A.
D. STLVESTEK and S. M, HABTnJRE,
ooUKWor
Knlghtrtlle. Telephone Mo, 3-V.

PORTEASD.

Pitted complete with the

_

Extra

Mosa,

ooi7aau

BOYS’

|

F.

Hand

WANTED I
oar

Applications for territory; and
to;dealers address

12 EEitl STREET,

Sewed, Moroco Legs.
Gents’ Double Sole, Custom Made, Weseott Calf,
Pegged Boots. Sizes ti to 12, from the narrowest to

winter boots in oil goat and Pebble goat.widths AA,
A.B, C & D. Size and half-size. *2.00, $2.60.
$3.00, $3.26, $3.76, $4.60 and $6 00. Please call
and examine before buying elsewhere. Good stylish
goods at prices that defy competition,

The Boston & Little Rapid Railroad Co.

terms

Geicrsl Wholesale Agrnt,

Cloth Top Balmoral Congress and Button. Gents*
fine, stylish, Jersey Congress for dress. Gents'
Hand Sewed Calf
Gents’ Double Sole,

Agents wanted.

Frank

GENTLEMENS’

your long, slim, narrow
and have them perfectly

LADIES’

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO

VAULTS

Broker,

removed from No. 60 to No. fit Vi

St., Portland, (nearly opposite

237 Middle Street, Sign «t the Mi Hnt

COE,

included.

PINKHAM,

Stools.

MERRY,
THE
HATTER,

BLANKETS.

oct25

and Railroad

Everything new that the market manufactures, from Itunlap & Co.’s celebrate
hat down to any price.
Silk Hats $3.50 and exchange.

EDWARD It. TINKER, Treasurer. North Adams.
OFFICE—25 Simmons Building, Ne, 40 Water St.,

PHYSICIANS’ prescriptions carefully compounded from the purest and best
of
drugs and standard

•
•

desirable securities, for sale by

H. N.

STIFF
HATS

HORSE

OF

“

REMOVAL.

We are sure to suit yon to a pair of any kind of Gloves, from a fnrnace .Glove t
the best. $1600.00 worth of them to select from.

AND

6s
5 1-28
6s
6s
6s
7s-

H. II. PAVSOA & CO.

GLOVES.

ROBES

nov+

6s
6s

Securities.

The greatest stock to select from, Large fine Robes, and if yon want an extra
nice Robe we have got it. $10.00 to $17 60.
Horse Blankets 80c, 90c to $6.00.
For Trimmings, all grades.

President. Boston.
SlHeii0ALBEMIpXLME5,
GEORGE H. DREW Secretary.

lltf

Framing

WOLF
ROBES

per

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,
IS Exchange Street.

BONDS.

*#J3m

for each

may 2 5

lno

FINANCIAL.

and other

CAPS,
GLOVES,

k

will be a concert at tbe Vtumr Men’s
V. A. Hall corner of C 'ngross and Elm St.
for the benefit of the AbyH««ai*a t burrb on
Monday A Tae-d y 13th and 14th. Commencing at 7.30 o’clock p. m. refreshments served after
Admission 25 cents.
Concert.
PER ORDER
Committee.
no7dlw»

Fort Wayne
...
St. Lonis County
Northern Pacific R. R.

WINTER

SET
910.
$ T.

FITCH.

“
Southern
Maine Central

SILK

We have now been in the
city three years, and have
yet to hear of the first case
h whe e we have failed to give
V satisfaction. We use none
but the

WIE.

PORTLAND,

Co.,

I

it

GUM TEETH,

MR. W.

A thorough ana careful explanation of the system
of musical notation wilt be given and all wh" wish
te become reany readers of music will find this to
be one of the best opportunities yet offered, beginners, as well as those more advanced, will derive
equal benefit. For the convenience of ma y who
cannot give m re than on evening in the w eek tor
this purpose, there will be but one lesson each
wetk
Tickets payable in advance, two dollars for 20

...

KNOX

Art.

VESTRY,

THERE

Brown, Olive, Green, Plum, Gray
Mixed, nine and Black.

NEEDLEWORK.

232 Middle Street,
oc3

of

9th, 1882,

Portland Municipal
St Louis
Cleveland

CREWELS
Royal School

Nov.

STREET

COR. EXCHANGE & FEDERAL STS.

EMBROIDERIES.

Stamping

Thursday evening

Concert.

HATS,

Hats.

SCHOOL

£resent

in

All grades of Silk
change for $3.00.

dtd

lessons.
Let all who propose to become members of this
nov7d3t*
tne first evening,
•lass be

Packages.

W. L. Wilson Sc

atf

M.

new

AROOSTOOK

BAGS.

Manufacturer fof Seal and Circnlar
Garments, Muffs and Collars.

large lot of

PORTLANL

««p2<l

from toe

a

50cents.

under the instruction of

SAMI, niin, TRUNKS
Block,

3 Free Street

tickets including reserved seats
sale at Stock bridge’s Music Store.

AT—

HAT.

As
in

just received

We have

hats.
We have taken pains to
have some specialties made this

dtf

Composers.

ounces.

ing

on

SINGING

Mt«

noB

City Hall,

<S3m

no4

has just returned from the market with all the styles of New
York, Philrdelphia, and Boston

Moore & Co.

at

ROM M RINGERS

Now

HATTER

SATURDAY.

Owen,

Great Stock company.
Matinee Saturday
nor7Tu,ThAStf

WEDNESDAY EVENING, NOV. 8.

THE

Black and colors of the celebrated Harris or Josephine Seamless
Gloves In 5 hooks, which we sell freely every day at $1.90, will be
sold at 1.35,

We shall be obliged to adhere strictly to the above dates of sale, ns
it would be imposs b»e to ofler more than one lot ut the same time and
do our customers justiee. All gloves will be tried on if desired and
satisfaction guaranteed. Gentlemen salesmen for Alcn and Boy's
hoods.
New Terra Cotta and Electric Blue Kid Gloves just opened.

a

Admission 10,15 and 2Bets.
2 30.

Irani LONDON, ENGLAND.

season.

Grand cleaning out of odd lots at 50 cts, per pair, including 2, 3 and
4 Button Gloves in odd sizes which may be left o rer from any of the
above lots.

THEATRE,

AN IMMENSE BILL 11118 WEEK

PINE

WEDNESDAY.
Twenty-live dozen Men’s English Dog Skin, choice colors, embroidered back and in same quality whic Seiv Fork and Boston Furnishing stores sell for $1.75 and 3.00, will be sold at 1.35.

uov3dtd

Stockbridge Course

five hook Fos-

Whites, six button, $3.00

and

Sale of Seats Commence FRI-

usual.
3

as

DAY, Mot.

Wi h their Carillon of 131 English Bells, ranging
from four and one-half pounds to three and one-

COE,

Hondo,

You can buy a box of
good Cigars lor Two Dollars at UUJLTY, KINSMAN
& ALDEN’S Drug Store.

20.00

THEY

TUESDAY.
Thirty dozen Dark Colors, Operas
quality lor $1.

Dramat-

ic Company.

English Glee Men,

COME.

the north by
the Sierra Madre’ a line of hills: on the east by
the river

-10.00 to

COMPANY,

Oih.

on

west
on the

38.00

STILL

MONDAY.

must

from Havana and is bounded

Carefully Selected

a

THJRD ENTERTAINMENT.

bought $a.OOO worth of desirable goods at about half price. Wishing
to exchange a portion of them for money, we shall make speciol sale
ih this department each day of the coming week, commencing

many a smoker, for it is the famous Vuelta

Abajo which has suffered above all others.
The despatch printed on Saturday says: “The
tobacco seedlings were destroyed.” The floods

Theatre. N. Y.,)

And

£▼ C'

already large stock of Gloves,

you that it was all on the square, and it is not
customary to require the proprietor to peel the
potatoes at table for his guests to prove that
there is no put-up job about it.
Therefore, I
claim that the lamented hen may he thoroughly shattered at a side table by an athlete at $1
per week and still good faith toward the guests
be maintained. If any one be doubtful or suspicious, etiquette will permit him to stand by
the side of the hireling carver and witness the
inquest. Still it would he better fun for him
to sit at the table, and if the parts given to him
are
not
satisfactory he can put thrm
in
his
overshoes
tern., and casupro
ally throw them out the back door while the
other guests are listening to the “Maiden’s
Under the new deal
Prayer’’ in the parlor.
the host will enjoy the dinner much more than
be used to do with his thumb cut off and a
quart of dressing in his lap. No man feels perfectly at home if he has to wrap up his cut finger in a rag and them scoop a handful of dressing out of his vest pocket. Few men are cool
enough to do this, laughing heartily all the
time and telling some mirth-provoking anecdote meanwhile. It is also annoying to have
twenty guests ask for the “dark meat please,”
when there are only three animals cooked, and
neither one of them had a particle of dark
meat about her person.
Lately I have adopted
the plan for segregrating the fowl by main
when necessary, and
the
fingers
using
strength,
then wiping them in an off-hand manner on
I
Then
ask the servant to
the table cloth.
bring in that dark hen we ordered, so that we
might have an abundance of dark meat. If the
servant says there is none, I smile and tell the
guests that the brunette chicken by some oversight has been eaten in the kitchen, and I shall
have to give them such relics as may be at
hand. This simplifies the matter, and places
me in a far more agreeable place relative to the
company. My great success, however, in carving is mainly confined to the watermelon. The
watermelon does not confuse me.
I always
know where to find the joints, and those who
do not like the inside of the melon can have
the outside.
Now, my great trouble with
fowls is, that one day I have to assassinate a
Mormon Shanghai pullet, with high, expressive hip bones and amalgam paletot.
This
makes me nervous, because they are so dissimilar and their joints are in different places.
The Mormon ben is round-shouldered and her
collar-bone is more on the bias than the Nebraska fowl. This gives a totally different expression to her features in death, and, as I
have said, destroys the symmetry of the carve.
I began my education in this line by carving
butter in hot weather, and gradually led up to
the quail on toast. In carving the quail, first
The
mortgage your home and get the quail.
quail should be cooked before carving, but not
until the chronometer' balance and other organs
have been removed. Place your quail on the
toast in a sitting position, then, passing tne
dissecting knife down between the shoulder
blades, bisect the polonaise. Another method
is to take the quail by the hind leg and eat it,
asking the guests to do the same. This breaks
up the feeling of stiffness that is apt to prevail
at a formal dinner party, and, while each one
has his or her nose immersed in quail, good
feeling cannot fail to show itself.

5.00 to
-

Manufacturing dealers in Fine Custom

Little,

7.00

2.00 to

Ulsters,
Gentlemen’s Ulsterettes,

LACY,

Madison Square

of the

FRED MORTIMER.Manager.

Overcoats,

glycerine and

where it belongs and relieves a man who
should give his whole attention to the entertainment of hiB friends at table.
You would
not expect your host to take off his coat and
kill the fowl in your presence, in order to show

-

Pantaloons,

Gentlemen’s

Speaking

This is a move for which I have long contended. It places the manual labor of a dinner

IKK. HENRY

quarter
In addition to our

now

shatter the remains, thus giving
the host a chance to chat with his guests instead of spattering them with dressing and
casting gloom and gravy over the company.

In J. K. Tlllo son’s Successful Comedy-Drama,

SUPPORTED BY

to

Suits,
Suits,

Dress

Gentlemen’s

GLOVE GALL

Education of a Carver.

[Laramie Boomerang.]

Miss Maud Granger,
The Planter’s Wife,

$25.00
$8.00
17.00 to 30.00

Business

Gentlemen’s

ocl

GREAT

America’s Beautiful and Accomplished Artiste,

(by kind permission
TT&SIf

Millett <fc

Bill Nye'e Ideas on its Advantages-The

Pl’ck lias a cartoon representing the Sick
Man in tho attitude of telling Dr. England

letter is not

GEORGE"JLSAY & GO.

liberately contending that England is very
likely travelling the same road as Sweden
and Norway have trod, from greatness to insignificance, and that the mother country

Commissioner Baum is in Illinois ad.
dressing some of the most enthusiastic Republican meetings ever held in the State.
He is confident of his election to the Senate.

Clothing,

Up

Rarely excelled, may be found at our
Store in market Square. Our stock is large, varied,
and manufactured under our own personal supervision, presents kO the purchaser an attractive line of

It is rather surprising to find an English
nobleman like the Marquis of Blandford de-

will hereafter see the time when she will live
only in her children.

Made

^ov.

and WVduesday,
«, 7 aud 8, 188*.

■■■

Engagement of

Finely

lymager.

THREE NIGHTS,

commodious Mew

attack upon the land laws would be an
awkward thing just now, and a general depression of trade would make new taxation
to pay the Egyptian war expenses unpopular.

this at once.

Judge James B. Campbell of Charleston South Carolina, who has lately made a
?:sil to his native town of Oxford in this

aud

the

will be masters of the situation.

general

giving.

differences

minor

increasing

goodness

If the members of

fRANh. CURTIS ....Proprietor and

Monday, Tuesday

*i !•«*

a

THEATRE.

PORTLAND

N

*

that the

ance

AN :

lot of Chuddah Cloth Dress Goods, all wool all colors, and 44 inch wide, for 50 cents per yard. These goods have never
been sold less than 75 cents.
Also, the “Corset” we are now selling for $1.00 has never been surpassed in this city. Please examine it.
We also offer this week “Rubber Waterproof Circnlars” for $1.25.

We offer

ENTERTAINMENTS.

MISCELLANEOUS.
=

Special Bargains.

Later details of the Italian election show

A PROCLAMATION.

By the Pxesident:

_MISCELLANEOUS__

Wharl

Vt&Ki reoeiTV1 to, Telephone

aplWvi

YOLK CAPITAL.

Tbos

desiring to make money

Holland mediuminvestments
grain, provisions and stock
C* ft A speculations, can do so by oper3£IH atingon our plan. From May 1st,
▼■iwr 1881, to tbo present date, on investments of SI 0.00 to $1,000, cash
profits have been realized and
WHFAT
nilLni
paid to investors amounting to
*a
several times the original investP IT A
ment, still leuvIng tbe original in*
vestment making money or pay37111
tbit >u demand. Explanatory cirons

E. JOSE &

J.

cull

STOCKS
^_^

VIllaB

aen

ago
and
con

*\A
mu
t'ti

and statements of fund W
fre0want responsible
s, who will report on crops
introduce the plan. Liberal

aitsions paid. Address,

.1

»n

-irv,

MKHItlAM.

1W

UeftbtBU, U«J«r Bloek,
III

u»

C0;a

KENISON

Dr. F. II.

opened au
.Portland and
found at

tn

3|UU

IUUB.

Vtr Bale Wholesale and Uetau.

INCBEASE
t|A
>a|U

English Duplex, Oxford
and Harvard Burners.

baa

omov
can

in

b

■

>’o. 276 Middle St.,
over Edward’s and Walkers' Hardware store from
Nov. O to Not. ’iftb.

dtf

K»p26

FLORIDA.
¥F

I

■

going to the land of flowers, send 'for a
pamphlet describing ltX) orange groves, resiand betels 1 have fbr sals.
Bswadway.JIwv is*V
uXWffmiMf,
tou

ars

--

ctm

dim-

PrtESS.

TJTK

A GREAT FIRE.

THE PRESS.
obtained at the Periodical Depot* of N. G,
Fessenden, Marquis, Brunell St Co., Andrews, Armstrong, Went ortb, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland, Robert Costello, Forest City News Stand, Jewett,
Bose, Hitching* Si McFarland, Watson, Stinson,
Bostoi St Maine Mepot, and Chisholm Bros., on all
rains that run out of the city.
Auburn, Willard Small St Co.
Augusta, J. F. Fieree.
Bangor, Bangor News Co.
Bar Harbor, F. S. Jordan.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
Biddeford, F. M, Burnham.
A. L. Jeilerson.
Brunswick, B G. Dennis n.
Cumberland M'Us^F. A. Verrill.
Damanlsootta, E. w. Dunbar.
Freeport, w A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. 0. Harmon.
Fairfield, E. H. Evans.
Farmington. D. H. Knowlton.
Gardiner, Palmer St Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish St Co.
Hallowell, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
Livermore Falls, G. D. Hughes.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fugg, A. L. Jelllson,
Richmond, G. A. Beale.

Rockland, O. S. Andrews,
Sabattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa, F. E. Webb.
Saeo, H. B. Kendrick St Co.,
Sprlngvale, C. H. Pieroe.
So. Paris. A. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, H. M. Robe

Large Warehouses

of

on

Commercial Street.

THE STREET SWEPT FROM CENTRAL

TO UNION WHARF.

Destroyed.

THE

TUG

BOAT

BELKNAP

DOES NOBLE SERVICE.

Present

From

Other

Maine Cities.

LOSS

$103,100—IN S CJR AN CE

CITY AND VICINITY.

$84,350.

An alarm of fire was palled in at 4.15 a. m.
from the box earner of Union and
The department responded
Fore streets.

yesterday,
promptly,

Dissolution—Portland Fish Packing Company.
In Insolvency.
Great Success of Hall's Sales—F. O. Bailey & Co.
See “Bird” adv’t; get Holdeu’i Bird Book:
He has extra
food, care, diseases, breeding.
oct23-d&w2mos
singers.
United States Circuit Court.
HEFOBE

JUDGE WEBB.

Monday.—U. S. by indictment v. Jame* W. Harris. Sentence—(1000 line and ninetv days in Portland jail,
D. H. Newhn v. Geo. E. burrall et al. Judgment
for defendant.
Putnam lor plif.
Heath for deft.
Brief Jottings.
Bright and cool yesterday. Mercary 30° at
snnrise, 42° at noon, 30° at sunset; wind northeast.

There was only one arrest on the slate at the
station last evening.
Marcus Watson, of the Kennebec Star, will
soon sttrt

a

weekly

paper

at

Saccarappa,

in

connection with a large job office.
Yesterday Treasurer Cushing of the Maine
Contral paid the railroad tax of 1880 amount-

ing

$25,000'
Mr. W. L. Fitch will open a singing school
at the vestry of the Pine Street Church on
Thursday evening of this week.
The nsnal gospel temperance meeting will be
held at the Mission this evening at 7 1-2 o’clk.
to

Also the consecration service at 3 o’clock this
m.
All are invited.

p.

It is evident that Mystic Lodge, I. O. G. T.,
intend to have a good time this winter.
December 7th is the time when they will have
their next supper and entertainment.
Deputy Street Commissioner Staples when
he went down to Peaks Island to commence
grading Island avenue yesterday, found quite
an excitement over the affair there.
One par.
ty wants the avenue » here it is located and the
other party does not.

Society of Natural History.
This society met last evening for the purpose of viewing the large number of donations
received since the spring meeting, and to attend to general business matters.
Mr. Bryant, librarian of the Maine Historical Society, proposed that the Society sheuld
turn over its curiosities not illustrating natural
Achistory to the Maine Historical Society.
tion was deferred
The executive committee has

arranged

for a

scientific lectures during the
coming winter. Mr. Arthur B. Morrill will
occupy the next evening, Nov. 20. Subject to

series of

popular

be announced.
donw lions.

Mrs. Sewali, fossils from phosphate beds,
South Carol ina.
Capt. S. A. Woodbury, gulf weed.
Joshua S. Emerv, shells, Cape de Verde;
limestone and fossils, Isle of Fago.
Mrs. Mary Bihber, Harpswell, deep-water
crab.
George Toothaker, Halfway Rock, star fish,
barnacles, etc.
T. E. Hazel, alligator.
Mrs. Sarah Hall, Chinese sunshade.
Mrs. Tenney, minerals, crustaceans, etc.,
California.
Capt. Calvin C. White, three bottles of reptiles and fishes, Rosario, S. A.; one bottle of
fish, South Atlantic; hog fish and lizard, S.
A.
J. M. Emmons, pottery, horns, etc., Burmah.
Capt. Henry Williard, fish and Crustacea
from gulf weed.
Prof. L. A. Lee. Bowdoin, branchinectes
coloradensis in
alcohol; fossil, cryptodom

Gouldii, Topsham, Me.; molybdenite.
J. B. Ptrkius, Sanford, Me., flambeau seed
and gourd, Cuba.
Adams Mack, coral and shell, Florida.
John B. Hudson, mocking bird’s nest.
Lang & Sargent, white tailed remera,
Capt. George Thestrup, nitrate of soda,

Io-

Gen Henry G. Thomas, Zuni pottery.
J. H. Coombs, large turtle shell, alligator
skin, porpoise jaw, Gorgonia, sponges, mineral salt, sea oats, etc.
John N. Reynolds, Turks Island, fine specimen of coral (mardrepora), Gurgonia, concha,
etc.

Otis Fernald, Harrison, Me., hornet nest
and decomposed granite.
Capt. Beuj. J. Willard, a miniature ship,
and a large collection of local fish, shell. e'C.
Charles Libby, fossil coral, Ohio.
F. E. Chase, Zinc ore, Castine, Me.
Horatio Hight, iron ore,
Casco: copper,
Arizona.
Miss Etta Parker, coffee leaves and fruit,
Rio.
J, M. Kimball, bird skins, very fine.
Charles A. Burbank, fossils from Ulster
coauty, N. Y.
Ur. Dole, hedgehog.
Ur. Smith, skulls of turtle and gosshawk.
Ur. W. Clark, large collectiou of valuable
woods and minerals.
Th“ Wadsworth estate,
through A. W.
Longfellow, large collection of Pacific shells.
C. K. Ladd, fossils, St. Anthony Falls.
Charles B. Rogers, odd-shaped clay pipe
from W est Africa.
The Cascatelle.
TLe following are the particulars of the loos
of the Cascatelle:
The brig Cascatelle, Capt.
Perry, from Baltimore, bound to Portlaud,
Me., loaded nil u coal, which sprung aleak and
sauk, instantly, off Smith’s Point, in Chesapeake Bay, at 12 o’clock on the night of Nov.
2d, was discovered to be leaking about 11
cause of it not being ascertained
She was headed for the shore, and the large
boat bad been got ready to be launched, when
the boat was caugbt by the main staysail and
carried down stern foremost, with six men in
her, four of whom weie saved by clinging to
the boat and the brig’s rigging, when they
The remaining two, Frederick Decame np.

o’clock, the

^

clue, steward, and Edward Hall, seaman,,were
The captain and first mate,
never seen again.
being farther aft, were saved in a small boat,
which managed to clear the sinking brig. The
Her
crew consisted of eight men all told.
tonnage was 423 tons, and she belonged to
Richmond, Me. The captain and mate took
two of the men in their vote, which was all
she would carry, and the other two clnng to
the

rigging until

Gaston of Balticame along and res-

the steamer

bound to Norfolk,
cued the whole party, rendering every service
in his power to the survivors. Capt. Perry
and the crew are being provided for by the
cnstom house authorities at Portsmouth, Va.
more,

Personals.
E. K. O’Brien of Thomaston is registered
at the Falmouth.
£>oputy GdUeetor of Customs Cbiieot, Ellsworth, is registered at the Merchant’s Ex-

change.
of the Eleanor*, of
Capt. Hugh Mangam,
the Maine SteBmship Company line, died yesHe
46 years.
terday of rheumatic fever, aged
He had been
was taken sick last Wednesday.
and was
company’s employ mai y years
He leaves a widow and
valuable officer.
three children.
An enjoyable surprise was afforded Messrs.
A. S. Coleman, B. T. Chase, and G. A. Lyon,
of the Pension Office, on Friday afternoon, after office hours, when the gentlemen formerly
under their in sanction as special examiners
presented each with a handsomely-bound copy
of vVebster’a Dictionary, with the name of

in the
r

Cloyes arrived,

large three storied wooden building which
Mr. Jose had remodelled and finished in a
very handsome style only a few years ago. The
building was occupied by C. W. Belknap &
Co., steam refined tripe; and F. Porter Thayer

a

of New York, agricultural implements, on the
first story; Isaac Emery and E. Churchill &
Co., commission merchants, second story; and
This buildthe third story was unoccupied.

ing was numbered 208, and a broad stair-case,
sheathed with handsome woods, separated tho
Belknap and Thayer, and also the
counting rooms of Emery and E. Churchill &
stores of

Co.
The fire caught in this way: Mr. Emery
came down in the morning and lighted the
wood fire in his private office, as was customHe then went out down the
ary with him.
wharf for a few moments, expecting his bookkeeper, Mr. Coe, woald be right in. In the
meantime Mr. Burgess—with E. Churchill &
Co.,—went into his own office, and as he did
so, smelled smoke, but thought it simply caused by lightiug the fire in Mr. Emery’s office.
A lew moments afterwards he went out, as he
the smoke pouring in through the sheathing, and, on entering the corridor saw Emery’s

saw

He cried out to Emery,

office was in a blaze.

supposing he

was

there,

to

get

out as

quick |S

Mr.
he could for his office was all in flames.
Burgess then tried to find an alarm box, but at
the different stores no one could post him.
Finally after some momenis had been lost he
ascertained there was one on the corner of
Union and Fore streets, and thither he proceeded. The clerk in the store said he had a
key to the box but did not know how to use it,
so that several momenta were consumed from
this lack of knowledge. In the meantime Mr.
Coe, the clerk for Mr. Emery, had returned to
the flames pouring out
counting room,
around the funnel of the stove chimney and

the

saw

he proceeded to

save

what he eould.

The fire seemed to go like a whirl-wind
through the buildings. It completely destroyed No. 208, and then tackled No. 206, occupied

by T.

Frank Davis, 202 and
J. F. Randall & Co. on the

202}, occupied by
ground floor, and

Hooper Bros., grain agents,

the second
story. It also ran into No. 216, the iron warehouse occupied by A. E. Stevens Si Co., and
222, owned by Joseph Drowne and occupied by
Curtis & Davis, fish dealers.
In tbe meantime thousands of the curiona
had gathered and the sidewalks on Commeron

cial street were densely packed with thousands
of spectators. The smoke was dense and black,
and was seen fer miles away announcing the
prevalence of a great conflagration. Steamers
were sent for to Auburn, Lewiston, Biddeford
and Saco. All these departments responded.
Tbe “Ebon Simpson” came from Biddeford,
the “Gov. Fairfield” from Saco, with the
Chief Engineers of both cities, and engines,
with the Chiefs of both Auburn and Lewiston.
Those from the latter places were not needed
and were not unloaded from the cars, but their
companies and officers did admirable work.
Tbe little Niagara hand engine from Deering
did good service, located on Central wharf,
and it may fairly be said that the whole Portland Department

never

deserved greater

praise.
By 9 o’clock the scene was inexpressibly
grand. Tbe great wooden buildings on Com.
mercial street were all ablaze, and huge cinders sailed through the air—blazing blocks of
wood in fact—setting fire wherever they alighted. Reofs of buildings on Central and Union
wharves were loaded with men with buckets

pails of water, with which they extin.
guished the flames as rapidly as they caught,
although the heat was terrible, and many people were badly scorched thereby. Firemen on
ladders paid no attention to the blazing pieces
and

quique.

*

bat as soon as Chief

which was immediately anon the sound of the
first alarm, he saw the magnitude of the fire
and he immediately palled in a second alarm.
The fire originated in the building owned by
H. N. Jose, Esq.., situated on Commercial
street at the bead of Widgery’s wharf. It was

Notice—i ‘avid Torrey.
Spectacles Made—C. H. Farley.
Kimball & Co.
Insurance—Prentiss L ring.
Wanted—A Young Man.

a

each recipient handsomely embossed thereon.
mpm Wfccw*
—Wtohington

Several men were injured by the falling of
the telephone wires. One received a severe
cut in the arm in this way and another got a
sprained wrist.
The train bringing the Biddeford and Saco

ing.
about thirty years old. who was visiting friends in the city, said it was the first fire
she ever saw in her life.
The Bath engine got sb far as Brunswick,
A

The
that fell on their shoulders.
water-main burst in two places, one at the foot
of Union street and the other close by the fire,
and flooded the wide avenue. The roaring and
tearing of the flames, the screaching of the
many engines, the commands of the firemen,
of wood

the rushing of water from the bursting mains,
all made a pandemonium more easily imagined
Fires were set by the cinders
than described.
on Boston & Maine wharf in the coal-shed; on
Merrill’s and Union wharves, but were extinnished.
From the buildings above mentioned the
restless flames plunged down upon the buildHere was
ings located on Widgery’s wharf.
the ware bouses of A. E. Stevens & Co., the
great three-story building owned and occupied
by Nutter, Kimball & Co., cooperage; A. H.
Waite and J. H. Blake, sail-loft; Nathaniel

Blake, wharfenger; and the United States
bonded warehouse, with shed adjoining.
At
tbe latter point tbe flames were finally stopped
by tbe splendid work aone by the tug Belknap,
which only emphasises wbat tbe Pnnss said at
the time of the fire on Railroad wharf, that a
fire-boat owned by the city would, io the end,
prove a treasure. The Belknap was down the
harbor, but sh6 came up as quickly as possible,
went to work on her own responsibility, and
by her heavy streams, checked the fire

at this
But for her all the warehouses and
sheds fit ed with canned goods, hsh, molasses,
and other valuable property would have been
consnmed. By playing on sheds No. 13 and 14

point.

Union wharf, they

saved without material damage, and with them all the property
below on that wharf. As it was, several hundred feet of Widgery’s wharf were rendered
unserviceable, and a great gap is left to remind
the spectator of the extent of the fire.
The
on

were

slated roofs of the buildings

on the upper part
of Union wharf saved the npper portion of
that property.
By 10.30 o’clock the fire was under perfect

control, but the engines were busily engaged
day playing on the embers, and the

all the

of buildings jleft standing on Commercial street. A great unmber of boys and
men got hold of Mr. Emery’s safe and lngged
it, from where it had fallen, a red hot mass of

remnants

iron, into a store on Union wharf. Mr. Emery
said he he sbonld not open it last night bnt did
so lately and the contents found in condition
for uBe.

lady

was notified she was not wanted.
Curtis & Davis had a large stock of fish
The street in
which was mostly spoiled.
front of the store was a mixture of boxes of
fish and Sebago water.
C. W. Belknap & Co. will start up again today at the corner of Central and Fore streets.

Ur. Randall w ith commendable courage said,
while the fire was la progress, that they would
go to work again to-day if they had to start
up in the street.
King & Dexter had a lot of nails stored on
Widgery’s Wharf, on which they met with the

Several of the firms had spreads laid out in
the stores, of coffee, hard bread and cold meats
for the firemen and their employes to which
good attention was paid. About 3 p. m. Chief
Cloyes took the visiting firemen up to Johnson’s where an ample dinner was
for

prepared

them.
We hear of no accidents, to reoord, of
importance. One of the firemen fell fifteen feet
a
but
from ladder,
luckily sustained no

injury.

There waa a report 'hat a hoy was drowned,
bnt it could not bet' ced to anything

positive!

I. A. R. A.

GOVERNMENT.

REGULAR

MONTHLY

THE

Quite

MEETING

OF

CITY COUNCIL.

The annual meeting of the I. A. R. A. was
held last evening; the attendance was very

Batch of Business Transacted.

a

The meeting of the City Counoil for November was held last evening.
In Board of Mayor and Aldermen.
Mr. H. I. Robinson being detained at home
by illness, Mr. John L. Shaw acted as clerk
pro tern.
The Mayor read the resolution passed at the
meeting of the Board of Fire Underwriters
yesterday afternoon whereby the attention of
the City Council is called to the storage of oil
in large quantities on the wharves and other
buisinass parts of the city; also to the wood
yard and boiler and engine for sawing wood in
the rear, between Exchange and Plum streets.
The resolution was referred to the committee
on fire department.

loss reported elsewhere.
F. F. Thayer’s loss was on agricultural implements exhibited at the State fair.
E. G. Willard & Son moved a large quantity
o( fish out of the building on Widgery’s wharf,
where it was stored, last Saturday, but enough
remained Mr. Willard said to make a $2,800

Underwriters asking the City Council

had to be backed off into the water. They
were got ont of the water unhurt.
A petition was drawn up and circulated by
Frederick Fox, Esq., yesterday, asking the
city government to provide a suitable fire boat
for the proper protection of the wharves and

they

shipping.
The Portland Fish Packing Company on
Union Wharf were interrupted in their business bnt they got to work again the in afternoon.
There were in their building 125 tons of tin beWinslow Packing Company.
The safe of C. W. Belknap & Son eontained
all their books and papers and it was in the
very hottest part of the fire. The safe was a
large one of the Hall make, with double doors.
F. O. Bailey & Co., who are the agents, had
the safe hauled to their warerooms where it
was opened. The papers were not injured in

longing to the

the least, and were not even smoked. The
paint inside shows signs of being blistered. Mr.
Belknap is very much pleased with the result
and has ordered a new safe of the same make*
Lamsen took photographs of the rains.
The safe used by Mr. Isaac Emery was a
Morris & Ireland, and he was so much pleased
with the manner in which his papers were
saved he has ordered another.
Among the losers by the fire was Mr. A. H.
Waite, the sail maker, who occupied the loft
in the Nutter, Kimball & Co. building.
Mr.

Waite lives eut of town and we could not as*
certain his loss, but we are informed all his
stock was consumed.
A British bark in getting cut from HobsoD’s
wharf, was collided with by the new schooner

Chapin, and lost some of

her

upper

rigging.
When Mr. Brown, of the committee on fire
department, went to Superintendent Tucker
of the Maine Central at the request of Chief
Cloyes. and asked for a special train to bring a
Mr. Toaker refire company from Lewiston.
shall have anything you like,” and
in ten minutes the special train was ready in
the Lewiston station, and in 45 minutes the
train was in Portland, a distance of fifty miles.
Cumberland No. 3 blew out her flues at the
fires and had to be sent to the Portland Com-

plied "you

pany for repairs. The Governor Fairfield of
Saco, it is reported, also damaged some of her
machinery.
•reat disgust was expressed by many citizens at the way heavy teams, loaded with
property from buildings whose owners expected to be burned out, or had been burned out,
A disdriven over the hose yesterday.
cussion arose last night on this subject in the
City meeting, and the opinion seemed to be
that in such a case, police off duty should be
were

summoned by a certain number of taps on the
alarm, and required to stretch a roue around
certain limits, inside of which only the fire department, police, insurance men and reporters
be allowed to pass.
A volunteer, seeing wnat a ion me nre department had got on their hands, took a pipe,
of one of the engines, and proceeded up a ladder with it. While gallantly doing his best he
lost his balance and fell to the ground dislocating a shoulder. Luckily a doctor was close
at hand, who quickly palled the shoulder into

place again.
A little boy who had strayed on to Central
wharf was hit by a line of hose and deposited
in the dock, but he was quickly pulled out a

dripping object.
The losses by the fire would have been very
much heavier ir it bad not fortunately happened that stocks-of goods were generally light,
and a great dealef what was on hand was

saved.
Chief Cloyes was played out last night, but.
he is entitled to great praise for his management of the fire.
The taps of the bell sonnding “all out,” was
struck at 7.15 p. m., and not till then did the
crowds leave Commercial street for home.
The following were the losses and insurfar as could be ascertained:
Value. Insurance.
H. N. Jose, building No 208. ...$12,000 $3,000
J. F. Bandall, do No. 202. 10,000 10,600
T. Fran* Davis
(agent F. P.
4,000
2,000
Theyer) do No. 206
do
No. 222.
3,000
2,000
Joseph Drowne,
6.500
Nuttor, Kimball ft Co. 10,000
950
Smith heirs
.i
2,500
C. W. Beknap, No. 2o8
8,000
4,000
A. E. Stevens, No. 208. 36,00i» 40,500
1,000
Lombard, Jones ft Co. 1,500
900
1,500
King, ft Dexter.
E. G. Willard. ...••■•.
2,500
1,500
600
Isaac Emery.
1,200
500
300
E. Churchill ft Co.
Curtis ft Davis.
12,000 10,000
ance

as

....

..

$103,100 $84,350
The following is the list of policies with the
agents:
w. D.

LITTLE ft CO.

Curtis ft DaviB.$2,000. Boston Shoe

ft

Leather.

HartHart-

2.000. .Phrnnix;
1.000. .National,
ford.

A. E. Stevens ft Co. 4,000. .Phoenix, Hartf’d.
London.
3.250..
PBENTISS LOSING.

Curtis & Davis. 1,000. .Phasnix, Brookl’n.
A. E. Stevens ft Co. 2,600..Springfield.
Nutter, Kimball ft Co... 1,000.. American Central,
St. Louis.

DOW, COFFIX ft LIBBY.
Curtis &'Davis. ■,. 2,000..Home, N. Y.

1.000. .Etna,

Hanford.
2.000. Manhattan, N. Y.
300..Etna, Hartford.
2,000. .Home, N. Y.

E. Churchill ft Co.
F. Porter Thayer.
HOLLINS ft ADAMS.

C. W. Belknap ft Co. 2,000. .Commercial Union London.
2.000. .First
National,
Worcester.
Lombard, Jones ft Co... 1,000..Commercial Union.

King & Dexter. l.SOO..
A. E. StevenR & Co.$2,500. .Royal, England.
2,500. .London ft Lancaster.
PALMER, DOW AND ANDEESONS.
A, E. Stevens A Co.$3,750. .NorthBritish.
J. F. Randall A Co. 1,600..
Nutter, Kimball A Co,... 2,000. .Queen, England,
460. .Standard.
Smith heirs.
WILLIAM ALLEN.
A.

E. Stevens A Co.$4,600. .Guardian, Eng.
1.600.. New Hampshire,
3.000. .Buffalo German.
1,600. .Girard, Phlia,
3.000. Norwich Dnion,

J. F.

referred to the committee on fire department
A communication from the Board of Fire
a

fire broke out a team of (our
horses was at the foot of the wharf. In a
short time it was impossible to take them off
by the road, and to save them from the fire

Nahum

England.
1.600. .Union. Phila.
4.000. .Merchants, Newark,
1.600. .Prescott, Boston,
1.600. .Westchester, NY.
Randall ACo.1,600. .Guardian.
1,600. .New Hampshire.
1.500. .Merchants.

committee.

Aldermen Winslow read
a remonstrance
from 36 citizens of Peak’s Island against the
location of the avenne on that island on which
work has been already begnn. They claimed
that a hearing had been refused them.
The Mayor stated that the time for a hearing on the location of this avenue had gone by.
The avenue has been located by a former City
Council, and the present Council is powerless
to change it.
Messrs. Mortimer & Sterling, proprietors of

J. W. MCNGEB AND CO.

Provi

ence.

1.600.. 5.curity,

of

New

Haven.

The total figures of value

are

$101,100,

and

$84,380.

Real Estate Transfers.

following transfers of real estate have
been reported:
Scarboro—Lucy A. Johnson to Gustavus
Shanning, 12 acres of land.
The

Harpswell—Albion P. Dunning to Isaiah H.
Baker, lot on Harpswell Neck.
Albert Alexander to Isaiah H. Baker, lot of

land.

Isaiah H. Baker to Albert Alexander, lot of
land.

Raymond—Daniel F. Lombard to Ellen I.
Lombard, one-half part of lot No. 6 and build-

luean Cobb to H. J. It 0. .B.

letXo. 1,11th raw.

Lane, part

of

Lyceum Theatre

the

Exchange

street, presented a petition that no action injurious to
their interests be at present taken. They represented that they had at considerable expehse fitted up a building with a view to give
pleasing entertainments at a low price. They
say that under no circumstances shall any acrt
of an improper or immodest nature he admitted. Accompanying the petition was a stateon

the effect that thus far
& Sterling have done as

Messrs. Morti-

ment to

mer
they announce,
this statement being signed by twenty-five
citizens doing business on Exchange street in
its immediate vicinity.
No action was taken on this petition, as no

against the continuation of the
Theatre was presented.
The report of the joint standing committee
on laying out new streets was accepted.
The joint stauding committee on judicial
proceedings and claims reported on the petition of Mrs. Mary Davis for compensation for
injuries received by slipping on the ice on Oak
street, and recommended that the petitioners
remonstrance

have leave to withdraw.
The joint standing committee on public
buildings reported that they had examined the

building on Exchange street, where is situated
the Lyceum Theatre, and recommended that
the license asked for be granted; also recommend that the fee for giving these entertainbe referred to the committee on licenses.
Report accepted and recommendations adopted.
ments

On motion of Alderman Tukesbury a vote
of thanks was passed to the fire departments of

Lewisten, Auburn, Saco and Biddeford, Bath
and Deering, for their prompt response to the
call for aid in subduing the fire on Widgery’s
wharf yesterday.
PETITIONS REFERRED.

Of George Gilman and other], that a street
lamp be placed on the corner of Vaughan and
West streets; of T. L. Kimbali and others,
that a street lamp be placed on Laurel street;
of John H. True, to maintain a stationary
steam engine and boiler in brick building corner of
Silver and Milk streets; of Samuel
Bailey, Jr., to erect a wooden building on Oxford street; of John H. McCue, to erect a
wooden stable in the rear of his house, No. 44
Anderson street; of Peter Johnson, to erect a
wooden building in the rear of 243 Congress
street; of Charles Mullen and others, that a
sewer be laid
in a part of Adams street; of
Francis P. Canales and others, that a street
lamp be placed en the corner of Monument ana
Sheridan streets; of proprietors of Union wharf
for the repayment by the city of a portion of
of the expense the proprietors have put to in
dredging their dock, which had become filled
from constant deposits of sewerage from the
city sewer being an outlet into tbeir dock; of
Arthur W. Little and others, that a street
lamp be placed at the western entrance of St.
Paul’s church.
A victualers’ license was granted to S. W

Fletcher, 88 Exchange street.

The bond tarnished by Mr. Fletcber was approved.
The committee on health, to whom was referred the petition of the Custom House wharf
corporation, asking that sewer deposits be removed from its dock and measures taken to
prevent fnrther accumulation in the same, reported that the scheme of an intercepting

Commercial street, which has been
located by the City Counuil, will prevent,
when built, any further deposit at said wharf,

sewer on

and would recommend that the removal of
such deposits be left with the proprietors, under

the inspection of some perBon to be appointed by the Mayor, and that the questton of
compensation be postponed until the expense
of such removal is known.
The Mayor appointed George K. Lamb special police without pay at the Lyceum Theater,
and Edward A. Webster and Charles L. W.
Sawyer to act in the same capacity at the Boston & Maine railroad station, and Patrick Garrett at the Preble House.
The joint standing committee on laying out
new streets, reported on
the petition of John
McLough and others that Canton street be extended to Portland street, and recommended
that the petitioners have leave to withdraw.
Leave to withdraw was granted to the petitioners who asked that Island Avenue, on
Peak’s Island, be discontinued, as heretofore
located, and located elsewhere.
The joint standing committee to whom was
referred the petition of Mrs. Pennell, asking
iug for compensation for illegal arrest dnd con-

finement, reported recommending that the petitioner have leave to withdraw.
An order directing the joint standing committee on laying out new streets to consider
the expediency of altering tho easterly line of
State street, between Deering and Portland
streets, so that the record shall conform to the
line of erections on said street as heretofore
given to the abuttors, was referred to the committee on laying out new streets.
Mr. J. P. Shattuck of East Deering presented a bill of S2CD for the use of his field as a
shooting range for the military organizations
of Portland. This was reported to the committee on jadicial proceedings and claims.
A resolution of thauks for the free use of
City Hall, passed at the last meeting of the
Association for the Advancement of Women,
forwarded by the secretary,
Weils, was received.

Kate Gannett

ORDERS PASSED.

That the cemmiitee^m fire department attach a tapper on the West End Chapel bell at
an expense not to exceed 8500.
Passed by a
vote of 4 yeas to 3 nays.
on
the
committee
That
tire department be
authorized to purchase 1003 feet of boBe.
That 8600 be paid to the Richardson Wharf
Company in settlement of their claims for
dredging in their dock on account of city sewer
as set forth in their petition.
An order that the Mayor direct the City
Marshal to detail a portion of the police force
to act as police at fires to protect the hose of
the fire department from teams driving over
it in the street, was referred to the committee

police.

Papers

ALBERT MARWICK.

St. John Smith neirs.$300. .Security, of New
Haven.
“
650..
of
A
Kimball
Co....
.Washington,
2,000
Natter,

place

fire boat under the control of the fire departalso referred to the last mentioned

on

H. N. Jose.$3,000.. Manufacturers o
Boston.
Curtis A Davis. 1,000..
600.. State of PennsylIsaac Emery.
vania.

to

met was

3.000. Westchester.
1.600.. Buffalo German.

of insurance,

1880, disgusted at Fusion, believing that the
Democracy had abandoned its traditionary
principles, and clearly seeing the only hope (or
enrrency reform was to be found in the Bepublican party, he renounced his allegiance to the

Annual Election of Officers.

Alderman Little presented a petition signed
by H. M. Payson and 25 others to the effect
that the city either buy a fire boat for use i n
case of fires on the wharf, or make arrangements with the owners of such a boat to have
the use of it whenever needed. This was also

There was a report that the safe door

had been left open and that 85,000 in bills were
horned op. It is trae there was over 83,000 in
the safe, bat not that it was burned up by leaving the door open.
Messrs. £. A. Waldron & Sob bad • large
quantity of grain in a ware honse on Union
wharf which was somewhat smoked, and wet,
bat the firm said not bnt a very little, and
that was covered by insurance.

CITY

got out of harm’s

loss.
When the

ADVEBTI8EMBNTS TO-DAY

Notice—Natter,

were

when she

Fire Hundred Feet of Wldgery’s Wharf

Firemen

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Plushes—Bines Brothers.
ENTERTAISMENT3.
Singing Sshool—Mr. W. L. Fitch.
Lyceum Theatre.
Concert— Abyssinan Church.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Plashes—Owen, Moore & Co.
To Let—U<x.me.
To Let—Stores.
Sweet Corn -V. H. Soule.

atone of the wharves lost her
a burning cin.

fire, sensed by

firemen ran the twenty miles in twenty-seven
minutes, including the stop at the know-noth-

Waldoboro. G. Bliss,
Watervllle, J. M. Wall.
Varmouth, W. E Smith.

NEW

frem

All other vessels
way by the logs.

•*

Burning

be

lying

der.

TUESDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 7.
May

A schooner

gaff topsail

In Common Council.
from the upper board passed in con-

currence.

Mr. Ricker offered a petition for a street
lamp corner of Sheridan and Monument streets
Referred and sent up.
Mr. Noyes offered an order that a fire alarm
tapper be put in the bell of West End Chapel
at

a

cost not to exceed 8500.

Passed and sent

up.

Adjourned.
The French Lectures.
Mr. French gave h.s beautifully illustrated
lecture, “From the Netherlands to the Alps,”
at City Hall last evening. This lecture drew
out a larger and highly cultured audionce, and
all spoke in high praise of the lecture and also
of the views which they pronounced superb.
The remaining lectures of the Course will be

given as

follows: Thursday, Nov, 16th, “Across
continent; from the Golpen Gate to Boston
Harbor;” Thursday, Dec 14th, “Egypt and
Syria; from the seat of war into the Dark con.

our

tineut-”

Course and

evening

tickets

with

good reserved seats can be obtained at Stockbridge’s during the day and at the hall in the
I STCQlDg.

large,

political organization he bad served
and so
ranks.

and the association was nevsr in a more

prosperous condition.
were elected.

The following officers

Vice President—Peter O'Connor.
Recording Secretary—James O’Brien.
Corresponding Secretary—Jamea Cunning-

ham.

Treasurer—James Quinn.
Bookkeeper—Hugh McDonough.

relief and

Assistant Bookkeeper—Stephen J. Morphy.
Board of Trustees—E. J. Hogue, chairman;
Daniel Gallagher, James Mo laugh, Daniel
Desmond, P. B. Hughes, Thomas McGinniss,
Patrick Halpin.

gramme is very attractive and the entertainwill be worth attending.
In fact the
troupe have averaged audieuoes ef 651 people
since they oommenoed their tour.

by all

that town. The character of some of the witnesses, and the opportunity they had for deliberate observation, make the evidence so strong
that it would be deemed convincing in any or-

MOTES.

dinary

The Ellsworth Foundry and Machine shop
was compelled to shut down on Saturday
night
ior want of capital to carry on the business.
The company has been embarrassed from the
start and has at last found the burden too
much to attempt to carry longer.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Since his arrival in Augusta Collector Morrill has been steadily improving,

Total. 236
Whole number belonging:—
High Sohuol. 303

OXFORD

COUNTY.

The insurance on the building of Liberty
Kilgore, burned at Waterford, Saturday, was

Grammar School.1,187
Primary Schools
3,179

*800.

PENOBSCOT

4,669

OOUNTY.

The woolen mill project in Bangor is now an
assured success; $95,000 of the $100,900 desired is already subscribed. The details of the
time of erection, etc., will be settled at a future
time.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
The proprietors of the Mt. Kineo House, recently destroyed by fire, will erect a building
to accommodate their winter business, immediately. They expect to have a fine hotel ready for next season’s pleasure patronage.

—

Per cent.
98

96.7
95

Total.4,461
95.6.

following

paper was presented by the
executive cemmittee, and answers to the various questions were read by the principals o!
the various schools or by those appointed by
them:

YORK

The following questions pertaining to certain pans of onr school work, are presented to
the members of the Teachers’ Association, for
the purpose of calling out frank expressions of
opinions that may tie embodied in a report
from each school, which shall be read at the
meeting in November.
Let the answers be fall in explanations and

COUNTY.

The Portsmouth Chronicle says: There were
many people in from the neighboring towns on
Saturday, and Market square was filled with
teams loaded with hay,
wood and farm produce. On the tongue of one of the carts was a
pair of cattle four years old, of native stock,
that measured seven feet nine inches in girth;
they belong to William Adams of Kittery.

suggestions.

WALDO.

Let it be understood that the aim of these
questions is to farther the general pnrpose of
onr association, namely,
the establishment of
correct principles and effective methods in
connection with all school affairs, even if we
are obliged to acknowledge faults.
Principals will see that each school is represented by a report embodying opinions upon
these topics.
1— If pupils perform operations in mathematics by methods different from those prescribed by the text book used or by the teacher
and obtain correct results, how do yon deal
with the pupils?
2— There is a popular opinion that the work
of onr schools impairs the health of the pupils. Oar methods are called the “high pressure system."
How far d ies the experience of
your school confirm this view?
3— Do exercises in music and drawing detract too mneh from the time that should be
devoted to other branches?
Do their results
justify the work?
Ihe intention of tbe prescribed work in natural science for the lower schools is to counteract the confining influence of school routine, by giving pupils a ohance to think and
talk about what they can perceive directly.
Such work is based upon actual observation,
not upon merely memorizing words or definitions. Is this part of the programme successful? Make any suggestions pertaining to it.
5— Which influence actuates more promithe efforts of the teachers in your
nently
school, the preparation for examinations or the
development of the soholar as an end? Which
de the examinations as now conducted encour-

The Mayfield slate quarries in Monroe, will
probably be reopened, now that a railroad to
that village is likely to be built. Jndge Morrill of Auburn, the largest owner, was in Dover, Monday night, and left at once for the quar
ries. He was accompanied by an engineer,
and Tuesday evening several workmen went
up on the stage to join them.
Jadge Morrill
says there is an increased demand for slate such
as comes from his quarries, and
that he will
employ some twenty men this winter.

Having used Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup i> my
family for the last three years. I find it is thB
best

preparation

I have ever used for Coughs
and Colds, giving almost immediate relief.
B. Walkrr,
Gen’l Com. Merchant, 118 Light St., Balto.,
Md.

For
Whose
some

You,
Madam,

and disfigured in countenance,
or have Eruptions, Redness,

Roughness or unwholesome
tints of complexion, we say

that children do not understand the
methods which they bring in. although the
methods may be corrrct; in that case, and in
all cases, an effort is made to give pupils the
best methods in their work.
No. 2—It is not tbe opinion of the teachers
that the regular school work impairs the
health of the pupils.
Cases of complaint can

Hagan’s Magnolia Balm.
It is a delicate, harmless and

delightful article, producing
the most natural

entrancing tints, the artificiality of
which no observer can detect,
and which soon becomes permanent if the Magnolia Balm
is judicionsly used.

No. 3—It is thought by teachers that the
work in music and drawing do justify a reasonable amount of work.
Some criticism was
made on the introduction in music of too

jldly

will be

likely

to

draw a crowd.

Today they

sell six button kid gloves for one dollar and
silk plushes for 92.25. Bead their advertisement carefully this week for they are interest-

ing.

_

Harris, the Swindler, Sentenced.
J. W, Harris, who was convicted of swindling by the use of the United States mails, was
brought up yesterday lor sentence. He was
sentenced to pay a fine of 91000 and be imprisoned for 90 days in Portland jail.
A

Fire Boat Needed.

Portland, Nov. 0,1882.
To the Editor of the Press:
If the disastrous fire of yesterday has convinced those in authority ef the necessity of a
harbor fire service it will have accomplished
an
amount of good possibly commensurate
with its accompanying loss and destruction.
The fire department deserve the gratitude
and admiration of all citizens for the skillful

systematic

in which the fire was
handled and controlled. But it i s a notorious
fact that the entire southern half of Widgery’s
wharf was saved by the steam tug Belknap, it
and

manner

Handkerchiefs.

William Henry Simpson.
William Henry Simpson, lor 22 years editor
and proprietor of the Belfast Republican Journal, died at his home in Belfast on the 3rd
inst., aged 67 years. He was born in that city
Sept. 24,1825, and there passed some of the
happiest and most prosperous years of his life
and won his most considerable triumphs. The
son of a successful navigator and shipowner,
he had no liking for the merchant service for
which bis father intended him, but turned bis
thoughts to the printing office and when a lad
entered as apprentice the office of the paper of
which he afterwards became owner. After
acquiring his trade he worked at the case in
the

of the Boston Post and
Kennebec Journal. In 1850 he became one of
the owners of the Augusta paper, retaining h.s
proprietary interest until 1854, when he sold it
to James G. Blaine and Joseph Baker. In

composing

rooms

May, 1858, he bought the Belfast Republican
Journal, a hebdomadal that iu his hands became the wittiest weekly paper and one of the
ablest in Maine.
It was for long the leading
Democratic paper in the State and under the
management of its accomplished editor attained the prominent position It new holds. In

F.

Portland, Nov. 6th, 1882.
O. Bailey tf Co., Agents for Hall's Safe and

Lock Co.
Gknts:—One of your Safes was In our office durthe
ing
great fire of this morning. It was situated
in the very hotest part of the fire, the wind blowing
the flames directly upon it. The ornaments were
melted ff and other signs showed extreme heat
the Safe this afternoon we were
Upon
much pleased to ftnd the contents in perfect order,
net even defaced by smoke. The Safe contained
very valuable papers, all our books, &c. Please order for us a new Safe of the same sizo at once.
C. W. BKLKNAP & SON.
(Signed)
By permission of Messrs. C. W. Helknap & Son,
we invi'e all who are interested in Safes to call at
their new office, 414 Fore Street, corner of Central,
and see the Safe for thems Ives. Hall's Safes always preserve their contents, The above is no exception. Buy nothing but Hall's Safe. Perfect
protection can be found in no other make.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Agents
18 Exchange Htreet, Portland, He.

very*

opening

nov7

dtf

INSURANCE.
PRENTISS

LORING,

REPRESENTING

Leading

Companies.

and American

Office No. 311-2
no7

Maine,

State of

November 7th, A. D. 1882.
JOHN O. RICE, Insolvent Debtor.
is to
give notice, that on the third
day of November, A. D. 1882, a warrant in insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge of
In

of

case

THIS

Never fail fo preserve
Cootenta. Read what €.W.
Belknap A Hon say.
innir.

Exchange St.
dis3w

SWEET CORN.
Sou'e’s Domestic Sweet Corn.
The best in the market, put up
expressly for family use. Address
v. h. some,
no7doin
Wood fords.
■

NIIT1ER, KIMBALL & GO.,
may be found temporarily at office ofl

Insolvency for sai 1 County
berland, against the estate of said
the Court of

petition

NOTICE.

276 Commercial St.
dtf

stockholders of the Cen tral Wharf Steam

THE

Tow Boat Company, are hereby uotiheo that
their Annual meeting w'i 1 be held at office 3 Central Wharf, Portland, on Tuesday, the fourteenth
day of November, at 2 o’clock in the afternoon, to
act on the following articles.
1st—To choose a moderator.
2nd— To cnoose seven Directors for too ensuing
year.
3rd—T) act on any other business that may properly come before them.
DAVID TORREY,
Clerk Pro. Tem.
Portland, Nov. 6,1882.
no7
dlw

Work for

Everybody.

have work at your own home in a new
where no peddling is required, from*
$5.
$10 per day can be made, (hie dozen samsent
free
that
will do to commence work on.
ples
Send 10 cents silver or four 3 ceut stamps for posand
tage
advertising and address.
can

YOU
busi
to

ess

HUNT & CO.,
Acton, Mass.

no7d3t

W.

Notice of Dissolution.
partnership heretofore existing between Edward F. Waite, Mary E. Dow and Edwin Morrill, under the firm name of the Portland Fi-h Packing Company, has teen dissolved b\ mutual consent.
Its business aftairs will be settled by the subsbriber, who will continue the business under the

THE

style

same

at No 12 Union Whart.

EDWARD F. WAITE.

Portland, Nov. 6.1882.

no7d3t

Wanted.
GOOD smart reliable yonng

man to learn the
hour and grocery business, oae
whose parents res de in the city. Apply at 70 Commercial street from 8 to 0 a m.
no7d3t*

A

nor7

of Cum-

JOHN O. RICE, of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, ad judged to be
of said debtor.which
an Insolvent debtor, on
third day of
Novempetition was tiledto on the date
whioh
interest on claims is
ber, A. D. 1882,
to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by
him are forbidden by law;
That a meet ing of the creditors of said debtor, to
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees
of his estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency
to be holden at Probate Court room in said Portland, on the twentieth day of November, A,D. 1882,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
GEO. W. PARKER,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolfor
said
of
Cumberland.
vency
County
no7&14

£. S. HAJRUEN & CO.

wholesale

Spectacle!*

in

PRESS OFFICE.

made to suit all defects ef
ArtiUcial eyes fitted.

rision.

Do7eodtim

Stores To Uet.

C. II. F1RI EV,
4 Exchange Hi.

sn

AUCTION

Merrill’s Row, Fore St. Nos. 242 and 244,
Rent $250.00 for both, or &135.0U for either.
•
no7U3t
Jf. H. DAVIES.

IN

SALKS.

ADMINISTRATOR’!!* SALE
—

OF

—

Valuable Real Estate
BY

AUCTION.

Nov. 13. 1882, at 3 p.
be sold six valuable lots on Danfort*
Streets near Emery. Size of lots abogt
40x10(3. These lots are in one of the best loc tl *ts
in the City and must be sold to close the Estate of
John T. G. Emery
For plan and particulars inquire of A. F. Moulton, 188 Middle Street.

WEDNESDAY,

BAILEY &
Hare

just

NOYES,

received all of the latent
numbers

FRANK UIN SQUARE
LI iJRARY.

ON will

and

Taylor

F. ©.
nov4

These books

are

leading
comprising
the

BAILEY A: CO., Auctioneer*.
dtd

F. O. HAILEY Oc CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom IS Exchange St.
f. O.

reprints of
of the day,

BAILEY,

novels
with many others
the works of such gifted writers as Anthony Trollope, Miss
Braddou, William Black, Sir
Walter Scott, Victor Hugo,
and Miss Mulock, and range
in price trom ten to twenty
cents.
^ T.gQ

Black

Silks.

White Mountain Guides, Picturesque Maine and many
other Books of a like nature.
Croquet Sets in largejjvari-

BAILEY & NOYES
Exchange Street,

Portland.
dly

jy29

0. W. AL.LBN

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchaxv
dise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a,
m.
octSdtf
Consignments solicited

ety.
It is very seldom that Real Laees
are sold under regular price, but
among other Bargains which we
bought in New York last week is a
lot of Real Duchess
Handkerchiefs. Our stock was already as
large as we cared to have it, so we
have decided to give our customers
the benefit of this purchase, and
shall sell these goods TO-DAY at
$2.75 each. There are nine different patterns in the let, and early
customers will have the first choice.
This is an opportunity to purchase
a $5.00 Handkerchief for $2.75,
and will pay any one to buy for
future wants.

We have
just received
inanother
voice
off those
tine
BLACK SILKS, sub-

ject to very slight imin
the
perfection*
that
we
shall
weaving
offer at prices that
will please Silkrbny
We

ers.

warrant

off

yard
above goods
every

HCU OOAIK

well

and

to

the
wear

the

please

wearer or we

will

re-

turn them the money.

We are now showing a choice
line of Fine French and German
Cloakings, both in Colons anti
Black.

STUDLEY,
353

middle

Street.

0ct2G

OWES, MOORE & CO.
no6

dtf

CHRISTMAS-

Fine and

n diuin priced

CLOAKING PLUSHES.

leu’s Underwear!
We oiler llie

CARDS.

being inaccessibfe to the department.
It was owing entirely to the acoident of
wind that Union wharf on one side, or Central on the other, was not in equal peril, since
it is obvious that the department, as constituted, is practically helpless in protecting and
saving our long and valuable wharfs from destruction when cut off by fire.
That a city so largely devoted to maritime
pursuits should be without a single appliance
to protect its
shipping and wharfs fitly is a disgrace, if not a criminal neglect, and if there
as
is
be,
currently understood, obstructionists
upon the committee in control, who cannot
understand the necessity of protecing our
wharves and shipping, they should yield to an
almost unanimous public demand for such
B.
protection.

their

In Insolvency^
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland

*

many books are used.
Many arguments in favor of both music and
drawing were introduced and urged by the
teachers in their papers.
The opinion was

Owen, Moore & Co.
speoial sales this week which

TT&Slmnrm

duchessTace

much

some

Alway* the

ana

grades by two hours, after the school work, at
the piano, or by late hours at dances, parties,
etc., etc.

making

Commercial Street.

use

be explained by length of sessions in the lower
grades, by bad air in all grades, or what is
worse, drafts of cold air, and in the higher

are

Great Success of Hall’s Safes
in The Terrible Fire uii

complexion betrays
hniniiiating imperfec-

tion, whose mirror tells yon
that you are Tanned, Sallow

ever

mainder of the papers was deterred for consideration at the next meeting.

illt

LARGE
n»7dtf

erally that any correct method of performing
examples in arithmeti 3 is accepted, if understood by the pupil.
It is often found, how-

the re-

507 & 509 CONGRESS ST.

no7

and single rooms to let with board,
first class neighborhood.
Address 1814

6— What features of the school system in
this city according to the experience of your
school should receive consideration with a
e view to remedy?
■'? No. 1—The replies to this question were gen-

sounding,

Moore & Co.

Owen,

Rooms To Let.

age?

work.
The nine o’clock bell now

TUESDAY we shall sell ten pieces Silk P ush at $2.25 per yard.
The Colors are Black, Olive Green, Navy, Biown Bronze, Plum,
Wine, Garnet. These are regular 22 iuch goods, and quality which
usually sells for $:t.5W per yard
This sale will be held in Trimming Department—Centre below office.

case.
HANCOCK COUNTY.

Portland Teachers Association.
At the meeting last evening the
superintentendent reported as follows:
Whole number admitted:
High School.
318
Grammar Schools .1,236
Primary Schools. 3.683

generally expressed that music and drawing
do not seriously detract from other school

PLUSHES !

COUNTY.

The Wilton Record says there is seme excitement in Weld, over the reports of something
like a sea serpent, said to be seen by several in

Tomorrow afternoon the Ljeenm will gi ve a
benefit tor the Female Orphan Asylum.
The Weber Club will give a concert at Biddeford Wednesday evening.
They will be assisted by Miss Merrill and Mrs. Pratt.

theory compared with the amount of
singing done. In drawing, it is thought too

We shall sell a lot ol SIX BUTTON KID GLOVES in White, Opera
Dark Colors at OtE DOLLAR per pair. These are equal in
every respect to $3.00 goods.
and

to

who knew him.

FRANKLIN

ment

The

completely

C UMBER LAND COUNTY.

The Royal English Hand Bell Ringers will
be at City Hall next
Wednesday. The pro-

cent.

him

B. F. Milliken of Bridgton, carries a hunting case watch which has stood a severe test.
It was loBt by his son in October, 1875 in Bridg
ton and many a fruitless Bearch was made for
it. Five years and seven months after—May 1
’81—Mr. Millikin, while mowing bushes saw it
lying on the ground, and to his surprise found
it uninjured except ajbroken crystal.

THE BELL R1XQKBS.

Average per

restore

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 7,

STATE NEWS.

Miss Granger will appear ior two
in the character.

High School. 298
Grammar Schools.1,144
Primary Schools.3,019

perhaps

and in respect

FLAMTBB'S WIFE.

T-tal.
Whole number attending:

long

Mr. Simpson was a brilliant editor, a faithful friend and an honorable man. He will be
held in affectionate memory by all who had
the good-fortune of his intimate acquaintance,

Mils Maude Granger, supported by her dramatic company, appeared at Portland Theatre
last evening in Tillotaon’s
comedy drama of
"The Planter’s Wife." Miss Granger gives
an artistic presentation of the character of
Edith Gray. The usual criticism will
appear

to-morrow.

so

Republican

health. But this hope proved delusive, and
he has been gradually failing in health since
bis retirement from the paper.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

nights more

into the

came

About twoyeais ago Mr. Simpson’s health
began to fail and he was forced to relinquish
the editorial management of the Journal,
though he retained a controlling proprietary
interest to the day of his death. It was hoped
that rest from editorial labor would bring him

President—Thomas H. Gatley.

THE

well and

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

no3

BEST STOCK

dtf

—

A

LOOK

JUST OPENED.

II! UK B.

CLARK,

Bookseller and Stationer,
515 CONGRESS ST.
novO

dtf

CRIMP NETS.
Wc shall offer this
week in Small Ware
Real
Department,
Hair Crimp Nets at
40c per dozen. Good

quality,
perfect.

Owen,
uoS

7

warranted

THE

—

Lowest Prices.

Large and Elegant
Assortment

AT

THIS!

AT

ROBES,
Horse Blankets
than

Robes
any
other dealer. Cali and see.
Gloves in Plymouth Buck. Oil
Tan Castor Kid. The best bar-

cheaper

Carriage

ever offered.
Beaver, Otter,
Gauntlets cheap.
Fur Trimmings

gain

Walrus,
almost

Seal

given

Latest styles always on
away.
hand and will be so'd low.
Scotch Caps at prices lower than

f ha

loWPwi

Tam O’Shanter Hats for Children.

E. N. PERRY,
middle Street.

ONLY ONE PRICE.

CHARLES CUSTIS 4 C0„
493 CO^OKE^ STREET.
nol

dtf

Imported and Domestic
Soaps, Solid Back Hair

Brushes, French Perfumes,
Florida
Water, Orange

Flower

Water, Lavender
water, and all Toilet Arti-

cles

can

he found at OFP-

PY, KINSMAN & ALDEN’S
Drug Store.

245

oot28

eodtf

NOTICE.

DEKt>
of
plmae
Canal National Bank and tichanae
HOI bonds.
Moore & Co.
<Att
tb«
nov4dIw*
of Town

.all
new

at

Anson Doad* will

For Prospectus and information of
Raymond’s six months trip tt» Californ-

ia, call

for
octta

on

UPHAM k CO.,
No. 0 t 'chanifp St.

K. B.

toiSv

AGRICULTURAL.
Aged Fowls Valuable.
It is the rule of many poultry keepers to

kill off or otherwise dispose of all their
old stock, aud depend entirely on pullets for
the subsequent season’s eggs. Whether this
is good policy or not in all cases, they
Iprobably cannot say, for they have never
given the matter thorough trial. Many are
governed by mere habit in this respect,
while others are led more by what they hear
than by what they see. This may do for
some breeds, especially f°r fbe majority of
the Asiatics, as in the second year they are
apt to be more broody than lu the first; and
every one who has hid any experience with
them knows how trying an old hen can be,
especially when eggs are fifty cents per
dozen. The rule also holds good with farmers, I iblnk.
There are, however, many breeds that do
not arrive at the fullness of perfection in
egg production until their second summer.
This is particularly irtte of the Leghorns and
Spanish. The number of eggs is greatly
increased, as well as the size and quality, in
the second year. Pulieis may be and are
better for autumn and eatlv winter eggs,
while the older ones will begin to lay in
January and February, just when the price
is at its height. There is a vast difference
in fowls of the same breed. Many are barely
worth their keeping the first year, but yield
a full quota of eggs of good size in the second. It is unjust to condemn a pullet as
unworthy and send her to the block, because
she gave few eggs her first, season.
Matty
of the earliest layers ate after all, of the
Their bodies are small, from
least profit.
the fact that they commenced egg productbefoie
ion
fully matured. From this same
cause, also their eggs are small and inferior
The matured bird is of greater
in quality.
valette not only as a breeder, hut where
great produelion of eggs is required.
The non-sitters frequently do the majority
Of their labor in tlie second aud third years.
As far as the Cochins are concerned, there
may be no objection to killing off the old
hens, or eveu the two-year-oi ls, for they do
all their work In the fiast season or winter,
if hatched early. The Leghorn and Spanish
ara of most keeping value when the des.te is
to make the fowl pay for their keep, and a
profit besides. Their eggs are always fine.
The Spanish are large, aud Leghorn medium.
Taken all iu all, there is no fowl to be compared for all purposes with the Brown Leghorn. They are steady and persistent in egg
production. They are quiet arid easily controlled; hardy both as chicks and adult birds
submitting to confinement and thriving
therein. There may be objections raised on
account of their smallness of body, hut the
flesh is fin*! and the bone and offal small.
Even these early layers are better the secoud
and oftentimes tbs thi d year. It is the food
which tells on eggs, in murnber, quality and

size,—Country Gentleman.

^

Give the Boy a Chance.
Martain Parvin writes the Ohio Farmer of
a farmer who -avo bis boy the use of a quarThe boy was wide awake
ter of an acre.
and set it to strawberries; in two y> ars he
owned two acres; and now, three years from
the beginning he owns five acres of land and
last season he cleared $500 above all expensIt is a pity that
es on strawberries alone.
more farmers do not give their boys a chance
to follow their bent in farm management.
If he tikes stock raising give him a few sheep
or cattle; if gardening or grain suits him, let
him have a piece of land for his own use,
and don’t for pity’s sake after he has his
produce ready ;'or market, sell it for him
and pocket the money; for if you do, ten to
one, your boy will be filled with an ambition
to figure behind a eouuter or study law or
medicine, or go into some other business'
where a dozen are waiting for an opening,
while millions of acres are being slowly but
surely robbed of their fertility for want of
just such men as these bright boys will make
to handle them skillfully.

Pensacola.
PoK'l EADS-Ar

Torrey.

stole a $300 horse and sold it
for $2. That boy deserves to be put in prison.
If he had stoleu a $2 horse and sold it for $300
jt would have indicated a natural talent for
business which should be encouraged; but bis
lamentable failure deserves punishment.—
Oil City Derrick.
A

Georgia boy

"It Was Only an Accident.”
A fish-hook in your flesh,
your left

a

scissors blade in

sprained ankle from a
misstep on a loose stone, a braised shin by a
slip from a car platform, a cut on your check
by a clumsy barber’s razor, a coutusiou ou
your elbow by pokiDg it through a street car
window, a swelling on your nose from running against an open door iu the dark—these
to happen without a moment’s
are likely
notice. To be ready for them, have a bottle
of Perry Davis’s Pain Killer ready.
thumb,

a

Only thirty years ago Thomas

M.

Waller

newsboy, a simple-minded newsboy, an
unsophisticated youth, and, like all the newsboys, a stranger to vice, and unacquainted
was

a

with crime; but now, alas! he is a Democratic
But
candidate for Governor of Connecticut!
We cauuol
let us not judge him loo harshly.
know to what trials and temptations he has
been subjected.—Boston Transcript.

Premature Loss of the Hair.
May be entirely prevented by the use of Burnett’s Cocoajnk.
Housekeepers should insist upon obtaining
Burnett's Flavoring Extracts, they are the

REMOVAIL

H. M.

Address

Pure.

Absolutely

Despair

physi-

paraiso.
ST- iNINGTON—Sid 2d, sch Frank Herbert. Herrick New York.
NEW HAVEN-Cid 3d, scb J W Fish, Grover,
New York.
at f»th, sch Waldemar, Parker, Turks Island.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 4th, sch Terrapin, Hannah,
Calais.
Sid th, sch Ellen Morrison, Lowell, Philadelphia.
BRISTOL—Sid 2d, sea George & Albert, Weutworib, New York.
TARPAULIN COVF-In port 6th, brigC S Packard, Harkuess, from Richmond for Portland; schs
delude Greenbank, Pilisbury, fm Port Johnsou for.
Plymouth; E C Gates, Freeman, fm Greenwich for
Calais.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 3d, sch George Savage, fm

dtf

Eiehange St. Portland.

TITLES

P.

WESSELHOEFT

,13m

A. W.

Portland,

S. H. LA It MEN IE &
t'oimui^iou

Grain,

Me

CO.,

CHICAGO OFFICE,

122 La Salle Si

stance

Chicago Market

on

oh
murSdtt

invited.

STEPHEN

&cd, Job

and

BERkY,

(gaid W'dnUl,

Herbert G. Brings,
—

OP

No. 93

Exchange St, Portland,

Me.

BARRISTER AND ATTORNEY AT LAW
NOTARY rilBMC &c.,

DR. WILSON.

Belleville,

By request rtf liis many patients and friends of

Portland and

Vicinity, has returned sooner than he
intended and will be happy to see them in parlors

United States Hotel,

6chs
from

until

Canada.

Ontario,

Collections made on reasonable terms in all parte
of Canada, and promptly remitted.
aug7d(»m

fm-

EDUCATIONAL

To tell of his wonderful gifts and miraculous cures
would appear egotistic—He only a*ks for a trial of
his skill, ne never experiments upon his patients.
His new method of diagnosing disease has no
equal
and is exclusively his own discovery; he never fails
to explain every ache and pain in the most
coupli
cated disease without asking a Vkord, when the patient may ask questions and every explanation is
given without the slightest reservation.

DR. WILSON’S
success

unprecedented in curing 750 patients the
last three rnonthB of his visit here.

is

excels in Consumption. Female Complaints,
Complicated disease, General debiltiy, Chronic disease, and in all cases that defy kill of others.

An advanced class in the German
Language and Literature.

Apply to WHS. E. F. CARPENTER, 147 State St.

Jacinto, Herriman,

Tape Worn

Instruction in English
ical Studies.

10
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II
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11
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Atbos.New York..Ptau Prince.Nov
Valencia..:.New York. .Maracaibo.. .Nov 11
Kov 14
Alvena.New York..Kingston
City of Alexandria New York. .Havana.Nov 16
18
York.-.Havana.Nov
.New
Niagara
Nov 28
Viucauzo.New York..Italy, &c

Borghese.New
Alps.New

An-*.New
Caracas.New

York.. Kio Janeiro .Nov 28
York. Kingston... Nov 22
Nov 25
York .Kingston
York..Maracaibo.. .Nov 29

Dr. W. practices every^chool treatment.
He prepares his <»wn curatives teat benefit everybody aud his Tonics and Treatments are life itself.
He is
thor of

a man

of

long

and

large experience and

au-

the Guide for Physicians and other works of
interest.

J. W.

His terms
him.

within the reach of

are

all; call

and

see

Consultations free from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Come early as hundreds regretted not calling be-

fore

my last

on

trip.

oci4dlm

KPOKEN.
Aug 25. lat 33 40 S, Ion 45 49, ship Frank PenNichols, from Rio Janeiro for san Francisco
Nept 1, off Cape St John, ship Anna Camp, from
New York for San Diego.

dleton

A

32-page cook book, en
graved cover, containing valuable receiptshouseliold hints, samples and directions for

Especially adapted
Dr. Alex.

to

children

Robertson, 1057 2d Av., N. Y-

‘Pleasant, Harmless and Wonderfully Efficacious.1
Dr. A. J. Crcen, Royerton, Ind.

cleaning siverware with Electro-Silicon, sent
free to housekeepers. Send address to Electro
Silvan Co 72 John St., N. Y.

112>rescribe
Dr. n.

superior to any known remedy.”
A. Archer, 62 Portland Av., Brooklyn.
it

as

Oastoria is not narcotic.
9IARBIAGE8.

Mothers, Nurses

and Doctors agree that for Sour Stomach.
Flatulency, Diarrhoea, and Constipation,
nothing is so prompt as old Dr. Pitcher’s
Castoria* By assimilating the food,
Castoria gives robust health and nat-

Gorham. Nov. 6. by Rev. J. Colby, Clarence E.
Whitney and Mis* ida F Tibbetts, all of Gorham.
In south -Woodstock. Nov. 4, by Rev. W. T. Merril Orlando W. Robbins and Mias Etta M. Davis,
both of South Woodstock.
In Harrison Se^t 18, Andrew J. bicker and Miss
Lizzie K. W itney.
In Denver, Col., Oct. 27, by Rev. Cbas. H. Marshall rector of l rinity Memorial Cburcb. Win. N.
Blow and Mary K., daughter of Gen. H. G. ThoIn

ural sleep.

Jan24

city, Nov. C, Capt. Hugh Mangum, aged 46
month*.

An infallible cure for Rheumatism, Sciatica, Neuralgia, Wounds, Burns, Sprains,
Stiff Joints, jpavin, and Lameness from

[Notice of funeral hereafter.!

this city, N<»v. 6 Harriet J. Mansfield, aged 38
wife of John A. Mansfield.
years
[Funeral this afeerno *n at 2Vs o’clock, at No.
80 Anderson street,
[Halifax and 8t John papers
In

cause;

any

_

P.T.Banmm,tho groat Showman,

says:—

"Among my vast troupe of Equestrian*, Teamsters, Horses, Camels, and Elephants, some are
always strained, bruised, or wounded. My Sur-

copy.]

saccarappa, Nov. 4, Capt. S. E. Wentworth,
m

Oct. 31, Miss C Cushman, aged

and Vcterinaries all say, that for casual*
itic3 to men and animals, nothing is so
efficacious as Centaur Liniment*9’

geons

433 Fifth Av., New York, May 9th, 1875.
riTu

I

hx-Seow& weow 1 v

CARPETS.

Drawing
EIGHTH

lqulque.

sin tin Genoa

Trapani.

Oet 20, barque Nellie May, Austin,

OlEiVlott/tNDA
Seb d C Nash. Oowl**y. from Portland for NYoik,
reports 3d Inst.< if tlie sow aud Pigs Lightship, in
a gale, lost jib ana receive.! other damage.
.Scb >l«ry E AiiibiIcu. from New \ ork lor Richmond, Va with railroad iron, was off: Cape May 6th
leaking oadly aud with seven feet water in hold
Pumps were sentoif irom shore aud the water reduced two feet.
Scb Stephen G. Pinkbam («>f Bootbbay) Greenleaf. at Busiou from Baracoa. reports duringagale
Oct 26. was blown 70 miles off her course, lost aud
&<\
split sails, bad deck swept.
Scb Nellie Eaton, from Elizabeth port for vaco,
in o City Island Saturday afternoon tor repairs.
bVing been run into by sour Helen Marr and had
quanerraii and boat
general news columns for paitioulari of
tk* itM 9t prig CMvatelle.

gut

se27_

dtf

CANVASSERS WANTED.
sell The Eagle Clothes Wringer. Sold on
TO canvassers. Good salary or commission.
J. W. HIBBARD,
capital required.
35

TEAR.

This school will be

opened

on

art of the state.
Three classes will be formed, one in “Mechanic I.”
one in “Architectural,”
and one in
“Free H«u<l’’ Drawing.
Pupils will be required to supply ’hemselv s with
all the necessary implements aud stationary.
Applic .tion will be received until the day of opGILBERT I.. B ILEY,
ening by
No 221 Midd e Str et.
EDWARD A. JORDAN, Secretary of Comm teo.
nol
utd

a

4
'*

Frobet’s

Principles

practical understanding of

Kindergarten,

ou

No

County

to sell an article in the grocery
when tried will be found indispensable

line,
for

Address

use,

II. J.

LEAVITT,

Box

LOf f

which

family

127, Gorham, Me.
dtf

P22__

AMD FOuMD

rewarded by leaving

TO

same

at .J.

oct2dtf

LET__

fllHK new, stylish, model house, for on© family.
1
36 North street. Furnace, gas, Sebago, bath
and all conveniences. Will be vacant Ncv. 16.
y
rooms
Also one good lower rent of rt rooms, now
vacant. Apply to
II. H. SHAW,
no4d3t
160 Middle street.

HO 3 EL TO LEASE
The

International Hotel. Portland, He.
House is situated
close proximity tr -ho

TO LET.
ov-

er

L.

A.

FRESCO LANGUAGE TAlflBT

TO LET.

of

JHInSELLA t. sakgent,

According to tlic modern system,
in an attractive manner at pupils’
residence, l erms reasonable. Address or call upon
It. L,. HIERuiLL, 33 State St.
dlw

heretofore existing between
S. B. Lawrence and J. M. Gooding is this
ay
dissolved by mutual consent. Mr. S. B. Lawrence
will continue in busi iess at the old Stand, aud will
settle all accounts tor the late firm of
Lawrence & gouding.

THE

Store Aos. 117 «& 119 Middle
X>ELO*V the Po=t Office where all the large
JLJ Wholesale fobbing Houses are located, in dry
^oods, Fancy an 1 other classes of goods. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe, Elevatoe, Counters, tables, Gas and Water, with light
and airy basement all in perfect repair.
Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON J 04
Bia» kett St. where the keys may be found.
*
oct2
dtf

Dissolution.

Partnership

no3dlw*

Yarmouth, Oct. 30th, 1832.
DISSOLUTION.

copartnership heretofore existing between
Hiram Wyer aud David Wyer, under the name
and style of Wyer Bros., is this day dissolved by

THE

mutual consent. The business of the late firm will
be continued by Hiram Wyer, under the same name
aud style. The business of the late firm will be setHIRAM WYER,
tled by Hiram Wyer.

Portland, Me.. Nov. 1st, 1882.

DAVID WYER.
dlw*

between
name

Wyer

day

by

mutual cousent. The business of the late ti m will
be continued by David Wyer under the same name
and style. The business of the late firm will be setDA VID
tled by David Wyer.
YER,
HIRAM WYER.
dlw*
Portland, Nov. 1st, 1882.

LATITUDE

Also

Denver, Col., Aug 29,1882.

line stock of Choice Styles of

a

Gents—X cannot find words with
which to express my gratitude to
you for the cure your Swift’s Specific has effected in my ease. I was
afflicted with the horrible blood disease for three years, and after spending sdme time at the Hot Springs,

THE VERY BEST

AMERICAN CARPETS,
are

Beautiful, Durable, and Very

Moderate in Price.

STOMACH

_

Fitter*

JoelGoldtliwait&Co.

Old fashioned remedies are rapidly giving ground
before the advance of this conquering specific, and
o d fashioned ideas in regard to aepleti n as a
means of cure, have been quite exploded by the
j
success of the great renovant, which tones the sv9tern, tranquiltzes the nerveR, neutralizes malaria,
depurate* and enriches the blooJ, rouses the liver
wh«n dormant, aud promotes a regular habit of

BOSTON.
eod4w

body.

For sale by all Drupgists and Dealers

generally

nov2

TS&T&wlm

Groceries! Groceries!
E. Gr. BERRY
—

We have a splendid Cigar
put up 50 in a box. for
dollars
Three
“$3.50.”
and fifty cents for a box of
long filled Havana Cigars.
(HIPPY, KINSMAN & AL-

WIIII

—

HUTCHINSON,

E. T,

650 Con mess street.
If you wish to
is tbe place.

Having recently fitted up a nice meat department,
shall ...ake a special eftort to keep constantly o

band a largo assor mn>nt or the best mea'6 that the
market ottorda. Wct-hdl also make it a point to
keep tbe be>t of eating and cooking apples, together with other kin'is of fruit.
Come in and and see

will do you good.
Don’t forget the piaee. No,
Op o8'teM*s. Ulmers.

DEN, Druggists.

l

669 Oongiess St..

_

PILES
aching tooth, will deaden the nerve and glvt
relief. Obtunder, Medicated Col>
on and Instrument, all complete, for 25 ctfv
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers In Patent
Medicines, and by tbe Manufacturer,
O. P. Macalastek, D. D.Lynn, Math

(Jured without the tine of the Kuife.

fiermanent

WILLIAM BEAD, (M. D.,
1842,) and
1876.) 4«
iOBEKl M. BEAD, (M. D.,
ioiuer»elRlrcel, Konion, give special attention
.jthe treatment oi PISXEt.A, PlL »>N, AJVD
ILL M*SEA«*tS OP THE BfetTOlU,
/About detention from business. Abundant referLtces given.
Pamphlets sent on application.
;iii<5o hours—12 to 4 o’clock V M. (except Sunauglo«od6m
iyg.)
Harvard
Harvard

sep«

ocUO

to

d$W

Compound.

By using this Compound, plants bloom freely
through the winter. For sale at

close
Being obliged
any good physician.
my labors in Milan and vicin ty, 1 now offer
my stolid and a good practice for le-s than the real
valu oi tue st.nd alone. For further particu are
d. D. HOL I', SLD..
add ess or call on
fl.
Milan, N.H., Dot. 26th, 1882,
Milan,

TfO

_d&w3n

Kimball’s Plant

NOTICE,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
—

BY

Kendall &
<

rid^^^<^^>Ks^$§idl8ease.

of thatBBfc^SB^^^^JM Being a
drug clerk, I have seen so many
hundreds of men dosed with Calomel, Iodide of Mercury and Iodide
of Potash, until they were made
complete wrecks, that I shudder to
think of the misery which has been

brought on the human family by
the use of Mercurials for "Blood Diseases.
It is a crying shame that
physicians will not acknowledge
the merit of your GRAND Blood
Medicine.
Use my name as yon
wish. I refer you to my present
employers, or to Messrs. Collins
J. II. Raif,
Bros., St. Louis.
If you doubt, eomo to see us, and we w ill
CUBE YOU, or charge nothing! Write for
particulars and a co y o tlio little booh
‘‘Message to the Unfortunate Suffering.”

Ash any Druggist

as

to

our

standing.

we

nov2

FISTULA AND

am

jfaf Jiterrible

Broadway Pharmacy, Denver, Col.

purchase your groceries cheap, this

we

us «n

considered my case a hopeless one.
I used only one dozen small bottles
of S. S. S., and there is not a sign
of the disease remaining.
My sores
are all healed, my throat is entirely
well; 1

•ctiitl

Whitney.
«Um

(j3f“$1.000 It''WARD will be paid to any
Chemist who will find, on anahsis of 100
bottles of S. S. S., one particle of Mercury,
Iodide of Potassium, or auy Mineral substance. SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Proptietors, Atlanta, Ga.
9100

Price of Small Siac,
Large Siae,
gOLD

BY

A 1.1.

novH
SAAK

YOYB

1 IS

BBIICfilaTS.
ThS&Tutw
BBAIt!

A MARVELOUS INVENTION.

Parsons’

Automatic

Adding

Table

Excels all adding machines. It will add columns of
figures with great rapidity and unvarj ing accuracy,
is so simple a child can operate it, so small it can by
of a book and is of the
kept bctweei the leaves
greatest assistance for proving columns; evere
and
house
every
book-keeper neeas it.
counting
sent by mall for 60 cents by E. A. Parsons, Lock
Drawer 35, New Haven, Uoun. Agcut* Wauled
n every wwn.
©eUWPffltt

rArrangement

DEPOT AC

FOOT OF

INDIA ST.

For Clinton,
Ayer
Nathns. Loirvii,

Went

and

JI1I1 CENTRAL RAILROAD.
Oct.

as

run

follows:
Vauceboro,

for

HI.

the West.
Globe connection? made at Weatbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., aud
at GraudTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with through

trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points 8outh and West, at
Depot ooces and at FtollmB & Adams' No. 22 Ex-

change Street.
* Does not
stop at

ESTATE.

_BKAL

Laud for Sale in Gorham.
ono-balf acres all in one field, well
stocked with young bearing Apple and Pear
trees; located on South St., Gorham, Me. Apply to

TEN

and

WM. H. JERttlS.

oct3t d2w*

For Sale.
desirable House and Lot in Yarmouth
a
Oeu.; good home tor a sea Captain, immediate possession given.
Inquire of N. S. GARnov6d2w*
DINER, 33 Exchange Street.

AVERY

TIIE

feet, situated

lino of liorse cars, within eight
minutes ride from Market Sqare. Wi 1 be rented,
or sold very low and upon easy terms of p»>ment
in annual, semi-annual, or quarterly installments.
For particulars inquire of R llins & Adau s, ot F.
O. Bailey & Co., 22 and 18 Exchange street. Portland.
oct27dtf
on

For Sale.
New England territory on three valuable
patents, covering a system of domestic water
supply. Models may be seen at 35 Temple St.

THE

Portland.

GEO. W. Me BENZIE.

For Sale

novUdlw*

Lease.

or

House 93 Pine St. will be
a bargain or lease oil
sold
favoiiiole terms. Inquire
of A. M.SMITH, Portland
Pier.
<>cti3 <itf
GnATKi'CL-loni'ORTINr.'

EPPS’S
BKE

COCOA

U4FAST.

“By thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and
nutrition, and by a careful application of the tine
properties of well selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has pro
vided our breakfast tables with a
flavored
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors’
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of
diet that a constitution may be gradually built up
until Btrong enough to resist every tendency to
disease. Hundreds of gubtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood and*a
properly nourished trsme.”—Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold in
tins only (%-lb and ib), labeled.
a

1

rents,

NEW VOKK

written appropriately displayed
and proofs given, free of9 *
The leatliug Daily and
ekly Newspapers of tn
United States
kept on lilefortlie accomof
A
lvertiserg.
modation
Advertisements

andOaaada,

FOOD’S
Aett spaper Advertising Agency,
BONTON
MS WASHINGTON N't.,
Advertisements received for every Paper in the
Culled Slaic* and British Provinces at the Lowest
Contract Prlcee. Any Information cheerfully given
and estimates promptlv furnished.
FBo of the PUBS', sect for Inspection at any time
Send for Circular.
Estimates furnished.
A l ift of 100 choice newsiv.pen.

•

Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Ste-rage, outward and prepaid, with choice of the
fastest, largest and best lines and steamers, cross ^
ing on the laue routes free from ice and iceberg*
via: the White Star, Anchor. Cunard,
state, National, American, Ked Star, Hamburg American,
North German Lloyd, British or Italian lines, to
and from all ports in Ireland*
Scotland, England,
France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway,
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Spain and Italy at
lowest rates of passage, via: Cabin, $50 to $100.
Second Cabin, $40 to $00, according to berth and
steamers.
Steerage $20 to $32. according to
steamer and port. Return tickets very low.
Mierliuu »nd ( onnuruioI rirhuoge in
sums to suit.
Albo agent Morris
Europea and
American Express for packages end freigL* to all
Also agent fir the celebrated
parts of the globe.
Acidia Coal by the cargo. A pply to
J. JL.. FAK71KI&, Agent,
No.
jKxchunge Miresi

article,
;t3

on ac-

£

Grey or Faded Hair
Parker's Hair Balsam h finely perfumed and is
to prevent falling of the hair ond to remove dandruff and itching. Hiscox & Co
N.Y.
50c. and $1 sizes, at dialers in drugs and medicines.

warranted

BOSTON

PARKER’S

GINGERTONIC

A Superlative Health and Strength Restorer.
I£you are a mechanic or farmer, worn out with
overwork, or a mother run down by familyor household duties try Parker's Ginger Tonic.
If you are a lawyer, minister or business man exhausted by mental strain or anxious cares, do not take
intoxicatin g stimulants, bu t use Parker’s Ginger Tonic
If you have Consumption, Dyspepsia, RheumaIsm, Kidney Complaints, or any disorder of the lungs,
stomach, bowels, blood or nerves.Parker’s Ginger
Tonic will cure you. Itis the Greatest Blood Purifier
And the Best and Surest Cough Cure Ever Used.
If you are wasting away from age, dissipation cr
any disease or weakness and require a stimulant take
Ginges Tonic at once; it will invigorate and build
you up from the first dose but will never intoxicate.
It has saved hundreds of lives; it may save yours.
CAUTION!—Reftjv* all substitutes. Parker’* Ginger Tonic la
composed of the best remedial agents In the world, and is entirely
different from preparations of ginger alone. Send for circular to
Hiscox it Co., N. Y. 50c. & $1 sizes, at dealers La drugs.

Limited Ticket* firot and accent! claw for
fit. John and Halifax on aalc at reduced
rates.
PAY SON TUCKER, Gen’l Supt.
F. E. B00THBY, Gen’l. Pass. & Ticket Agt.
octl3dtf
Portland. Oct. 16, 1882.

Eastern Railroad.

GREAT SAVING BUYING DO-LAE SIZE.

■JMSISKHvfW

FALL ARRANGEMENT,

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf
and THURSDAY, at 8
East River, New York,
every MON DA Y and TH UP.SDA Y, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with Gno accommndr
Sious for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer mouths these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, inclnait g
State Room, $6; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.
HENRY FOi, Genera! Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 3», E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can he obtained at 2»
Excoange Street. Frcin Dec. 1 to May 1, no pas§«mrer« will be taken by this line.
dackdtf

Fo-tl&nd, evory MONDAY
f.M., and leave Piet 37,

superior

andalways

every

bottle.

poinVj^n

South-West, and with rail ants
lines to all points In Florida.
Magnificent passenger accommodations. New

in the South and
steam3r

Steamers—Fastest time and lowest rates.
The elegant new iron steamers of 220U tons

LARGE

regularly every Thursday

These steamer^are considered the finest

WOLFE’S

this train for Boston.
At 8.45 a. m. for Cape

Elizabeth. Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Keonebunk. Wells, North and South
Junction,
connecting for all
Berwick, Conway
stations on Coo way Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Gloucester,
Kookport.
Salem,
Newburyport.
Lynn, Chenea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At i p. us. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Bi ideford, Kennebunk, Weds, No. Berwick, So.
Berwick, Conway Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport,Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston,
arriving at 6.10 p. m. connecting with Sound ami
Rail Lines for all Southern and Western points.
Train* lea

re

Lastport, me., Calais, me., St,
Joli», N. B., Halifax, N. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E.I.
FACE ARRANGEMENTS.

OK

SCHNAPPS.
As

a

vegetable decomposition

Pallomu Parlor Car*.
9.00
trains
a. m.
leaving Boston, at
12.30 and 7.00 p. m. and trains leaving Portland
8.45 a. m., and p. m. (Through Pullman Sleep
ing Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m.
at 2.00 a. m).
and Portland
Through ticket* to all point* Weil ani!
8outs* may be had of J, 91. French, Ticket Seller,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Ticket* (or 8cnt« an*
«ol<l at Deoaf Ticket Oilicic.
New, first class dining room at Portsmouth.
Through trains stop lo minutes for meals.

other causes,

or

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

as

Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
A public

saltr of over 30 years duration in every

section of onr country of Udolpho Wolfe's
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medieal faculty and a sale

by
I

have

For sale by all Druggists

(at an? railroad

or

NEW YORK.

1.t3

Washington Street, H

lists and fu
the General Ra

Agents,

C. L. BARTLETT Ar CO.,
115 Nlale Street, cei Broun Sf,, dMnion
or to W. D. LITTLE ft GO.,
t j38dt/
S? Hxahan?a St., Portland.

P1II1ADELPH1A
Direct Steamship Line.
Leaves each Port Every Wednesday ar.'t

Saturday

Whaifage.
LongWb&rf.

From

P. BALDWIN,
Ajtcmt 0. R. R. of N.J.

Railroad,

On and after Monday, Oct. 16. 1882,

FANNENGEKTRAINN WILL IAAVE
PORTLAND for BOSTON
TeoueiiMosjwfUat 8 45 a. in.. 1.00 anil 3 30 p. m..

<11,

cleanses
>ho nasal passage* of
.atarrhal virus, ca *■
ing healthy satret iO: t
allays iudanmmtie®
protects the meinbr* ^
from additional cc j,
completely heals the
sores and restores the
sense
of taste awl
8mell;bene!icial results
are realized by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever, &o. Unequaled for
colds in
the head.

ston.

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Agreeable to use. Ap* ■
c* *■»
ply by the little tlnger
jp- m
rl#\Y rfe ¥ KHi into the nostrils. On
of 50c will mail a package. For sale in Po«*t
receipt
land by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS’ CREAM BALM Co., Owego, N. Y
d&w lyAf

IMPORTED

_

at

1.15,

5.10

Portland For Boalon and Way stations at
m. Roden For Portland at 0.00 p. ill.

1.00 p.

Boston & Maine road connect with all
Trains
steam rs running between Portland and Bangor,
Mt.
Desert, Macbias, Eastporc, Calais.
Rockland,
St John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
at
Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Trunk trains
Central and Portland & Ogdeuburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshmeats. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and B oaten
THROUGH TICKETS to nil points West and
South may be had of *1. I.. WIllianniTiCMt
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at *Tnio«i
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
J. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Geu. Agent, Portland.
on

_

octl3

tern

Effectually

(team

H.

Boston

Australia.

For Freight, Passage, sailing
information, apply tc or address

CATARRH. Elys’Cre„inBalm

NSW ENGLAND AGENCV,

at

Zcalaid nrAuiralia.
Steamers sail from New York on 10th, 20th an
3oth of each month, carrying passenger* lor San
Francisco and all of the above ports.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly fo
.Japan, china and bandwich islands, hew Zealan

Boston. 8 p
Pine
'Wear*
If a. m
Insurance one-half the rate o-,«
sailing reesel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R.B., and South
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Paafeage Tea Dollnr.. Konad Trip SIN
Meals and Room included.

18 BEATER STREET,

England) »i*
8110051 RO€m

J.--Tirr'ivii]g

lalanda, New

From

boat offlea In New

Boston & Maine

JAPAN, CHINA,
Sandwich

Mo

Philadelphia,

Exnress Trains. Double Track Stone Bangs

Gen. Pass.

CALIFORNIA,

Philadelphia, at

AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

ratiBSdt

FOR

m.

Stations ill Philadelphia
ir'h.iladelphia & Reading It. R.
NINTH AND GBEEI* STREETS,

811

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO.

and Grocers.

STATION IN m KORK «2*8£5?fc.

BOPNO

For Circulars, witt Kxeursioi
Routes, Tickets.
State Rooms and further
information apply at
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St.
T. C. HERSEY. Prerdtnt, and Manager
dtf

insured for it the reputation of salubrity

-BETWEEN-

ttcBesa

Routes.

unequaled

any other alcoholic distillation

claimed for it.

buy

Stage

received up to 4 p. in. and any in£P~Freigrn
formation regarding the same may be had at tbr
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.

an.i

other alcoholic preparation.

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passonper and T rcuet Agent.
0. W. 8ANB0RN, Ms* ter Tv answer tation,
<ltf
OClG

iure to

HON.

iSth'lram
Llm
«hi.
will
Kailrvnd W harf,

general beverage and necessary

corrective of water rendered impnre by

On

It

mKB

tKD

SEPT.
_? OX*,
«l
«M

my25_

At 0.00 a. m. and arrive ’n Portland at 1.00 p
m. At 12.30 p. m. and arrive m Portland at 5.00
p. re. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), amPamve in Portland
at 11.00 p. m.

New York, Trenton &

the coast

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP tO.

and

Schiedam Aromatic

Bo*ton.

Bound Brook Route.

on

freight or passage apply to
W. H. RING, 18 T wharf, Boston, or A. DeW
SAMPSON, 201 Washington St., Boston.
eod3m
aug20
For

Leavr
root of State street, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, at « p. in., for Eastport am. St.
John, with connections for Calais. Robbinstci St.
Andrews, Pembroke. Houlton. Woodstock Grand
Vfen&n, Campobelle, Dig by, Annapolis, Yarmouth.
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton. Newcastle, Amherst
Pictou, *hediac, Bathurst, DaJhouste, Charlottetown Fori Fairfield Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Gourdes, and Prince Edward Island Kail Roadr,

TT&S&W

]U)24

from Boston and Savan-

nah.

nr

Portland

At lit. ii£» Daily (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Biddeforl, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth
Nowburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
A special Sleeping Oar will bt
at 6.30 a. m.
ready for occupancy In Portland station, at 9.00
m.
(Sunday nights lip. m., and. is attached to
p.

each,

GATE CITY and CITY OF COLUMBUS, will sail

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

Any druggist or dealer in perfumery
95 and 75 cent size*.
SAVING BUYING ?5c. SIZE.

snpvlv you.

can

SAVANNAH

STEAMSHIPJCOMPANY.

S-

on

AND

DIRECT LINE from BOSTON to SAVANNAH,
connecting at Savannah with all rail lines to

Its rich and lasting fragrance has made this
delightful perfume exceedingly popular. There
is nothing like it. Insist upon having Floreston COLOGNE and look for signature of

Commencing Sunday, October 15, 1882.

Lise to New fork.

SteamerK Eleanors and Franconia

and purity.
If contains materials
nre
that
beneficial
only
to the scalp and hair

t Sleeping Cars attached, run daily, Sundays In
eluded, between Boston and Bangor.
$Runs through to Bangor every morning, and SkOTv
began Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
uot run to Dexter, Belfast, Bucksport, or St
John Sunday morning
♦For Portland only.

Steamship Company

Semi-Weekly

Tins elegant dressing
p preferred by those
who have used it, to any
ot

11.30 a.
7.25
a.
Brunswick.
m.,
m.,
*4.30 p. m,, fl2.35 a. m., (night.) Rockland
7.20 a.m.
8.16 a.*m., 116 p. m., Lewi»uan,
11.10a. m.,*4.15p. m. 11.20pm. Phillip*, 6.55
a. ra. Farmington, 8.2U a. m.;
Wluthrop
10.13 a. in. being due in Portland as follows
The morning trams from Augusta and Bath
The day
8.36 a. m. Lewiston, 8.40 a. ra.
trains from Bangor, and all intermediate stations
at 12.40 and 12. 45 p.
and connecting roads
trains from
The afternoon
m.
tVaterrille,
Augusta, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 6.40
Pullman
Express train at 1.60
p. m. The Night

,,

Advertising

PASSAGE TICKEI OFFICE.

mchl6

BALSAM.

§.

iarr
TH-,nll 8.00 p. m. BOSTON FOB
PORTLAND at 0.00 a. m., 12.30 and 3.30
and 8.i>0
delicately
p. in., arriving at Portland at 1.00. 5.00,
| p. m. PORT* AND FOR SC'ARBdRO
!
01.0
and
POINT,
BEACH, PINE
a.
m.,
ORCHARD
BEACH,
8,45
FOR
note)
m.
(See
and 5.40
3.30
p.
BIDDEFORD AND KKNNKSACO.
RtNK at 8.45 a. m., I 00, 3.30 and 5.4t> p m.
p. in. (See
FOR W EE E* at 8.45 a. m., 8.30
note.) FOB NORTH BERWICK, SAEFA I ES,
GREAT
IION
PAI.I.I,
EXETER, HAVERHILL,
DOVER.
LAWRENCE, ANDOVER AND EOWEEEat«.45a.iu.. 1 OO and 3.30 p. m. FOR
JAMES EPPS A'
CO., Vlomceopatliic
NEW MARK FIT at 8.45 a. m. 3.30 p. m.
Chemist*. Abolition, Euglnnd.
FOR ROCHESTER and FARMINKTON,
nov29
Tu.S&wlyrAV)
8.45a. in 1.00 and 3.30 p. m. FOR
N H
F'OR
ALTON BAli at 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. in.
MANCHESTER AND CONCORD N. H.,
T. C. EVAIW
New
Market
(vi
(via Lawrence) at 8.45 a, in.let.) at 3 30 p. in. HORNING TRAIN
Advertising Agency and Printers’
LEAVEN KENNEBINK FOR'PORTLAND at 7.25.
Warehouse,
Note—Tlie 1.00 p. m. train troui Portland
will not stop at Soarboroo Beach, Pine Point, Old
S
I
U
ON.
tOO WASHINGTON SI.,
Diehard Beach or Well, extent lo fait
Pnnenarn F'or Ho-ion. Parlor Car.on all
in
and
and
all
Wood
kinds of
Dealer
Metal Type,
through trains. Seats secured In advance at
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in all
Depot Tickot office.
paper in the United States or Uauados at publishers*
njp-Ihe l.00 p. m„ train from Portland conSend for estimates.
owe?t prices
nect* with Sound Eiue Steamer, for New
York and all Ball Lines for the West, and the 3.30
for New York
W. W. SHARPE & CO.,
p. m.. train with all Rail Eiue*
and the South and West.
1
SUNDAY TRAINS.
A
•J PARK ROW,

General Ocean Steamer

Maine

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND AND BOSTON

UPON a;AS¥ TERMS.
Fessenden Street, Deei
property, containing 7
rooms, ample pantry, closets, &e., good cellar, Sebago water, &c. Lots f om 6,000 to 8,000 square

On and after OCTOKllIt 31, 1**3, the
Steamer City of Richmond will not go East of Milbridge on her Tuesday’s trip*.
E. CUSHING, General Manager
octgodtf

'AEKEK ’ S

From

DESIRABLE REAL ESTATE
four new Houses on
iDg Land Company’s

oodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.

jel7

Halifax, 8.10 a. m., 0.15 p. in.; HI.
John, 8.15 a. m., 8.30 p. m.; 61 ou I a on. 10 30
Ht. Htephen. 10.45 a. m.; tftacliMpon,
а. ra.;
б. <'0». m.,6. p. m,; Vauceboro, 1.35 a. m.,
7.15 a. in., t7.4>
1.30
p. m. Bangor,
ftfe!fn»i
m. Dexter. 7.00 a.m, 6.10 p, m.
.30 a. ra., 3.06 p. m.; Nkow began, 8 20 a. m..
3.16 p. m.; Waterville, 9.16 a.ax 1.65., tlO.CO
m.; and Mondays only at 5.15 a. ra Auguntu,
.00 a.m 10.00 a. m., *2.45 p. m.,110,66 p. m.;
(Gardiner, 6.17 .a. m., 10.18 a.m., *3.07 p. m.,
til .14 p. in. Bath, 6.56 a. m., 11.00 a. m.,
* 1.00
p. m.,and (Saturdays only at 11.65 p. in.

oct ltf

%t

>

Portland

Leave

and
the
ProviactD,
John, Halifax
HI. Andrews, Mt. Stephen, Fredericton,
ArooKtooli
C'ouutT, all stations on MS. A'
Bangor,
PiMcataqniD U. St., and for
BSuckaport, Dexter, Belfast and 8kowlicgan, 1.25 p. m., 1.30 p. m., £11.16 p. m
Watcrville, 7.00 a. m. 1.25 p. ia„ 1.30p. m
111.16 p. in., and Saturdays only at 5.16 p. m.
Augusta, IVallowell, Gardiner, Richmond,and Brunswick 7.00 a. m„ 1.30 p.
m., 6.16 p. m., til.16 p. m.: Bath. 7.00 a. m.
l. 30 p. m.f 6.16 p. m. and on Saturdays only
at 11.16 p. ru. Rockland, and Knox A
C£.
1.30 p.
Lincoln
R., 7.00 a. ra.,
8.16 a.m..
m. ;
Auburn and Lewiston,
qj
Lfiviuen
via
1.25
m.
5.06
.,
p.
p.
VlruuMwick 7.00 a. m., fll.16 p. m.;
Phillip*
Moumca-b,
Farmington,
Wiuthrop, Kendfleld, Went Wale*- *ie
and North 4n.ioo- 1.25 p. m.t and S--. *«t»agt»n via Brunswick, 7.00 a.m.

DAY,
Portland.

NOTICE.

*4priagrale,

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHEN SON, (1. P. A.
oct23
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.

MONDAY,

Portland.
GEORGE L.
Treasurer and General Ticket Agent,
E. CUbttiNG. u«ur>ral Manager.
Portland, Oct. 12. 1882

I.IISP.M.

For Rochester,
Alfred, Wal>
erboro and Sac* Hirer.7-30 a. oa., 1.05
p. sa., and (mixed) at 6.30 p. m. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. m., 11.16
a. m., and 3.36 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed *.40 a. m., 1.25 p. m. aud 5.45 p. m.
For Oorh.im, Maccarnppx, Cumberland
Mill*.
vVe**brook
anil
Woodford9*.,
at7.30 a. 4u., 1.05. 6.SI© and (mixed)
*6.30 p. ui,
The 1.05 p. m. tiaiu from Portland eonneets »t
4yev.lim> >-iil KSooauc Tnnaei Route for
11 € West, and at CTuiou Depot, Worcester, for
Nnrl'orh vlaNorvricb Cine, and all rail,
:.*priifttf6eit!, »i*o with W. V. A N. ft. R.
W .(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia Haltiiuore, %Vn*iraugtou, and the
South and with Roatea A Albany R. K. for

Houthweat.

ItStli, Passenger Trains will

Joac.,
fr'ilcbburu,
Windbaru, a*»«« ftp-

ping At 7.30 n. m. and 1.05 p. m.
For Mane heater, Concord and volute fioitk,

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee
Cincinnati.*!. I.oni*. Otu .tin, *nginaw, Nt. Paul. Nalt l.nke City,
Denver, Man Francisco,
aud all points In the

The Steamer CITY OP IUCH*MONI), Capt Dennlaon, will
.JmfklBSSn make two tripe per week until
4
itti jjFTT. -E further notice.
Leaving Railroad .» nan, Portland, Tin «day
and *• iditfFVFuiuK.nl If. 15 O’clock or oil
arrival of Express train from Boston, fa* Hoc Island, C'aMtinr, lirti Idr. ami ^«d*»*irk.
(Stage from Sedgwick to Blue Hill on arrival ol
each Steamer) an. Wcmi and Bur ftflarboia,
Tli If bridge, Jonpapuri Hud *1 urhiu-por».
Knuruiug. will eavs Vlachlaspori ever} Jlon
day and Tbumday ’lorning*. at 4.80 and
Moan Desert at about 10.00, arriving In Portland
the same evening, «>nunatii g wirl> »*allm*n Train
and parly morning train for Bu»ton.
(.OIMJ EAHT-Wi 1 connect at Rockland
each trip with boston & Ba> gor btoamc s tor Belfanl, Muck-port. Hangor, ami River Landings; also with Steamer Henry Morrison for Blue
Bill *urr> and bllaworib. At Bur Harbor
with Steamers for Hancock. Laoioiac and
Sullivan.
HlfilMJ WFST-WIU connect at Bocklanu with Boston and Bangor S. S. Co.'s Me .mers
and recelvo passenger* from Bangor and River
,t

m.

m.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rales.

Nortbwcnt,

wlii leavt
aud
m.,

Portland at 7.JO a.
1*05 y. in,, arriving at Woroeste;
and 7.30 p. m.
Returning ioare
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.80 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. tn. and 5.45 p.
at 2.15 p,

ABBAWOEMENT

FALL

Landings tor

Monday, Oct. 16,

1NS4J, Passenger Trains

STREET

74 EXCHANGE

est

FOREIGN MAKES.

of Trains.

TICKET OFFICES

Train* leave

148 Spring 8t., Wednesday, P. M
Nov.
nov2eodtf
7, ut 3 o’clock.

room

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

THIS

chambers have been occuMerry,
pied by Mr. Fernald, vlerchant Tailor for many
year*: are in the centre of business, spacious, well
located and have all modern improvements,
inquire of W. W. THOMAS, or ELIAS THOMAS,
Commercial St.
augSdtC

will hold its opening meeting in the school

through

Maud aad Worcester Line.

On and after

landings of the Eur ean, New York and dob* !
ton Steamers anci opoosil the Grand Trunk Depot.
*asy connection with other parts of the city by
street cars. It is in tirst-class order throughout and
will be leaser! t' respons'ble parties ! urnished or unfurnished at a reasonable reutal. Inquire of
au22dtf
AUG. P. FULLER. Portland, Me.

No. 235Va Middle St., 2d story,
stores occupied by Merrill* Kei U, and
CHAMBERS
hatter. These

on

All IL.TON« f tiperintendeat.
ocVMtf
Portland, September 29, 1882.
J. SI

a. m.

house.

from Montreal and all points

line.

8.

St.

N agent, gentleman or lady, in the city of Portlaud, and i'i each town in Cumberland

the pur-

for

e

Agents Wanted.

anv »

THEpose of

Temp

by

y

To Let.

School.

heretofore

We are now opening onr importations
of Sew Styles including the most artistic and desirable goods of all the choic-

©otlO

[FBOM UEKCaAM'8' E2CUAKGE.1
Hamburg 4th, barque H J Libby, Pratt,

WANTED.
Three Tin Plate and Sheet Iron work*
ers. W. II AMES, Xo. 5S2 Market
Square,
Portland, Maine.

p. Baxter’s

MONDAY EVENING, NOV, 20, 18*2.
at
o’clock, at Vechanics’ Hall, and will continue four months free of tuition to Mechanics from

style

amer

Ar at

dtf

M. C. M. ASSOCIATION.

copartnership
existing
Davi«i Wyer and Hiram Wyer, under the
THE
& Co is this
dissolved
and
of D.

Eleauora, Brag*, reports having scon the
baique Norton stover putting each.
St

octl3

pin.

DISSOLUTION.

for

Cleared*
Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, New York—Henry
Fox.
Sell Emperor, Brewor, Belfast—Keneell & Tabor.

dtf

’'Vaulted.

dti

Free

20

a

COPARTNERSHIP.

169 Washington St.,

Brig oauadiau, (Br) Gerrior, Pictou—coal to J L
Fa* mer.
Scb W H Mailer. Harrington, Boston for St John.
Sch Avon, (br) Corneau, Port Gilbert, NS—bark
and wood to F Yea* on & Co.
Scb Oriental, (Br) Watts, St John, NB—lumber to
M P Emery.
Sch bar an, (B.r) Seaman, St George, NB—dry ti h
to J B k nit lit.
Sch Elsie Al Smith, (new) Jewett. Kennebunkport,
in tow of tug O A Wairen. To a M 'smith & \_o.
Sch Caroline Kriescber, Devercux, Bangor—edging- for a market.
Sch .jas Henry Muuroc Friendship.
Scb Saiab, Rice. Gouldsboro.
Scb Noupareil, Got1. Treiuont.
Sch Pearl, (jolt. Treason t.
Scb * L Perkins Thompson, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Ariel, Caud-ge, Bangor lor Boston.
Scb Belle, boJgdou. Bootbbay for Boston.

A

HOLT’S,
Protcs antis required.

State St church and 61 Deering St.,
BETWEEN
Sunday, child's lace collar and small pink
Finder will be

U. S. A.

MONDAY, Nov. 0.
Arrived.
Larcom, Bouton

Deerin^Sf.

ectlO

MR.

Lost.

COLCORP,

novl

The. Great Healing Remedy..

PUBT OF PORTLAND.

Steamer City of Portland,
East port a> d st John. N B.

Warned.
\ COMPETENT nurse girl at

Class-

an.:

class to be formed ot Mothers

Send for One.— A

MINIATURE ALMANAC.NOVEMBER 7.
S in rises.6 45 High wster, (A tt)„ 8 32
3.28
Son sets.4.42 I Moon rises-

jstews.

octiRSdtf

man.

143 Pearl Street,

He will deliver a course of Lectures in this city
when due notice will be given.

laud.

Which

marine

small familv. Good reference
to 1 lit Brackett st. corner Cush-

in a

Wen to oriTata pupils by ibe subscriber’

in three hours.

removed

market for nearly 40 years and its large sale is
to its purity and excellence.

York.. Pern am ouco Nov
Germanic.New York. .L verj oo..l..N<»v
Atlas.Boston.Liverpool. ..Nov
Andes. .New \rork..Port Prince..N^v
Nr
Valencia.New York..Lagua ra
New York..Glasgow.Nov
Furnesda
Saratoga.New York.. Havana.No

housework

required, Apply

dtf

nov2

owing

Gleneyne.New

or

named.
GOOD, capable and reliable girl, to do general

Classes for Beginners in German
Grammar uiitl Conversation.

He

would have to
be published to give a full list of families using
the Centres Yeast Powder. It has been on the

Nov 9
City of Puebla.New York..Havaua
SerVla.New York..Liverpool....Nov 8
Nov 8
Elba.New York..Bremen
Nov 8
Denmark.New York..London
Mh&s.New York..Rotterdam.. Nov 9
'Frisia.New York..Hamburg....Nov 9
State of Georgia. ..New York. .Glasgow.Nov 9

Constant employMARK P. EMERY,
W. F. HARMON. at the
octlBd&w6«42

sep7dtf

ther notice.

San Francisco.
At Va paraiso Sept 30, barque Minnie M
Watts
Watt*, from Rio Janeiro ar Sept 23, for Pisagua to
ioad for Hampton Roads or
Europe.
At Conzai Sept 23. ship Union,
Barstow, for Me
jilloues, to load guano.
Ar at Callao Oct 8, barque E L
Mayberry, Kuight,
New York.
At iquique Sept 30, barque Annie Lewis,
Lewis,
from V alparabo. ar Sept 2, for Hampton R »ads,
ldg.
AtviejillonesSt.pt 3u, barque Ada Gray. Plumfrom
ar
mer,
for Baltimore,
Antofogasta,
Sept
Mg; ami others.
off Holyhead Oct 24, ship Santa Clara,
Rivers,
from Liverpool for New York.
ci* at at John, NB, 4th inst, ship John Bryce,
Murphy. Liverpool; schs Afton, Watt*. Portland;
Almeda, Mullen, and Forest Belle, Syphers, Rock-

FOF

>
Wharf,
iVharf.

the

on

a.

tions.
9.40 p. m.,

Proiu Cewintou and Auburn, 8.40 a. n>.,
12.35, 3.16 aud 5.60 p. in.
From Gurbnu, mixed. 9 40 a. m., 6.10 p. m.
From Chicago, Hooirva
and Quebec,
12 86 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and
Montreal.

On and after

A good Cook. Apply J. F. BAXTER, Cl Deering st.

EDWARD G PONTON,

directory

FROM

mill

business relating to Patents promptly and
faithfully executed
jul2tf

Zanzibar.
Passed Anjies Sept 8, barque Cbas R Lewis, McCarty. Buenos Ayres.
At Blisbaue Oet 4th, barque Martha P Tucker.
Smith, from New York, ar 3u, disg.
sld lin Bordeaux Sept 3d, ship
spartan, Reed, for

HAILING !».-«%* OP KTKAiflfelf I »'K.

MEN wanted to make Hogshead Shook. Apply
to
JOSEPH HOBSON &SONS,
Saco, Maine.

11

Copartnership

A Portland family

dtf

—

American & Foreign Patents,

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Sydney, NSW, Oct 6, ship Gettysburg, Theo
bald, unc; barque Escort. Waterhouse, from Moody viile, BO. ar Sept 22, disg.
At Adelaide Oct 4, ship Tabor, Snow, from San
Francisco, ar 8th, uuc.
Sid tm Newcastle. NSW, Oct 2d, barque Grace
Deering, Salvage, Singapore.
In port Oct 4. barque Priscilla, for sale; brig H C
Sibley. Fowler, for Batavia.
Ar at Nagasaki
Aug 30, barque Herbert Black,
Treat, Sbaughae.

68 yearsIn North Bridgton,
68 years.

i

Slioik Makers Wanted!

A

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

W iscasset
Id 6th, barque Nellie Brett, Davis, New York.
SALEM— Ar 4tb schs Quoddy from Windsor, NS
lor Newark: S E Nightingale, Fa^tport for NYork;
Maggte Belle, New York for Bangor; L D Wentworth, Bangor for New York; George, Rockland
for do.

aged

__

Sale.mail Wanted.
City and Vicinity in Wholesale Flour an
Grocery business. Address P. O. Box 035.

Ho. 37 Plum 3tra&t_

—

m

BOY WANTED.

FOR
Qtt27

an Portland :
m., from Fabyaa’s and intermediate sta

Train* arrive

11.40

-AND-

(o Shaw, Hammond A f ar,
liey. 171 Commercial St.
oet27
dlf

ment

Llmington. Sebago. So. Brldgton, Porter, Rezar
Falls, Denmark, Brldgton and Lovell.

2JM,

m.

dtf

Makers

DEATHS!

old black nurse, “Aunty,” said he, stroking
the little pate, “t is boy seems to have a journalistic head.”
“Oh,” cried the untutored
aunty, soothingly, “never you miud bout dat;
dal’ll come all right in lime.”—Louisville
Courier-Journal.

sized Rent
in a
central location.
Address
B. N,,” Press
Office.

Heading
SIX goodgiven.
Apply to
head of lire n’s

4..IO P. HI.—For all Stations through to Crawford's, and hnbyau’s. connecting uilh steamer
on Seb&g * Lakes tor Naples Brldgtou and Harrison. and with stages for No. Windham, st-andiah,

ARRIVAL*.

medium

oct27_____

PnMcngrr Train* leave Portland ;
8.4) A HI —For all stations running through to
St. Jottnab >ry. Burlington, Swanton, Vt., and
Ogdensbui g, N. Y., Also connecting at St. .iohnsbur? for Newport; Sherbrooke ami Montreal.

Railway of Canada.

after MONDAY, October
trains will ran »* follows:

ctober 2, 1882.

Commencing: Monday,

DEI’AIITCKES:
For Auburn aud Lewutoa, 7.20 a. m., 1.15
and 5.15 p. in.
%
For Oorbam. mixed,7.40 a. m.. and 4.00 p.m.
For Montreal, Quebec and Chicago 1.30
p.

WANTED!!

for B >Bton.
VINEY ARD-HAVEN—Ar 3d, schs
Oregon, from
Perth Amboy for Augusta Adriauna, Port Johnson
for for Augusta; H S Boyuton, Amboy for Rockport; Keystone, New York for Pembroke; Kolon,
Weebawken for Yarmouth.
Sid, sch Frank Norton.
EDGARTOWN—In port 4tb, sebs Ida Hudson, fm
South Amboy for Rockland: Susan, Rondout for
Bath. Sin bad, North poit for Carver’s Harbor; L P
viallory, Jacksonville for Bath; Willie Luce, from
Charleston for Camden; Delmont Locke, Port Johnsou for Portland; Louisa Smith, Hoboken for
do;
Monticello, Amboy for Boston.
Bus TON Cld 4th, barque Addle E Sleeper.
Sleeper. Galveston; schs Walter H Higgius, Jonesj Baltimore; Eva C Yates, Yates, Kennebec.
Ar 6th,
sobs Ida A Thurlow.
Young, Grand
Manan; Nadic Corey, Marshall, Winterport. Susan
Torrey, Marshall. Winterport; Albert. Rich, and
Harriet, Ki< h. Calais; Hiram. Bickford, do; Allendale, Webber, and Arboreer, Clark, from Ellsworth;
Snow Squall. Perry, and Sea Flower, yuinu,
Bangor
Maria Fuss, Nickerson, do; Itaska, Wilson, Mill-

In this
years 10

dSw*

Apply

Pronions,

Grand Trunk

ON 1NS9,

Me.

RENT WANTED.
A

Leave Canton for Portland and
4.16 and 9.30 a. m.
Portland for Canton, at 7.30
a. m. and l.3u p. in.
Leave Lewiston at 7.10 a. m. and 1.67 p. m.
Stage connections with Byron, Mexico, Dlxdeld,
Porn, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.
OTM HAYFOKJ* Snot,
octl4dtf
Portland. Oct. 10, 1882.
ng.

<tnd

novldlw*

•

HlerchautH.

Seeds,

Margins. Ccrrc-pe

Bath,

cm-

nor3dlw&wlt

best’
A new baby recently arrived in the family of
a Louisville journalist, and papa was exceedingly proud over the eveut. Turning to the

S'A'*

15? I'oniiuercinl St,, Fortliind Me.

Futures bought aud sola

Address
w. R. LINCOLN,

WANTED.
good cook. Good reference
required. Apply at 14 DEERInG

Street,

JORDAN

Chicago.

ployment.

A

VP UN. ILIGHT.
Hours, 8 lo MIA. M,!l to 5 P. ji.
Generally at home In the evening,
Nov. 1st, 1882.
nov2dlw*
S. B LAKMINIE,

baker wanted.
A Gootl Baker wanted.
Steady

_

M. !)

Homoeopathic
Congress Corner Greta

not afraid of

man

Portland & Ogdensborg K. II. Portland, Bangor, lit. Desert
FALL abbangmeent,
and .Mas Steamboat to.

’;^^!^?jLewl8t0n,
Leave

work, to learu the
Hardware bus n»88. Apply at once to
EDWARDS & WALKER,
noodSt
274 & 27G Middle street, Portland.

Itofl

EXAMINED.
_

GEO.

young

A

8

Bangor.
HYANNIS—Ar 2d, sch Cora, Fisk, Philadelphia

mas.

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

H.AILJAOAJO,
_

Wanted.

FESSENDEN,

oct31

one

GEO. II. YORK, Woodford’s,
d3w

novli

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE AGENCY
51 1-2

Cutter

or

Third Home below (‘arleton.
Office Hours—8 to 9 A. M., 1 to 3 P. M.
TELEPHONE ‘231-X.
oc3

POWDER

Don

Slumlord Falls & Buck field

as a

Bracliott St.

Q48

Boston.

Bombay Oct 4, brig

WANTED.
SITUATION

removed from 42 Pine street to

has

FORTRESS MONROE—Ar.3d, brig Maay C Mariber, Simpson. Havana for Delaware Breakwater.
PHLLaDELPHI a—-Ar 3d sch* Annie P Cba«e,
Poole, Bangor; Emily H Naylor, Fisher, Kennebeo.
Old 3d, sch Etna, Robinson, Mobile.
Ar 4th, brig Arcot,« ate*. Fernandina: sch Ella A
Warner, Holbrook, trom Mayaguer; Abbie Bursley,
Faulkner, Bootbbay.
Old 4ih, sch T A staart, Faulking am, Gardiner.
Ar 6th, cb Normandy, frera Gardiner.
NEWCASTLE—Passed down 3d brig Shasta, for
Portland; sch City of Augusta, fordo.
PERTu a vi buy—Ar 3*». sch W S Jordan, Crowell. Boston Chas E Sears. Turner, Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 4th, ship Geo Stetson,
Higgins,
1 iverpool SOuays; schs Cuu.berlai-d Webber, tveunebee. Eflle J Simmons, Chadwick. Cushing. TB
Garland, Kelley, Gardiner; Ring Dove, ilatkell,
at.d .J H Kells. Greenlaw, Rockland; Lucy Ames,
Melvin, do; Thayer Kim all, aud Tennessee, do;
D M French Cbtlds, and L A .snow, Gregory, Rockuort Spartel, Haliowell. Whiting; Zeila, dallowell,
do, Isabella Thompson. Reed Providence.
A ftih. sells .lohn Bird. Randall, Windsor, NS;
F P Hail, Hall, Mupquasb. SB: Lahaina, Thomson
StJohu. NB; Eva li Herriman, Wood, aud Annie
Lee, Lee. Bangor; Jos G Stover, do; E G Porter, j
Handy. Kennebec; Addie E Bryant, Calais; Addie
Ryersou, Hal owell; Beta, Sanborn, Machiat; Ned
Sumpter Snow, Rockland; Ivy Belle, Thorndike,
This powder never vanes. A marvel of purity,
d<>; Eleanora, Sullivan; Georg e D Loud, Murphy,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
'ban the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in comBangor; h8?ex, Drinkwater Portland; H Curtis,
Hodgkins, Bangor; Jos G StOAer. do.
petition with the miftitude of low test, short weight,
Old 4th, ship Leading Wind, Hinckiey.Melbourue:
alum or phosphate powders.
barques Elinor Vernon, Humphrey, Honolulu; G C
Sold only in cans. Royal Baking PowderCo.
Tobey. Baker. Sau Fraucisco; sells M A Hall, McNow Fork
febl8d&wly
Donald. Pensacola.
Passed the ate 6tb, sell Nellie J Dinemore, from
if every local
Don’t
VVeehawken for Boston.
At Hart Island 4th barques Olive Thurlow, from
cian fails to cure you.
New York for Dunedin; Uleueida, from do for Val-

at

RAILROADS.

thoroughA ly un.ieistands Tailoringbyin all who
it* branekos,
L. HOLT in
the city
country. Best of references given.

Dr. C1IAS.

4tb, ship Virginia, Larrabee,

bridge; Leaping Water, Hopkins, Vinalhaveu.
Arttth brig Edith, Peitigrove, Cape Hay ti,
Geo Shattuck, Hart, Bangor, Niger, Merry,

WANTS.
_

Cardiff.
SAVANNAH-Old 4th, sch Sarah F Bird, Farwell, Philadelphia.
SI' MaUYS, GA—Ar 31st, barque Romo, Faulkner. Portland.
PORT ROYAL, SC-Sld 4tb,sch Helen Montague,
Green, New York.
RICHMOND—Sid 4th, sch Joseph Farwcll, WiDgfield, Jersey City.
NEWPORT NEWS—Sid 3d. sch Morris W Child,

Ar

Wit and Wisdom.

BUSINESS CARDS.

domestic ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 26th, barque CO Wbjttemo.
juore, sbil abar. Nana
GALVESTON—Old diet, brig Atlas, Gray, trom

WINES &
of

LIQUORS

»!1 kindH, in (lie

ORIGINAL
—

POK BALE

Summit

Rail Roa<l Wharf

•__

Importers,

CELEBRATED

Mineral

Spring Water,

PRO* 11AKK9SON, illAINE.
auglO
d

NERVOUS

A

Cure

H. P. C. Hersey, Agt.,

BY—

ONEWNO. D‘Rr NTBEET, port.
LAND, in Aim*.
Also, General Manager* for Now England,
FOR THE

DEBILITY

Dit. E. 0. WEbT’B NEBTE AND BltAIN TREAT
uent: a specific for Hyfter a, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache Mental Depression, Loss
si Memory, Spermatorrhaa luipotency, Involuntaoverry Emission a Premature Oid Age, caused
or over-indulgence
which leads
ortiou,
will
odd
bos
cure
to misery, decay and death,
recent c*wea Each boi contains ( 10 month’s treatfor
live
dolment. One dollar a b'»s or bu boxes
lars; sent bv mail prepAiu on receipt of price. The
six
boxe
proprietors, John C.Wests Co., guarantee
to cute pny case. Witb each order received f©
six boxes, accomi aniod with five dollars, the protheir written guar*
prietors will send the pur chaser
antee to return the money if the treatment does
Guarantees issued through H. H
oftect a cure.
HAY & CO., Druggists, only agiuts in Portland
*
Vie., at Junction Middle and Free Sts.
uov 1
<lA wly4t'

by

Notice

CHARLES

MCCARTHY, late of Portland,

in the County of Cumberland,
deceased, and givau
bond* as the law directs. All persons
having demands upon the estate of said
ate required
deceased,
to exbibi the same; aud all persons indebted to
said catite are called upon to make payment to

ISABELLA
19

Portland, Qct.

CARTHY,

Administratrix.

dlaw3wTu*

to LIVERPOOL

NATIRIMY.

Shortest
Ocean
Voyage-Only
FIVE DA.Y^fVom Land to Land.
Extra weekly ships from 4>>lA«(;o\V, k.ivrr
pool. Ilurruuiowa, Uoudondi-rr>. ami t«ulwny to If€1 NITON direct.
The steamers are unsurpassed for safety and speed
CABIN, $70 and $M>.
Appiy to E. A.

pOWAN,

$40,Steerage
WALDRON,

422

4c

at low rates
Exchange St., T

Congress’ St.,

or..EVKA-

General Agccia, New York, 207
Broadway: Boston, Vasa., 15 State St.: Pbiladel-

Al,DEN

pma, Pa., N. L. cor. Broad aud Chestnut Sts.

_“|*y23_

dly

ItllSTM
Steamers!

net

as*
hereby given, tha
the subscriber has been duly appointed aud
taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix of
the estate of

_mf

ALLAN LINE STEAMSHIP^

M QUEBEC
EVERY

Intermediate

Guaranteed.

self-abuse,

Trip per Week.

On and after WEDNESDAY.
Nov 8th, the favorite and seagoing steamer New Hran«will
leave Rnil Road
wiclt,
Wharf, foot of State St., everv WEDNESDA Y at 8
p. n). (after arrival of trains leaving Boston at 12.30
p. m. by the Eastern, and 12.30 and 3 30 bv the
Boston & Maine R. U.) lor YARMOUTH, arriving
there next noon, where connections are made with
Western Counties Rail wav. and Fishwick’s Express
Line of Steamers, and stages for'all the principal
places in Nova Scotia.
Freight received cn days of sailing up to 6 p. m.

PACKAGES

R STANLEY & SON,
4

One

fare si.oo.
favorite Stearmers Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave h BANK l.IN WH AltK
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m. amt INDIA WHAJiF,'
Boston, at 5 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Huston late
at night.
Egc-tickets and Staterooms for sale at D H
YOUNG’S, 271! Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Bail and sound Lines for s&lo.
Freight taken as usual.
J. Mi, ClOYLS, Jr., (ieitral Agent.
apr5
dtt
The

